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Preface

Intelligent video surveillance is a multidisciplinary field related to computer vision, pattern
recognition, image processing, networks, embedded systems and image sensors.

The goal is to efficiently extract useful information from a considerable number of videos
collected by surveillance cameras by automatically detecting, tracking and recognizing ob‐
jects of interest, and understanding and analyzing their activities. The widespread availabili‐
ty of digital cameras and processing equipment, together with a growing need for public
safety have shifted the attention of researchers in video surveillance, becoming one of the
most active research areas in computer vision.

Video surveillance has a huge amount of applications, from public to private places, such as
homeland security, crime prevention, traffic control, accident prediction and detection, mon‐
itoring patients, elderly or children in different environments. These applications require
monitoring indoor and outdoor scenes of airports, train stations, highways, parking lots,
stores, shopping malls, offices, just to name a few. Nowadays, there are a considerable num‐
ber of digital cameras in the referred places collecting a huge amount of data on a daily ba‐
sis. Researchers are urged to develop intelligent systems to efficiently extract and visualize
useful information from this big data source.

The exponential effort on the development of new algorithms and systems for video surveil‐
lance is confirmed by the amount of effort invested in projects and companies, the creation
on new startups worldwide and, not less important, in the quantity and quality of the
manuscripts published in a considerable number of journals and conferences worldwide.

This book is an outcome of research done by several researchers and professionals who have
highly contributed to the field of video surveillance. The main goal is to present recent ad‐
vances in this hot topic. I would like to thank all the authors for their excellent contributions
and to all those people who helped in this project.

This book contains of eight chapters divided into three sections. Section 1 consists of three
chapters focusing on the development of systems and algorithms for video surveillance. Sec‐
tion 2 presents three chapters focusing on people, namely human activity and action recog‐
nition. Section 3 consists on a couple of chapters related to algorithms for face and
expressions recognition.

Finally, I hope that all the readers of this book will find it interesting and informative, con‐
sidering it as a good tool for their research or project.

Prof. António J. R. Neves, Ph.D.
Department of Electronics

Telecommunications and Informatics
University of Aveiro

Portugal
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Abstract

In this study, an intelligent video surveillance (IVS) system is designed based on the
particle filter. The designed IVS system can gather the information of the number of
persons in the area and hot spots of the area. At first, the Gaussian mixture background
model is utilized to detect moving objects by background subtraction. The moving object
appearing in the margin of the video frame is considered as a new person. Then, a new
particle filter is assigned to track the new person when it is detected. A particle filter is
canceled when the corresponding tracked person leaves the video frame. Moreover, the
Kalman filter is utilized to estimate the position of the person when the person is
occluded. Information of the number of persons in the area and hot spots is gathered by
tracking persons in the video frame. Finally, a user interface is designed to feedback the
gathered information to users of the IVS system. By applying the proposed IVS system,
the load of security guards can be reduced. Moreover, by hot spot analysis, the business
operator can understand customer habits to plan the traffic flow and adjust the product
placement for improving customer experience.

Keywords: intelligent video surveillance (IVS), Gaussian mixture model, particle filter,
Kalman filter

1. Introduction

Video surveillance systems are often utilized at some specific places such as exits, entrances,
parking lots, convenient stores, etc. for management. Traditionally, security guards watch
screens of monitored places for surveillance. However, according to statistics, one security
guard can only watch four monitors at the same time, and the concentration can last only for
10 minutes such that more than 50% of key information is lost. Moreover, it is not economically
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worthwhile to hire multiple security guards to monitor one video surveillance system. There-
fore, intelligent video surveillance (IVS) systems have become more and more important in
commercial sector and have attracted a lot of attention in research area as well [1–3].

IVS system can be defined as the real-time monitoring of both persistent and transient objects
within a specific environment. IVS is also referred to as video analytics (VA) which involves
the use of software to automatically detect the objects of specific interest and analyze their
behaviors. For finding the objects of interest, it is usually done by detecting the movements or
changes in the image that can be achieved by background subtraction technique. To do
background subtraction, an effective way to build up the background is the Gaussian mixture
model [4, 5]. After the object of interest is detected, the goal is to analyze their behavior that
sometimes can be done by tracking them. Usually, particle filters and Kalman filters are
employed for the purpose of tracking objects in IVS systems [6–10].

IVS systems have been applied for different kinds of purposes. Ref. [11] presents an
architecture for a perimeter security system dedicated to critical transport infrastructure
protection. Ref. [12] addresses a framework for event decision of vision-based intelligent
surveillance system based on the fuzzy model. A shape-perceived algorithm using the
building block-based matching method is presented in [13] for object tracking of intelli-
gent surveillance applications. A way of unification of flame and smoke detection algo-
rithms by merging the common steps into a single processing flow is proposed in [14] for
IVS systems.

The aim of this study is to design a IVS system based on the particle filter. The designed IVS
system can gather the information of the number of persons being in the area, the number of
persons having been in the area, and hot spots (places of more than usual interest, activity, or
popularity) of the area. The Gaussian mixture background model is utilized to detect mov-
ing objects by background subtraction in the designed IVS system. The moving object
appearing in the margin of the video frame is considered as a new unit (person). When a
new person is detected, a new particle filter is established and assigned to track the new
person. For saving the computational load, the particle filter is terminated when the
corresponding tracked person leaves the video frame. Moreover, the Kalman filters is uti-
lized to estimate the position of the person when the person is occluded. Information of the
number of persons in the area (having been in the area) and hot spots is gathered by tracking
persons in the video frame. Finally, a user interface is designed to feedback the gathered
information to users of the IVS system. By applying the proposed IVS system, the load of
security guards can be reduced. Moreover, by hot spot analysis, the business operator can
understand customer habits to plan the traffic flow and adjust the product placement for
improving customer experience.

2. Preliminary

In this section, three well-known techniques, i.e. adaptive Gaussian mixture model, particle
filter, and Kalman filter, are presented for constructing the IVS system.

Intelligent Video Surveillance4

2.1. Adaptive Gaussian mixture model

The recent history of each pixel, X1;X2;⋯Xtf g, is modeled by a mixture of k Gaussian distri-
butions. The probability of observing the current pixel value is given as Eq. [4]:

P Xtð Þ ¼
Xk

i¼1
ωi, tη Xt;μi, t;Σi, t

� �
(1)

where k is the number of distributions, ωi, t is an estimate of the weight of the ith Gaussian
distribution in the mixture at time t, μi, t is the mean value of the ith Gaussian distribution in
the mixture at time t, Σi, t is the covariance matrix of the ith Gaussian distribution in the
mixture at time t, and η is a Gaussian probability density function:

η Xt;μ;Σ
� � ¼ 1

2π Σj j12
e�

1
2 Xt�μð ÞTΣ�1 Xt�μð Þ: (2)

The updating rules for the parameters of the adaptive Gaussian mixture model can be found in
[5]. After the Gaussian mixture model is established, the foreground pixels (representing the
moving objects) can be obtained by applying the Mahalanobis distance:

Di Xtð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xt � μi, t

� �T
Σi, t Xt � μi, t

� �r
: (3)

The adaptive Gaussian mixture model has been applied for different kinds of applications,
such as automatic speech emotion recognition [15], tracking targets on long-range radar
systems [16], fast sampling-based motion planning [17], etc.

2.2. Particle filter

The key idea of particle filtering is to approximate the probability distribution by a weighted
sample set [18]:

S ¼ s nð Þ;π nð Þ
� ����n ¼ 1;⋯;N
n o

: (4)

Each sample consists of an element swhich represents the hypothetical state of the object and a

corresponding discrete sampling probability π where
PN

n¼1 π
nð Þ ¼ 1. The evolution of the

sample set is calculated by propagating each sample according to a system model. Each
element of the set is then weighted in terms of the observations, and N samples are drawn
with replacement. The mean state of the object is estimated at each time step by

E Sð Þ ¼
XN
n¼1

π nð Þs nð Þ: (5)

Particle filter provides a robust tracking framework.

Particle-Filter-Based Intelligent Video Surveillance System
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The particle filter has been successfully applied to many applications. An algorithm to track
the vehicle with the adaptively changed scale based on particle filter is propose in [19]. The
vehicle guidance with control action computed by a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter is pro-
posed in [20]. The localization of indoor robot based on particle filter with EKF proposal
distribution is proposed in [21].

2.3. Kalman filter

The Kalman filter [22] addresses the general problem of trying to estimate the state of a
discrete-time controlled process that is governed by the linear stochastic difference equation:

xt ¼ Fxt�1 þwt (6)

with measurement equation

φt ¼ Hxt þ vt (7)

where xt is the state vector, F is the transition matrix, φt is the measurement output, H is the
output matrix, wt is the process noise, and vt is the measurement noise. The process noise and
measurement noise are assumed to be independent of each other, white, and with normal
probability distributions:

p ωð Þ � N 0; Qð Þ (8)

p vð Þ � N 0; Rð Þ (9)

whereQ is the process noise covariance matrix and R is measurement noise covariance matrix.
Moreover, bx�t is defined to be the a priori state estimate at step t, and bxt is defined to be the a
posteriori state estimate. Then, e�t � xt � bx�t is defined to be a priori estimate error, and
et � xt � bxt is defined to be the a posteriori estimate error. The a priori estimate error covari-
ance is then

P�t ¼ E e�t e�t
� �Th i

(10)

and the a posteriori estimate error covariance is

Pt ¼ E e�t etð ÞT
h i

: (11)

The equations for the Kalman filter fall into two groups: time update (predictor) equations and
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The measurement update equations are given as

Kt ¼ P�t H
T HP�t H

T þ R
� ��1

(14)

bxt ¼ bx�t þKt φt �Hbx�t
� �

(15)

Pt ¼ I�KtHð ÞP�t : (16)

Figure 1 shows the operation architecture of Kalman filter.

The Kalman filter has been widely applied to time series analysis and statistical modeling
problems. This study [23] improves the navigation performance, when refraction starlight is
used to compute the position and velocity of a satellite in unscented Kalman filter. An anti-
spoofing algorithm based on adaptive Kalman filter for high dynamic positioning in global
positioning system is proposed in [24]. In this work [25], the robust Kalman filter is applied to
the people occupancy estimation problem, and an iterative algorithm is developed to handle
the state-dependent model uncertainties.
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3. IVS system design

The IVS system design is presented in this section. Figure 2 shows the operation process of the
IVS system. Firstly, the adaptive Gaussian mixture model is applied for constructing the
background model to detect moving objects in the video image frame. The moving object
appearing in the margin of the video image frame is considered as a new unit (person), and
then a new particle filter is established and designated to track the new person. Moreover, the
Kalman filter is utilized to correct the position obtaining by the particle filter and to estimate
the position during occlusion. After that, the information of the number of persons in the area,
the number of persons having been in the area, and hot spots are obtained by analyzing the
tracking paths. Finally, the information is fed back to the user by the user interface. Each block
of the IVS system design shown in Figure 2 will be illustrated in the following subsections.

3.1. Gaussian mixture model for detecting new units

By applying the adaptive Gaussian mixture model described in Subsection 2.1, the moving
objects can be detected by using the Mahalanobis distance of Eq. (3). Figure 3 illustrates the
foreground pixels representing the moving objects obtained by the adaptive Gaussian mixture
model. Here, we assume that a new unit (person) will appear only from the border of the

Figure 2. The operation process of the IVS system.
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monitored place. Therefore, for a moving object detected in the margin of the monitoring video
frame, we need to determine that it is a new person or not.

Figure 4 shows the checking process for determining the object detected in the margin of the
monitoring video frame as a new person or not. At first we need to check the size and ratio of
the detected object to identify that the detected object is a person or not. If the size and ratio of
the detected object are identified as a person, then we have to check that the detected person is
new or not. In the case that there is no tracked person in the video frame, the detected person
in the margin of the video frame is determined to be a new person. In the case that there has
(have) been tracked person(s) in the video frame, we need to calculate the distance(s) between
the detected person and tracked person(s) to check that the detected person is new or not. If the
distance(s) is (are all) longer than a predefined threshold Td, the detected person is considered
as a new person. If some distances are shorter than Td, we need to apply Eq. (18), which will be
described in the following subsection, to calculate the similarities of color distribution between

Figure 3. Foreground pixels representing the moving objects obtained by the adaptive Gaussian mixture model: (a)
background, (b) moving object, and (c) foreground pixels.

Figure 4. The checking process for determining the object detected in the margin of the monitoring video frame as a new
person or not.
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the detected object and the tracked units with distance shorter than Td. If all similarities
between the detected object and the tracked units with distance shorter than Td are lower than
a predefined threshold Ts, the detected object is determined as a new person.

It is noted that there are several people detection methods [26, 27]. However, in the designed
IVS system, we assume that the only moving objects are persons. Hence, we choose a simple
method, which is adaptive Gaussian mixture model, to detect that the persons appear from the
border of the monitored place for reducing the computational load.

3.2. Particle filter for tracking units

For a new detected person, a new particle filter is established and designated to track the
new person. In the design of the particle filter, the target model of target region (the
detected person) is the color distribution which is represented by histograms calculated
in the HS (Hue, Saturation) space using 8 � 8 bins. A popular measure between two color
distributions is the Bhattacharyya coefficient. Considering discrete densities such as two
color histograms

p ¼ p uð Þ
n o

u¼1…m
; q ¼ q uð Þ

n o
u¼1…m

(17)

the Bhattacharyya coefficient is defined as

r p; q½ � ¼
Xm
u¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p uð Þq uð Þ

q
: (18)

The larger r is, the more similar the two distributions are. For two identical histograms, we
obtain r ¼ 1 indicating a perfect match. The target region of the detected person is represented
by a rectangle so that a sample is given as

s ¼ x y Hx Hy
� �T (19)

where x and y represent the center location of the rectangle and Hx and Hy are the width and
length of the rectangle, respectively, as shown in Figure 5. The sample set is propagated through
the application of a dynamic model:

st ¼ Ast�1 þwt�1 (20)

where A is an 4�4 identity matrix and wt�1 is a random vector drawn from the noise distribu-
tion of the system. Assuming that the target histogram is q and the histogram of the sample s nð Þ

is ps nð Þ , the observation probability of each sample is given as

π nð Þ ¼ r ps nð Þ ; q
� �

: (21)

The tracking result can be calculated by Eq. (5). During filtering, samples with a high weight
may be chosen several times, leading to identical copies, while others with relatively low
weights may not be chosen at all. Figure 6 illustrates persons tracked by particle filter.
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Although the particle filter is a robust method for tracking objects, it cannot deal with some
special cases. Since we use color distribution for the target model of the particle filter, it may
lose tracking when the color of the background is similar to the color of the tracking object.
Moreover, if the tracking object is occluded, still the particle filter will lose tracking.

3.3. Kalman filter for correcting and estimating positions

In the IVS system design, the Kalman filter is utilized to correct the position obtained by the
particle filter and to estimate the position during occlusion. Here, the uniform linear move-
ment is considered. Hence, the linear stochastic difference equation is given as
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and the measurement equation is given as

Figure 5. The target region of the detected person represented by a rectangle.

Figure 6. Persons tracked particle filter.
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bxt
byt

� �
¼ 1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

" # bxt
byt
_bxt
_byt

2
66664

3
77775
þ vt (23)

where bx;byð Þ is the estimating position and _bx and _by represent the estimating speeds on x and y
directions, respectively. In the measurement update equation of Eq. (15), the measurement

φt ¼ xt yt
� �T is obtained from the tracking result of the particle filter.

For improving the tracking results of particle filter, after propagation by Eq. (20), the estimat-

ing speeds _bxt�1 and _byt�1 of the Kalman filter are added to the position of each sample of the
particle filter such that

s nð Þ
t ¼ x nð Þ

t þ _bx t�1, y
nð Þ
t þ _byt�1, Hx, Hy

h i
: (24)

When the tracked object is occluded, the Kalman filter is applied to estimate the position of the
occluded object. Therefore, for the case that all the similarities between samples of particle
filter and the target are lower than lower than a predefined threshold Tp, the Kalman filter
doesn’t use the measurement correction and only takes the filter prediction as object position.
Moreover, all samples of the particle filter are uniformly distributed around the estimating
position such that the particle filter can retrieve tracking after the object recovering from

Figure 7. User interface of the IVS system.
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occluded. However, if the occluded object is stayed in the back of obstacle without moving, the
Kalman filter will still lose the tracking.

3.4. User interface for feeding back information

Finally, by analyzing the tracking paths, the information of the tracking result, the number of
persons in the area, the number of persons having been in the area, and hot spots are
obtained and then fed back to the user through the user interface as shown in Figure 7.
Furthermore, several parameters can be adjusted through the user interface for adapting
different environments.

4. Experiment results

The experiment is done in the San Shia Campus of the National Taipei University, Taipei,
Taiwan. Figure 8 illustrates the operation process of the IVS system. In Figure 8, the up-left
frame is the original image; the up-right frame is the background subtraction binary image
applying Gaussian mixture model; the left-down frame shows the tracking result by applying
particle filter (green rectangle) and the result corrected by Kalman filter (white rectangle), and
the right-down frame is the final tracking result. Figure 9 makes a comparison to show the

Figure 8. Illustration of the IVS operation process.
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Figure 9. A fast-moving bicycle tracked by the particle filter (a) with Eq. (24) and (b) without Eq. (24).

Figure 10. (a) Applying Kalman filter to estimate the position of the occluded object and (b) without applying Kalman
filter to estimate the position of the occluded object.
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utility of adding the estimating speeds of the Kalman filter to the position of each sample of the
particle filter, i.e., to show the utility of Eq. (24). It can be seen that a fast-moving bicycle can be
tracked by the particle filter with Eq. (24) as shown in Figure 9(a). However, the fast-moving
bicycle cannot be tracked by the particle filter without Eq. (24) as shown in Figure 9(b).
Figure 10 makes a comparison to show the utility of applying Kalman filter to estimate the
position of the occluded object. It can be seen that the particle filter can retrieve tracking after
occlusion with applying Kalman filter to estimate the position of the occluded object as shown
in Figure 10(a). However, it can be seen that the particle filter cannot retrieve tracking after
occlusion without applying Kalman filter to estimate the position of the occluded object as
shown in Figure 10(b). Moreover, it can also be seen in Figure 10(a) that all samples of the
particle filter are uniformly distributed around the estimating position such that the particle
filter can retrieve tracking after the object recovering from occluded.

5. Conclusion

Based on the particle filter, an IVS system has been designed in this study. Utilizing the
Gaussian mixture background model, the moving objects appearing in the margin of the video
frame can be detected and considered as a new person. Then, a new particle filter is established
and designated to track the new considered person. Moreover, the Kalman filter is applied to
correct the tracking result and estimate the position when the tracked person is occluded. By
analyzing the tracking paths, the information of the number of persons in the area, the number
of persons having been in the area, and hot spots can be obtained. Finally, the information is
fed back to the user through the user interface.
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Abstract

Visualization of video is considered as important part of visual analytics. Several chal-
lenges arise from massive video contents that can be resolved by using data analytics and
consequently gaining significance. Though rapid progression in digital technologies
resulted in videos data explosion that incites the requirements to create visualization and
computer graphics from videos, a state-of-the-art algorithm has been proposed in this
chapter for 3D conversion of traffic video contents and displaying on Google Maps. Time
stamped visualization based on glyph is employed efficiently in surveillance videos and
utilized for event detection. This method of visualization can possibly decrease the com-
plexity of data, having complete view of videos from video collection. The effectiveness of
proposed system has shown by obtaining numerous unprocessed videos and algorithm is
tested on these videos without concerning field conditions. The proposed visualization
technique produces promising results and found effective in conveying meaningful infor-
mation while alleviating the need of searching exhaustively colossal amount of video data.

Keywords: video visualization, traffic surveillance, smart cities, glyph-based visualization,
Google Maps

1. Video visualization in smart cities

The quantity of surveillance video cameras increases at the public places results in increase in
automated analysis of video contents and traffic video surveillance [43] considered as one of its
application. These automated systems identify a number of traffic rule violations. Video
features at object, pixel, and semantic level are extracted for analysis [53, 56, 59, 60]. The basic
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purposes of surveillance video-based systems are vehicle tracking, analyzing their patterns
and behaviors, abnormal event prediction, and detecting anomalies before their occurrence.
This research aims to develop a glyph-based system for the real-time video visualization
covering a comprehensive set of traffic videos on complete length of highways.

Intelligent monitoring has rapidly progressed in last 10 years and intended to provide situa-
tional awareness and semantic information for understanding the environmental activity
[14, 69]. VV illustrates the joint process of video analysis and subsequent derivation of repre-
sentative presentation of essence of visual contents [2, 4, 19, 34, 45, 54, 57, 68]. The visualization
of videos is gaining more attention because of addressing challenges of data analysis arisen
from video camera contents [1, 15, 16]. Over the past decade, VV usefulness for traffic surveil-
lance [17, 18] application has been effectively demonstrated by researchers [3, 75, 76].

VVoffers spatio-temporal summary and overview of large collection of videos, and its abstract
representation of meaningful information assists the users in video content [3, 35]. Conversely,
conventional techniques [67] of visual representation such as time series plot have difficulties
in conveying impressions from large video collection [3].

In addition, there is need to present visual contents of videos in compact forms such that user
can quickly navigate through different segments of video sequence to locate segment of interest
and zoom in to different detail levels [1]. Viewing videos is time-consuming process, conse-
quently it is desirable to develop methods for highlighting and extraction interesting features in
videos. There are numerous techniques designed for data analysis in images and a variety of
statistical indicators for data processing. On the contrary, there is lack of effective techniques for
conveying complex statistical information spontaneously to a layperson such as a security
officer, apart from using line graphs to portray 1D signal levels [1]. Many researchers studied
video processing in the context of video surveillance [16], monitoring vehicles, and monitoring
crowds. However, main problem in automatic video processing is communication of results of

Figure 1. Video wall.
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video processing to human operator. Since statistical results are not easily comprehensible,
whereas sequences of difference images again need sequential viewing [1].

Conventional video surveillance systems heavily rely on human operators for activity moni-
toring and determining actions to be taken upon incident occurrence. There are several action-
able incidents that miss-detect in such a manual system due to inherent limitations from
deploying solely human operators eyeballing CCTV screens [58]. Hence, automatic VV [56]
will prove very beneficial in improved traffic management. Miss-detections might be caused
by monitoring excessive number of video screens to monitor as shown in Figure 1 and
tiredness due to prolonged monitoring. In fact, numerous studies have shown the limits of
human-dependent surveillance. The United States Sandia National Laboratories conducted a
study in which most people attention fell below an adequate level after only 20 minutes of
video surveillance screen monitoring [67]. The video content analysis paradigm is shifting
from a fully human operated model to an intelligent machine-assisted automated model [58].

2. State of the art

In the field of visualization, Borgo et al. [51] carried out a comprehensive survey on video
visualization. Effectiveness of VV for conveying meaningful information enclosed in video
sequences was demonstrated by Daniel et al. [1]. Andrienko et al. [47] also illustrated visual
analytical technique to visualize huge amount of video data. Data were clustered and aggre-
gated to display on map by using color arrows. Wang et al. [48] presented situational under-
standing approach by combining the video frame in 3D environment. Romero et al. [49] used
visualization approach to analyze human behavior and explored the activity visualization in
normal settings over time.

Hoummady proposed survey on sensory device shortcomings that are used for collection of
traffic information real time [40], and video camera usage as data collection was also proposed
for traffic management. This approach relies on computational device mainly for pedestrian
recognition and vehicle, 2-wheel vehicles, etc.

For traffic visualization, commonly employed approach is coloring the areas demonstrating
roads on the map [44]. Ang et al. [46] presented analytical approach for management of traffic
from multiple cameras. Vehicle trajectory estimation and extraction of features was done.
Subsequently, Jiang [62] demonstrated the analytical technique for visualizing the huge video
data. Data were clustered and aggregated to display them on map by using color arrows.
Afterward, Botchen [53] proposed technique for flow and volume signature visualization. It
discovered that common people can recognize events on the basis of event signatures quite
than viewing entire video contents.

End users and technology providers identify that manual process is inadequate to search
comprehensively massive amount of video contents and screening timely. In order to lessen
these issues of visualization, we try to project camera activity on Google Maps and have
summarized and holistic view of video contents. Massive video data render ineffectual manual
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analysis of videos; however, present automatic analytic techniques of videos undergo better
performance.

A state of art visualization technique for surveillance videos is presented and tested by using
several traffic videos. It receives suitable visual representations to assist the process of decision
making. One can perceive level and pattern of activities that are recorded from visualization of
videos as it offers more spatial info than using statistical indicators. Semantic info is obtained
from numerous surveillance videos which are connected to Google Maps in order to perform
3D association. In the same time, glyph [5, 20] is familiar and conveys multi-field video
visualization [10]. Well-developed visualization approach based on glyph is proposed that
enables efficient and effective information encoding and visual communication.

3. Glyph-based semantic information visualization

Proposed approach aims to visualize semantic information of traffic videos using time
stamped glyph. Input video frames are processed continuously to detect change in visual
information. The proposed approach consists of several steps for estimation of traffic flow.

3.1. Preprocessing

First step involves the segmentation of object from the surveillance video by using
thresholding and subsequently converting it to binary image from grayscale image. Parts of
road are thinned out, and holes are filled in video frames using morphological operations as
shown in Figure 2.

Object segmentation considered to be a vital process in understanding of image in the
preprocessing step. The purpose of object segmentation is to divide the image into region of
interest, and objects are identified from the video frame using region growing method. The
process of image segmentation results in binary image contains connected components which
represents the multiple objects. Connected component analysis is performed to distinguish
between the connected components. Features are extracted to track the moving objects in

Figure 2. Vehicle segmentation from video space.
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successive frames. Image is scanned pixel by pixel, and gray value of central pixel is compared
with those of the top and left pixels. Surface or region grows, until it finds all the connected
pixels. The values of the pixels are compared with the 3 � 3 neighboring pixels. If there is
disconnect in the connected pixels and the gap is greater than threshold value, algorithm
classifies the pixel to a new region. It is a user defined threshold whose value is chosen on the
basis of distance between the pixels. All the pixels which are part of the object are set to value
1, and those which are not part of the object are set to value zero. In region growing method,
3 � 3 window finds all the neighboring pixels 1 and keep growing the region until pixel with
zero value is found. Algorithm keeps finding the gap, and if the gap is greater than the
threshold value, the algorithm classifies it as a new region. If there are only isolated pixels,
they are marked as outliers. Proposed system is robust in handling problems such as occlusion
and illumination variation encountered in surveillance videos. In case of sunny day, there are
moving shadows of vehicles which can produce false alarms. But the proposed system esti-
mates the vehicle size and is able to predict the shadow size. Based on the moving vehicles
size, shadow can be removed. Proposed method is able to remove the extracted shadow of the
vehicles. Proposed system is tested on several surveillance videos of different scenarios such as
different weather conditions and densities. Proposed system is robust in handling problems
such as occlusion and illumination variation encountered in surveillance videos. The data set
contains a diverse set of scenarios in terms of traffic density and violations.

Traffic flow is assessed on each video frame, and the number of vehicles is counted in every
frame. For every vehicle, mean speed is computed. The flow rate is found by dividing total
vehicles by time. Top level flow diagram of the proposed approach is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3 represents the flow of proposed approach. Object tracking [7, 8] is part of the
proposed system which collects temporal and spatial information about the object under
consideration from the video sequence. Semantic information such as trajectories of detected
objects is acquired by motion tracking that is given as input for mapping and 3D computation
and revealing the outcomes on Google Maps. As Google space and video space coordinates are
different, 3D mapping is performed amongst the two different spaces. Time-based glyph is
created for representing semantic info on Google space and video.

Layout of table in order to store coordinates of vehicle is revealed in Figure 4. Blobs detected
within frame signify the number of vehicles. It is illustrated in Figure 4 that single vehicle
exists in current video frame. Array is well-defined for storing vehicle coordinates. First two
columns of array illustrate the y and x vehicle coordinates present in first frame, whereas the
following y and x coordinates represents next frame coordinates of vehicle. Fifth column value
demonstrates the number of frames consumed by vehicle in which vehicle becomes visible in
field of view. Vanishing flag in last column defines the status of vehicle, for example, vehicle
departure. Flag value remains zero till vehicles are in field of view and value will turn 1 when
vehicles disappear. Last column is significant because values reshuffling in arrays change on
the base of flag value.

Though, trajectories of vehicle are of different spans even vehicle travel on the same route since
vehicle travel at different mean speeds [8, 12]. Motion vectors [77] are used for demonstrating
information as motion information has strong relationship with semantic occurrence. Different
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Figure 2. Vehicle segmentation from video space.
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successive frames. Image is scanned pixel by pixel, and gray value of central pixel is compared
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such as occlusion and illumination variation encountered in surveillance videos. The data set
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objects is acquired by motion tracking that is given as input for mapping and 3D computation
and revealing the outcomes on Google Maps. As Google space and video space coordinates are
different, 3D mapping is performed amongst the two different spaces. Time-based glyph is
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Layout of table in order to store coordinates of vehicle is revealed in Figure 4. Blobs detected
within frame signify the number of vehicles. It is illustrated in Figure 4 that single vehicle
exists in current video frame. Array is well-defined for storing vehicle coordinates. First two
columns of array illustrate the y and x vehicle coordinates present in first frame, whereas the
following y and x coordinates represents next frame coordinates of vehicle. Fifth column value
demonstrates the number of frames consumed by vehicle in which vehicle becomes visible in
field of view. Vanishing flag in last column defines the status of vehicle, for example, vehicle
departure. Flag value remains zero till vehicles are in field of view and value will turn 1 when
vehicles disappear. Last column is significant because values reshuffling in arrays change on
the base of flag value.

Though, trajectories of vehicle are of different spans even vehicle travel on the same route since
vehicle travel at different mean speeds [8, 12]. Motion vectors [77] are used for demonstrating
information as motion information has strong relationship with semantic occurrence. Different
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event identifications are done by analysis of motion features. Path demonstrates the vehicle
movement and dynamical measurements that represent the raw vehicle trajectory. A common
trajectory depiction is flow succession, for example,

FT ¼ f 1; f 2; ::………f T
� �

(1)

Figure 3. Top level diagram of proposed approach.

Figure 4. Vehicle tracking information.
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where the flow vectors

ft ¼ xt; yt; v
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represent object velocity [vx, vy], position [x, y], and direction [ax, ay] at time t extracted by
tracking the object.

3.2. Bezier fitting for glyph generation

Bezier curve mostly employed for modeling and smoothing the chaotic vehicle trajectories.
Control points are used to define Bezier curve which have geometric modeling interpretation
and can model trajectories inconsistency [61]. Curve is confined in control point’s which are
showed graphically and can be utilized for curve manipulation. By offering P0 and P0 points,
Bezier curve is defined as straight line between two points such as,

B tð Þ ¼ P0 þ t P1 � P0ð Þ ¼ I � tð ÞP0 þ tP1

0 ≤ t ≤ 1
(3)

That is equivalent to linear interpolation. Bezier curve is used to smooth the chaotic trajectories
of vehicles obtained using motion tracking. As each car moves with different speeds, so the
length of trajectories varies.

Figure 5(c) depicts the video taken from area around Northumbria University having frame
rate 30fps and video resolution 1920 � 1080. Video consists of 25 frames. Figure 5(a) illustrates
the chaotic trajectories of different vehicles that are smoothed using Bezier curve to visualize
the traffic pattern as shown in Figure 5(b). Time stamped semantic information is represented
using glyph. Vehicle trajectory is tracked over time, and semantic info is delivered as presented
in Figure 5. Outer circle of glyph denotes that vehicle changes lane although vehicle type was
small which is signified by circle having red color. If vehicle is small and do not change the lane
within field of view than outer circle of glyph is green.

Figure 5. (a) Chaotic vehicle trajectory, (b) smooth vehicle trajectory, and (c) time stamped glyph.
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3.3. Motion tracking and semantic event display

Motion tracking significance [9, 39, 64, 66, 71, 73] in surveillance videos is unquestionable;
subsequently, it is valuable in countless applications. Semantic analysis [62, 63] of video is
utilized for extraction of vital information particularly type of vehicle, speed and lane chang-
ing, and trajectory from the video [38, 41]. This semantic info is extracted automatically in
order to represent indexing, high level descriptors, retrieving, and searching the video con-
tents. Tracking of vehicle comprises of velocity, maintenance of appearance, and positioning of
detected object over time. Vehicle detection is done by object linking to most alike object in
consecutive video frames.

Flow vectors are used to symbolize the common trajectory representation which is basis of
further analysis. Figure 6(a) characterizes the chaotic vehicle trajectories which are taken from
different surveillance videos. Every trajectory of vehicle is attained by individual tracking of
detected vehicle. Figure 6(b) displays the smoothed curves that are acquired by applying
Bezier curve on the chaotic vehicle trajectories.

4. 3D conversion and perspective view from video space to Google Maps

To capture the real time, info is considered as main challenge in dynamic VV [39]. 3D info
recovery from surveillance video is essential to acquire some significant information from the
videos. As frame of videos is the projection of 3D space, abstraction of vital information is
difficult task. In proposed approach, 3D transformation on Google Maps from surveillance
video is processed by using homographic transformation. In homographic transformation,
plane mapping to image space is performed by projective transformation that maps the point

Figure 6. Proposed approach vehicle tracking.
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from one plane to second one. Homography amongst image space and video space is esti-
mated requires four-point correspondence [42]. Calibration of image is acquired through
transformation H, in which pixels pf image mapping on ground plane matches to latitude
and longitude coordinates of maps.

Individual location of vehicle in each video frame sequence is signified by plus symbol in
Figure 7 that is computed by homography matrix in order to calculate map and of video space
coordinates. In perspective projection, location or points are alike in two dissimilar spaces,
however, not equivalent because of universal scale uncertainty. The homography [6, 11, 45, 72, 79]
in camera-based view geometry attains a particular interpretation H = KE, where E represents
Euclidean transformation matrix which defines camera pose while viewing, and K characterizes
the matrix of camera perspective recognized as intrinsic measures. Consider a pair of correspon-

dence points, for example, p ¼ x1; y1; z1
� �T and u ¼ x2; y2; z2

� �T is related by homography H:
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Thus, each correspondence p⇆ u results in two linear equations in the unknowns h ¼
h11; h12,……………, h34ð ÞT . With manifold correspondences, numerous pairs of linear constraints
need to be stored for obtaining coefficient matrix A. Least square h solution is acquired by
solving the

ATA
� �

h ¼ 0 (5)

The h solution is acquired as eigenvector which corresponds to AT A smallest value. Corner
points of video after the H computation are projected on Google Maps correspondence points.
Each position of pixel in dimension space is estimated on map by the use of H matrix, and

Figure 7. Homographic computation and perspective view of video and Google Maps.
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resultant longitude and latitude coordinates are stored. Inverse of H is also computed to map
the space coordinates on video.

5. Time stamped semantic glyph representation

Visualization based on glyph is considered as common procedure of visual scheme in which
group of graphic objects is employed for representing data set known as glyph [35]. Glyph
method is utilized for visualizing motion vectors that are over laid on video stream frame. Our
main concern is to collect visual info that seems in all frames of video till the object remains
within the view. Time stamped glyph is also generated in order to signify the type of car, speed
with distinctive colors, and event information such as lane change information. The proposed
system accurately determines the lane change of vehicle at a specific time due to precise
localization. In the proposed system, an abnormal event detection is performed by specifically
giving vehicle trajectories [52]. Trajectory analysis and interaction with scene feature allows
recognizing interesting events. A time stamped glyph is generated to represent speed and lane
change information of vehicle. For any image point, the position of corresponding scene point
in every video frame is determined until the vehicle leaves the field of view.

There is variation in vehicle speed even in obstacles’ absence because of curves and turns.
Experimental data authenticate the common insight of speed which is considered most signif-
icant factors of safe driving. Variation in vehicle speed considered to be one of likely factors of
congestions and accidents [37, 51, 94]. Therefore, proposed algorithm determines the speed
variation of vehicles in each frame on the basis of trajectory analysis. Trajectories with different
speeds are identified and represented using glyph. At each time frame, if vehicle speed is
lower than the threshold, then the same color is assigned; however, if vehicle speed changes
abruptly then at each instance of time, it is assigned a different color. With this time stamped
identification method, precise instance of speed variation is identified in the video frame that
causes a disruption in flow of the traffic movement.

6. Association between Google Maps and video visualization

To properly visualize analysis of results on Google Maps, the output must be properly aligned
to the map coordinates [13]. Rectification of camera image is automatically done and mapped
on the map. In surveillance video, activity is detected in each frame, and location of vehicle on
ground is gained through correspondence points and trajectory learning which are mapped on
map. Consequently, video inspection of several road cameras is upgraded by projecting the
activity of outdoor surveillance camera on Google Maps. In order to localize the vehicle
coordinates on the Google Maps or association of video and Google Maps space, homography
is computed, and its perspective view is drawn. Transformation matrix provides the associa-
tion information and its mapping. And as the events occur, correspondence video is visualized
on the Google Maps as shown in Figure 8.
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7. Holistic view of video using Google Maps

A surveillance video naturally takes the perspective view of the visual scene which is recog-
nized as quasi-3D. Significant information is gathered from the different videos and is viewed
to represent unusual events in videos as depicted in Figure 8.

In video surveillance-based system, identification of unusual events is considered to be most
significant task. Anomalous behavior can be drastic and subtle [36, 58, 63]. Changing of lanes
on highways is traumatic. The proposed system precisely identifies the vehicle lane change at
specific time because of precise localization. Anomalous detection of events [40] can be
performed by giving the trajectory [62]. Subsequently, now the vehicle trajectory specifies the
frightening behavior by performing trajectory analysis. Different glyph colors during the video
visualization portray the type, vehicle position, and event information within video frame.

7.1. Small scale

The proposed technique has been tested on the small scale, for example, area across Northum-
bria University City Campus, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK. Detected object trajectories are
shown in outcome till the objects remain in the scene using semantic glyph as shown in
Figure 9.

There is possibility of future work in the area of visualization. Proposed visualization
approach can be utilized for traffic management system at city level and have precise view of
bigger cite. Spatio-temporal view of collection of videos can be acquired by mapping the
trajectory on Google Maps as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 8. Holistic view of videos on Google Maps.
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To interpret the data in real time system, visualization of video data offers instinctive informa-
tion that can be expended for acquiring trends and patterns. Conversely, gathering statistics
automatically from video data are computationally costly. Subsequently, Walton et al. [39]
visualized the traffic video data on Google Maps to display traffic info. Though, displaying
numerous traffic videos instantaneously was challenging because of heavy transmission load.
Human intellect was used to gather semantic features from surveillance videos in graphic
mapping scheme. Lately, Hsieh and Wang [50] proposed a traffic system for visualizing traffic
information by inferring vehicle data and constitute a video in the database. Flow of traffic was
assessed from surveillance videos and Google mapping was created amongst vehicle detector

Figure 9. Time stamped glyph-based video visualization on Google Maps.

Figure 10. Multiple video visualization on large scale.
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data and videos. While visualizing the traffic information, approach was ineffective in simu-
lating all types of kinematics and dynamics because of driving behavior in various regions.

8. Conclusion

The concern of VV is with visual illustration of input surveillance video for see-through vital
features and events in surveillance video. It is envisioned for providing assistance in intellectual
reasoning whereas easing the load of observing videos. A novel visualization approach based on
glyph has been proposed that can be efficiently utilized for road surveillance videos. A visual
analysis is done on the basis of motion tracking to monitor live road traffic on the highways. The
proposed approach has been verified on numerous video frame rates and resolution for visual-
izing the traffic flows. Experimental outcomes illustrate that approach can be employed in field
conditions and permit better utilization of previous systems of traffic management.
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Abstract

Over the last few decades, remarkable infrastructure growths have been noticed in secu-
rity-related issues throughout the world. So, with increased demand for Security, Video-
based Surveillance has become an important area for the research. An Intelligent Video 
Surveillance system basically censored the performance, happenings, or changing infor-
mation usually in terms of human beings, vehicles or any other objects from a distance by 
means of some electronic equipment (usually digital camera). The scopes like prevention, 
detection, and intervention which have led to the development of real and consistent video 
surveillance systems are capable of intelligent video processing competencies. In broad 
terms, advanced video-based surveillance could be described as an intelligent video pro-
cessing technique designed to assist security personnel’s by providing reliable real-time 
alerts and to support efficient video analysis for forensic investigations. This chapter deals 
with the various requirements for designing a robust and reliable video surveillance system. 
Also, it is discussed the different types of cameras required in different environmental con-
ditions such as indoor and outdoor surveillance. Different modeling schemes are required 
for designing of efficient surveillance system under various illumination conditions.

Keywords: surveillance system, AIVSS, digital camera, types of camera, background 
model, illumination

1. Introduction

In recent times, surveillance systems are gaining a lot of popularity. The government, various 
organizations, residential societies, etc., are using these systems to keep a check on various activi-
ties for safety and security purposes. Earlier surveillance systems had a lot of dependence on 
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human operators, it is lately that automated systems are being preferred because of their bet-
ter efficiencies and reliability [1]. It has been seen that surveillance with full human operators’ 
involvement has certain inadequacies like the high cost of labor, variations in long-duration cap-
turing and limited ability for multi-screen monitoring [2]. Traditional surveillance systems are 
being complemented and even replaced by the advanced intelligent surveillance systems (AISS), 
as the latter is used in identifying abnormal behavior and patterns in videos by developing arti-
ficial intelligence technologies, pattern recognition, and computer vision. This enables high accu-
racy monitoring of more scenarios by a few observers. In the last few years, the video surveillance 
market has seen a major transformation into third generation video surveillance systems, mov-
ing to IP video from traditional analog video causing better processing power and improved 
compression algorithm [3]. These Intelligent video surveillance systems are not just confined 
to laboratories but have hit the marketplace as well. With this generation, the era of Intelligent 
Video Surveillance began, not only in research labs but also in the marketplace. With the start 
of 2010, many research labs, such as Kiwi Security Labs, started to broadcast the “Advanced 
Intelligent Video Surveillance Systems” (AIVSS). With this production, a new category of fea-
tures is presented, which are expected to have a big impact on the marketplace security and a 
sensor control. The Figure 1, shows an Intelligent Video Surveillance System. All the components 
of the system are interconnected using many cameras for critical sites, by means of IP mega pixel 
cameras. Selective ID protection feature has been provided in this architecture of AIVS.

Here, the disseminated keen design of the AIVS was used to execute the component Selective 
ID Protection. Appropriately, the system could respect the current security law necessities in 
a few nations, notwithstanding the prerequisites of governments and knowledge specialists 
to ensure the character of their operators.

Apart from the hardware (H/W) and software (S/W) which are considered as performance 
improvisers and the architecture of inter-operational processing, the performance of the 

Figure 1. The distributed architecture of the advanced intelligent video surveillance system.
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system depends upon the privacy of the system. Moreover, in many countries, privacy 
issues are becoming more crucial and are considered as a performance decelerator. On one 
side, the performance of the network depends upon the performance of each of Network 
Element (NE), access performance, transmission performance, etc., which are also consid-
ered as performance decelerator and on the other side, the network’s performance depends 
much upon the Security Management Process [4] of the advanced IVS system. Protection 
assumes again a noteworthy part of security execution and in security administration forms 
and accordingly on the system execution as an execution decelerator. From the perspective 
of the Security Management Process, the suggestive development of process science was the 
driving potential to build up an elite propelled IVS, which uses a keen Security Management 
Process, which is controlling the system execution, i.e., system accessibility, secrecy and 
trustworthiness, bringing about a substantial scale vital answer for security specialists and 
governments [3, 4], Figure 2 demonstrates the execution effect of the progress smart video 
surveillance system [5].

The remaining structure of the article is organized as the Section 2 deals with the basic require-
ments for designing of video surveillance system including different types of cameras and 
video management systems using surveillance display. Section 3 discusses the surveillance 
system for both indoor and outdoor environmental especially with illumination conditions. 
Section 4 discusses the different modeling schemes used for surveillance systems. Lastly, 
Section 5 holds the conclusion and the future aspects.

Figure 2. Performance impact on the distributed architecture of the advanced intelligent video surveillance system.
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2. Video surveillance system design requirements

This section provides the details of decisions taken while designing the video surveillance 
system. The design of a video surveillance system requires decisions that need familiarity 
with the basic options and the basis behind the selection of any available choice in the mar-
ket [11]. So, designing a system requires better remote access, further remarkable mix with 
different systems, enhanced picture quality and additionally that requires flexibility with 
others system [12, 13]. In any case, for end clients to take the full preferred standpoint of 
the advantages, the outline and execution of the arrangement should be precisely arranged 
and executed. This will guarantee the system is adaptable and future-sealed and is proper 
for a client’s need. These six stages cover guidance about choosing the correct hardware, an 
assessment of the accessible innovation and help with the decisions that should be made. 
The following decisions are to be made for designing of video surveillance system are as 
follows:

1. Camera and its type.

2. Video management system.

3. Types of video management system.

4. Storage type.

5. Types of video analytics.

6. Surveillance video display.

2.1. Camera and its type

In late 1990s, the digital cameras came into the market, they were built on Complementary 
Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) based image sensor whose performance is better and are 
cheaper than Charge-Coupled Devices (CCD). It has been seen during the last decade that on 
an average there is an annual growth rate of around 12% of digital cameras throughout the 
world. The credit can be attributed built-in intelligent image processing and pattern recogni-
tion algorithms. These smart digital cameras can spot motion, detect objects, read vehicle 
number plates, and even identify human behaviors. They have become an essential compo-
nent to build active and automated control systems for many applications and will continue to 
play a significant role in our daily life in the future [7]. Smart cameras are generally intended 
to perform specific, repetitive, high-speed and high-accuracy jobs. The typical applications 
of these smart cameras are Machine vision or intelligent video surveillance systems (IVSS).

Video surveillance technology is functionally used in traffic cameras [9], which are used for 
traffic footage recording and are many times shown during traffic reports on TV news. They 
are placed over the traffic signals, along with the busy roads, and at busy junctures of the 
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highway. Whether they record the movement of traffic for future study or to monitor traffic 
and issue challans/tickets for any traffic rule violations, they are an extremely popular form 
of video surveillance. They are commonly used in the monitoring & management of traf-
fic, computerized parking garages, driver support and control access systems, etc. License 
Plate Recognition (LPR) is the most well-known and widely used application in the cate-
gory of traffic management and monitoring. Yet, due to increasing demand other categories 
of vehicle classification have been added recently. Make and Model Recognition (MMR) & 
Color Recognition (CR) of cars is a major and comparatively new functionality which helps 
in detecting the model of the car, along with the vehicle types for, e.g., Light Motor Vehicle, 
Heavy Motor Vehicle, etc. Installation of Camera plays an important role in the advance intel-
ligent video surveillance system.

Cameras are the key contributors to the video surveillance system. The camera position and 
the type of cameras used under various conditions are important factors in video surveillance. 
These two parameters are briefly explained below:

i. Positions for camera installation: Cameras should be placed in appropriate areas to 
record relevant video. The appropriate areas for proper placement of cameras can be 
entrances, hallways, driveways, T- Points, highway intersection points, exits, etc., and 
in areas where there is a high density of people or vehicles. Moreover, cameras can be 
placed in areas that require security such as parking spots, VIP areas, schools, restaurants 
& hotels, bank locker rooms, hospitals, etc. Planting cameras at crucial and suitable points 
is a cost-effective way to monitor and document people and vehicles arriving and depart-
ing certain facility.

ii. Type of cameras to be used: There are many types of camera available on the market. 
The suitability of the camera depends upon the situation in hand. Fixed camera can be 
used for recording only one specific view while a PTZ camera is generally used to cover 
wider fields of views. Mostly fixed cameras are used in video surveillance as they are five 
to eight times less costly than PTZ cameras. Color cameras are preferred during day time 
and in highly illuminated areas. However, during night time and in poorly lit areas in-
frared or thermal cameras are used that gives black and white images. Thermal cameras 
can also be used under settings of complete darkness, where they produce only contours 
of objects. Cameras can be standard definition or high definition cameras that provide a 
resolution of up to 16 MP.

IP cameras digitize the recordings within the camera while analog cameras’ recordings (which 
are used as surveillance cameras) are digitized on the computer. Video surveillance systems 
usually make use of a combination of different type of cameras. Some of the camera types are 
discussed briefly as under:

a. PTZ camera: One of the commonly used camera for security purpose is PTZ camera; 
where P stands for Pan, T for Tilt and Z for Zoom. Pan, Tilt, and Zoom are the main fea-
tures of this camera which is controlled by a software or via joystick. This security camera 
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has an ability to rotate 360 degrees so that it can cover a wide area and can zoom into 
detail. The other features that attract toward this security camera are Weatherproof, Night 
Vision, Multiple Alarms, Auto Focus, and Tamper Resistant.

b. Box camera: Box Style security camera is an outdoor camera where customization of 
the lens is possible. The lens can be variable or fixed. Box surveillance camera is an 
ultra-high-resolution CCTV camera made with the new image sensor processor which 
is capable of capturing video at 700 TV lines of resolution in color and black & white, 
960H CCTV resolution. This box camera includes a 6-60 mm variable focal auto-iris lens 
which gives security installers a lot of flexibility to adjust the camera angle of view and 
zoom level.

c. Dome camera: It is a combination of lens, camera and ceiling mount packaged in a dome 
shape. This is well suited for surroundings that tend to get dirty, like kitchens and store-
rooms, etc., the best part of it is compact in size and artistically very attractive too.

d. IP camera: An Internet Protocol camera generally transmits a digital signal using Internet 
Protocol over a network. The main features of these security cameras are its high resolu-
tion and scalability. Right now, up to 30 Mega pixels are available in the market.

e. Wireless IP camera: As its name suggests that this type of camera is completely wireless, 
installation is easy and reduces the rate of network cabling. The camera also has the fea-
ture of tilting and revolving which helps in maximum viewing with clarity and even in 
low light conditions.
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f. Bullet camera: This security camera shaped like a bullet which is a combination of camera, 
lens and packaged in a bullet style. This camera is good for dim light situations and can be 
easily mounted to ceilings or walls because most of them use a tri-axis type of base. Bul-
let cameras come in all sizes (small, medium & large). Infrared bullet cameras generally 
are larger in diameter to put up the extra space that their infrared Light Emitting Diodes 
require.

g. Day and night camera: This security camera is used for both indoor and outdoor envi-
ronments with low or dim illumination conditions. A day and night camera has distinc-
tive lenses that permit infrared emission formed by infrared LEDs and imitated from 
objects to go through and reach to a Charge Coupled Device or Complementary MOS-
FET chip inside the camera. As a result, the end user can see the picture in total darkness 
at the distance of infrared emission produced by LEDs. A day and night camera can 
have infrared LEDs mounted on its housing or can accept the emission, produced by 
an infrared steeple. A Day and night cameras over and over again have changes in their 
digital signal processor that pays for the alteration in illumination between day and 
night methods.
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h. Thermal camera (FLIR): The first commercial thermal imaging camera was used in 1965 for 
high voltage power line inspections. Since then the utility of thermal imaging cameras for 
industrial applications has become a pivotal market segment for FLIR (Forward-looking 
IR) systems, a later name for high voltage power lines. The thermal imaging technology 
has drastically evolved since then, and thermal imaging cameras have evolved to become 
compact in size and look like a digital photo camera, they are now easy to use and produce 
real-time crisp high-resolution images making them a widely important tool for industrial 
applications [8]. They can detect anomalies that are generally invisible to the naked human 
eye, thus taking corrective preventing costly systems going for a total breakdown. Thermal 
imaging cameras are used to determine the maintenance requirements for electrical and 
mechanical installations as they tend to generate unusual heat before they fail. Preventive 
actions can be taken by discovering these hot-spots. A thermal imaging camera is a non-
invasive instrument which scans and visualizes the temperature distribution of surfaces 
of a machine quickly and accurately, thus reducing cost and saving time across the world.

2.2. Video management system

Video management system is the recording and management of access to the video, which is 
captured by a camera and is then transferred to the module of the video surveillance system 
[4]. There are two types of connections through which the captured video is transferred:

i. Videos can be transmitted over the computer network IP or they can be sent as analog 
videos. Videos from both IP cameras and analog cameras can be transferred over the 
computer network whereas unlike analog cameras, IP cameras can connect directly to an 
IP network. In case of analog cameras, an encoder must be installed to transmit analog 
video over IP. The input from an analog camera is encoded and output a digital stream 
for transmission over an IP network.

ii. Depending upon whether IP camera or analog video camera is used, the captured video 
can be transmitted over cables or through the air. Cables are generally considered inex-
pensive and the most reliable method of transferring video but, wireless is an important 
alternative for transmitting videos as setting wires can be expensive for certain applica-
tions such as parking lots, fence lines, remote buildings, etc.

2.3. Types of video management system

In a Video management system, videos taken by the cameras are stored, managed and are 
transmitted to various viewers. The video management systems usually used in video sur-
veillance systems are:
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a. In a digital video recorder (DVR), videos are recorded from a surveillance camera on a 
hard disk. It is a security system device in which the rate of the frame can be converted 
from real-time to time lapse to save the disk space. They are more flexible as compared to 
earlier analog VHS tape systems and allow easier transmission of video over a computer 
network. Digital Video Recorders accepts only analog camera feeds as inputs and sup-
ports remote viewing over the Internet. DVR is a combination of software, hardware, and 
video storage.

b. Hybrid digital video recorders (HDVRs) support IP cameras. They can perform all the 
functions of a digital video recorder mentioned above and adds support for IP and meg-
apixel cameras.

c. Network video recorder (NVR) supports IP cameras only, however, to support analog 
cameras it requires an encoder. NVR can record videos from a no. of digital CCTV cam-
eras that are transmitted over the network.

d. IP video surveillance software is a product application that does not accompany any 
equipment or capacity. The client must load and set up the PC/server for the prod-
uct which gives considerably more prominent opportunity and possibly bring down 
cost yet in the meantime it accompanies noteworthy greater many-sided quality and 
time important to set up and advance the system. IP video surveillance software is the 
most regular decision for video systems that contain extensive camera tallies like at least 
hundreds.

2.4. Storage type

In a video surveillance system, storage of the surveillance video is very vital. This video is 
used for later retrieval and review. Cost of storage and security related fears specific to the 
application of the video surveillance system determines the duration for which the video 
should be stored [11]. For example, in supermarkets and restaurants video recordings are 
kept for a relatively shorter duration as compared to the bank where there is a greater need to 
hold videos for a longer duration (60–90 days) as there is a major threat of fraudulent investi-
gations that are often reported after many days of the incident. The digital data is stored per-
manently in the Storage, till it is purposely deleted. Even without power, this source holds its 
content. Storage generally means magnetic disks, solid-state disks, and USB drives and may 
also refer to magnetic tapes and optical discs like CDs, DVDs, etc. Although storage prices are 
falling, the demand for the surveillance system and for the amount of storage is rising. Several 
techniques have been developed to optimize the use of storage because of its high cost. There 
are three main types of storage:

i. Hard drives that are built inside a digital video recorder, network video recorder or serv-
er represents the internal storage. It is the most reasonably priced but may be less reliable 
and scalable. Most frequently it is used in video surveillance systems and can provide a 
storage of 2 TB to 4 TB.

ii. Directly attached storage are the hard drives that are located outside of the digital video 
recorder, network video recorder or server. It is more expensive as compared to internal 
storage but has greater scalability, flexibility, and redundancy.
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iii. Capacity clusters are IP based capacity places had some expertise in putting away video 
gushing from an expansive number of cameras. They give proficient, adaptable and ver-
satile capacity.

2.5. Video analytics type

Video analytics encompasses the below-mentioned tasks:

i. Storage optimization: Storage optimization is realized based on the motion detection. 
The video management systems decide to store the video when any motion/ moving ob-
ject [10] is spotted in the observed scene or else the video is either not stored or is stored at 
a lower frame rate or a lower resolution to save storage space. Cameras may capture long 
durations of inactivity when placed in buildings when they are locked, staircases, etc. 
This application helps in reducing the consumption of storage by 60–80% as compared to 
continuous recording.

ii. Identify threatening events: Video analytics can also be used to identify threatening 
events to pro-actively identify any lapse in security incidents, be alert, and to stop them; 
for example, license plate recognition, perimeter violation, abandoned objects detection, 
and people counting.

2.6. Display of surveillance video

Videos captured by a surveillance system are eventually viewed by human beings and is usu-
ally used for past investigations. Some surveillance videos are watched online continuously, 
e.g., in educational institutions to keep a check on student actions, in shops to keep an eye 
on shoplifters and in public areas to identify criminal threats. Some surveillance videos are 
viewed online infrequently by the owner of the apartment. Videos can be viewed in 4 differ-
ent ways:

i. Local: It is viewed directly from the digital video recorder. Small facilities like Banks, 
retail outlets, and small businesses ideally use the network video recorder to monitor 
their sites.

ii. Remote: It is viewed through standard remote PCs for viewing live and recorded videos 
through an installed application, a web browser, or a powerful web viewing.

iii. Mobile: This kind of viewing allows an instant check of the captured video. It holds great 
importance in video surveillance systems. Mobile clients exist in the market for the last 
few years, but there are challenges related to its implementation on PDAs/phones. How-
ever, a few latest technology phones have renewed interest in mobile viewing.

iv. Video: Big security operation centers where a lot of cameras must be examined or scru-
tinized, video wall viewing is generally preferred. Video walls offer a very big screen so 
that many people can watch the captured videos from a number of cameras at the same 
time. They can change between numerous video streams and could automatically show 
videos from points where alarms have been triggered.
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3. Surveillance system and its types

The word Surveillance has been derived from the French word “sur” means “from above” and 
“veiller” means “to watch.” Surveillance means to monitor behaviors, movements, activities, 
and information for controlling, managing, and protecting people. It can include observing 
from assistance through an electronic device like CCTV cameras (Closed-circuit television) 
or by keeping a track on electronically transmitted information like on phone calls & internet 
traffic. It may also include a number of or relatively lesser technology means such as intelli-
gence agents, detectives, etc. Surveillance systems are readily being used by governments for 
crime prevention and investigation, in intelligence gathering, and to protect people, objects, 
processes, etc. For many, surveillance may be a violation of one’s privacy and has often been 
criticized by many civil liberty activists. Laws in many countries have restricted their domes-
tic government & the private use of surveillance, generally restraining it to situations where 
public safety is in jeopardy.

Dictator government at times have any residential confinements, and universal secret activities 
are normal among a wide range of nations. While observation systems have been exception-
ally ordinary for business properties, it took a while for them to wind up plainly mainstream 
for private homes too. One reason is that wrongdoing insights demonstrate that the further 
developed and cutting edge a security and observation system is, the more culprits will main-
tain a strategic distance from them through and through. Also, the cost of camera gear for 
home utilization has altogether dropped as of late. The best sorts of observation system have 
certain traits that you should give careful consideration to remember the ultimate objective to 
ensure that you totally secure your property. One fundamental thing is that the system must 
be effortlessly expandable to guarantee that as and when required you can cover more indoor 
and outdoor regions with cameras.

More established systems can be extremely restricted once introduced and will likewise just 
permit a specific constrained measure of identification gadgets, including cameras, vibration, 
and movement locators. This can turn out to be expensive if a system must be supplanted 
because of extending business or private premises. Here are two or three signs on what to 
pay uncommon identity to while exploring diverse sorts of security systems that will expand 
insurance.

3.1. Outdoor video surveillance

Outdoor video cameras play a very important role in law enforcement by not only capturing 
video of potential criminals but also by preventing crimes. Past statistics on crimes show that 
the more noticeable and better technology the camera systems are, the more it helps in pre-
venting criminal activities in business or residential buildings [6]. Factors that are necessary 
for an outdoor camera are: they should be weather- resistant, and should include night vision 
even in well-lit locations. This helps in ensuring that switching off the light may not affect the 
camera captures. Cameras should be installed at a point capturing a wider angle & that is not 
easily accessible from the ground.
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even in well-lit locations. This helps in ensuring that switching off the light may not affect the 
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easily accessible from the ground.
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3.2. Indoor video surveillance

There is no necessity for Indoor cameras to be weatherproof, that means they are easier to 
install, are smaller with lesser restrictions. For indoor locations as shown in Table 1, a camera 
that provides a very wide angle of view is needed so as reduce the requirement of the no of 
cameras and to reduce the dark spots. Night vision and quality of the video captured are also 
essential for Indoor video surveillance.

3.3. Illumination and artificial lighting

Amid no light conditions, it is not conceivable to see anything, yet to security cameras, they 
are barely exceptional, some high fragile security cameras can get clear monochrome images 

Intruder detection

• Intrusion detection

• Object tracking

• Detection of an object in uncrowded scenes

Counting

• Statistical analysis

• Marketing

• Traffic flow analysis and reporting

• High accuracy

Nonmotion detection

• Detects static changes to a scene

• Handle crowded and busy environment

• Can detect tiny objects

• Can detect invisible object in low contrast

Crowd management

• Crowd management

• Traffic management

• Queue management

Table 1. Different application areas of video surveillance system.
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in starlight lighting up condition, they in like manner can see the object in whole darkness 
while using additional infrared lighting. In this section, we offer the essential finding out 
about the general lighting up, and the wide grouping of fake lighting. Lux is a prevented unit 
in see from claiming lumen, and the lumen is a precluded unit in light from securing candela. 
The lumen (structure: lm) is the SI unit of luminous change, a measure of the vitality of light 
obvious by the human eye and the candela is the SI base unit of luminous intensity. One lux 
is equal to one lumen for each square meter, where 4n lumens is the total luminous change of 
a light wellspring of one candela of luminous intensity.While picking a proper surveillance 
camera to present, make a point to consider the illumination condition in the environment. 
Lux, it is the illumination level unit used to address the allocated domain illumination. In 
incredible illumination region, the customer can use a general execution security camera. In 
any case, the shading system for environmental illumination is under 2.0 Lux, a monochrome 
illumination system for under 0.2 Lux environment use the higher execution security camera 
(i.e., starlight security camera), which is extremely fundamental. Using Lux meter can evalu-
ate illumination level. If we do not have a lux meter, we can follow the general illumination 
data table.

Utilizing infrared LEDs to transmit vague (to human) infrared lights. The infrared light wave 
length is 850 nm, which empowers camera to get monochrome images. While using the IR 
illumination, the camera will encounter infrared-submersion issue because the photo setback 
purposes of enthusiasm for objects arranged in central and short division watching an area. 
Remembering the true objective to handle this issue, IR sharp development was brought into 
various security cameras. The Infrared splendid limit can modify camera’s Infrared inten-
sity as demonstrated by the watching objects, keep up a vital separation from IR-drenching 
issue. Starting at as of late, the IR illumination can cover 0–200 meters independent. Using 
white light LEDs to illuminate the area under observation. The white light LED wavelength is 
450 nm, which has a place with noticeable light.

The white light illumination can empower camera catch shading images in low illumination 
or zero illumination environments. Compared with infrared illumination, white light illumi-
nation can work in particular application, for example, acknowledgment of vehicle number 
plate. Moreover, the white light illumination can be utilized to stop interlopers/crooks. Sony 
double light IP camera can naturally turn on white light illumination when individuals stroll 
into observing territory. The white light has substantially shorter illumination separate than 
infrared, its range is 0–50 m. Frequently, laser maker is set up into PTZ camera which offers 
30× optical zoom limit. The bigger piece of laser maker utilizes 808 nm wavelength diodes, 
laser maker has various purposes of intrigue; long detachment illumination, adaptability, 
acclimate to the environment, long life expectancy. Laser illumination can help the camera 
to get clear images with high clearness. Besides, it enables the camera to get pictures inside 
1 kilometer or even 3 km long partitioned.

In indoor surveillance, the cutting edge highlights liberal change revelation and following 
estimation. Indoor conditions are passed on utilizing unmistakable truly little spaces that are 
pulled back with dividers and give each other through passages and sections. In this condi-
tion, it is crucial to relate the district of a specific individual in various parts of the building 
structure. It is less pivotal to track continually the difference in a man as this movement will 
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no vulnerabilities or conceivably buts break reliably because of building’s geology. In outside 
surveillance, the cutting edge moreover merges veritable change request and following tal-
lies. The limit is that these figures are normally stunningly besides made than the relating 
indoor checks on account of the distinctive quality presented by exceedingly factor lighting.

The topology of outside conditions is correspondingly completely not exactly the same as 
that of indoor conditions. Moving things are people and what more vehicles is in like manner, 
going at all around higher speed. Snappier moving things require faster sorting out paces, 
yet the figuring is liberally more computationally than those related to indoor surveillance 
conditions. These repudiating necessities on a to a great degree basic level mean the specific 
difficulties of a pushed outside security system. Utilizing Lux meter can check light level. If 
you do not have a lux meter, you can propose Tables 2 and 3 to the running with general 
illumination information.

At the point when security camera works in entire darkness environment (i.e., 0 Lux), the 
camera picture sensor would not have the capacity to catch images. In this condition, the 
cameras have an artificial lighting system, for example, infrared LEDs, white light LEDs, and 

S. No. Places Luminance intensity (in Lux)

1. Sunny 10,000—1,000,000

2. Cloudy 100—10,000

3. Dawn Twilight 1—10

4. Full moon over head 0.1—1

5. Quarter moon 0.01—0.1

6. Sunny Starlight 0.001—0.01

7. Cloudy Starlight 0.0001—0.001

Table 3. Various outdoor illumination conditions at different places.

S. No. Places Luminance intensity (in Lux)

1. Warehouse 20—75

2. Emergency passway 30—75

3. Corridor 75—200

4. Shop 75—300

5. Office 300—500

6. Bank 200—1000

7. Meeting room 300—1000

Table 2. Various indoor illumination conditions at different places.
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also laser producers. These counterfeit lighting systems can help the camera to catch clear 
monochrome or shading images in low illumination or zero illumination environments. As of 
late, Hikvision and Sony propelled day and night security cameras which use double lighting 
system.

4. Different strategies for smart video observation

The present security system could be outlined as takes after: (a) security system act locally 
and they do not participate in compelling way (b) high esteem resources are ensured defi-
ciently by obsolete innovation system. (c) Reliance on escalated human focus to identify and 
survey dangers. Various strategies and calculations have been created and actualized, basi-
cally in programming, for question following, identification, and acknowledgment. A couple 
of endeavors have been made to execute a portion of the calculations in equipment. Be that 
as it may, those endeavors have not yielded ideal outcomes as far as exactness, power and 
memory necessities. The decision of the ideal calculation can upgrade the execution and help 
in settling these difficulties. Many question discovery calculations are by all accounts fantastic 
applicants (e.g., difference-of-Gaussians (DoG), maximally stable extremal regions (MSER), 
fully affine invariant feature detector (FIAF), scale invariant feature transform (SIFT), speeded 
up robust features (SURF), background subtraction, and so on.), contrasting in their capacities 
and prerequisites.

a. Background subtraction

Foundation subtraction is generally utilized for recognizing moving articles from static cam-
eras. By evaluating the foundation, it would then be able to subtract it from the info outline, 
by applying some limit esteem, to get the frontal area, i.e., the question. Diverse procedures 
could be utilized to gauge the foundation, the easiest expect the foundation to be the past cas-
ing, and another probability is to apply a mean/middle channel for the keep going N outlines, 
and accepting the foundation to be the outcome. This calculation is versatile to dynamic foun-
dation changes, simple to actualize and quick and pertinent for constant usage. Be that as it 
may, the disadvantages are its reliance on the question speed, outline rate, colossal memory, 
and above all, the edge utilized is neither worldwide nor time-invariant. A vigorous founda-
tion subtraction calculation ought to have the capacity to deal with lighting changes, monoto-
nous movements from the mess and long-haul scene changes [14, 15]. The accompanying 
examinations influence utilization of the capacity of V(x,y,t) as a video to succession where t 
is the time measurement, x and y are the pixel area factors. For example, V(1,2,3) is the pixel 
power at (1,2) pixel area of the picture at t = 3 in the video grouping. A portion of the founda-
tion subtraction techniques are examined underneath:

1. Using frame differencing

A movement identification calculation starts with the division part where the frontal area or 
moving items are sectioned from the foundation. The easiest method to execute this is to take 
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moving items are sectioned from the foundation. The easiest method to execute this is to take 
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a picture as foundation and take the casings got at the time t, indicated by I (t) to contrast and 
the foundation picture meant by B. Here utilizing basic number-crunching computations, we 
can portion out the articles basically by utilizing picture subtraction method of PC vision 
importance for every pixel in I(t), take the pixel esteem indicated by P[I(t)] and subtract it with 
the comparing pixels at a similar position on the foundation picture meant as P[B].

In a mathematical equation, it is written as:

  P [F (t) ]  = P [I (t) ]  − P [B]   

The background is assumed to be the frame at time t. This difference image would only show 
some intensity for the pixel locations which have changed in the two frames. Though we have 
seemingly removed the background, this approach will only work for cases where all fore-
ground pixels are moving and all background pixels are static. A threshold “Threshold” is put 
on this difference image to improve the subtraction (see Image thresholding).

  ∣P [F (t) ]  − P [F (t + 1) ] ∣ > Threshold  

This implies the distinction picture’s pixels’ intensity is “thresholded” or sifted based on the 
estimation of Threshold. The precision of this approach is reliant on speed of development in 
the scene. Quicker developments may require higher edges

2. Mean filter

For figuring the picture containing just the foundation, a progression of going before pictures 
arrive at the midpoint of. For figuring the foundation picture now t,

  B  (  x, y, t )    =    1 __ N    ∑ 
i=1

  
N
   V(x, y, t − i )  

where N is the quantity of going before pictures taken for averaging. This averaging alludes 
to averaging comparing pixels in the given pictures. N would rely on the video speed (num-
ber of pictures every second in the video) and the measure of development in the video. In the 
wake of figuring the foundation B(x, y, t) we would then be able to subtract it from the picture 
V(x, y, t) at time t = t and limit it. In this manner the closer view is given as:

  ∣V (x, y, t)  − B (x, y, t) ∣ >  {Th}   

where Th is a threshold. Similarly, we can also use median instead of mean in the above cal-
culation of B(x, y, t).

a. Maximally stable extremal regions (MSER)

The MSER calculation is an intrigue area identifier initially utilized as a part of wide-
standard stereo coordinating. MSER works on the information picture straightforwardly 
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with no  smoothing, which brings about the location of both fine and coarse structures [16]. 
MSER performs all around contrasted with other nearby finders. The principle favorable 
circumstances of the MSER recognition are that it is the speediest relative invariant area 
locator. To the best of our insight, the main downside of the MSER is that its execution 
debases with obscured pictures, which can be settled utilizing keen establishment of the 
camera topology.

b. Speeded up robust features

SURF is a scale-and pivot invariant intrigue point indicator and descriptor. The calculation 
extricates striking focuses on the picture and registers descriptors of their surroundings that 
are invariant to scale, turn and brightening changes. Nonetheless, identification and extrac-
tion are computationally requesting and consequently cannot be utilized as a part of systems 
with restricted computational power [17].

5. Discussion and conclusion

The principal points of Advance Intelligent video surveillance system (AIVSS) are to build 
up an observation system which can function as an indoor/open-air observation system. As 
Advance Intelligent Video Surveillance System has a more extensive degree to take a shot at. 
As nowadays security and protection assume an essential part of the survival of the individ-
ual. The perfect observation engineering will have the accompanying attributes: elite, adapt-
ability, simple upgradability, low advancement cost, and a movement way to bring down 
cost as the application develops and volume inclines. Also, the step by step expanding inno-
vations restricted the working of the Surveillance system, therefore the level of security must 
be expanded with a specific end goal to stop the obstruction of interlopers. At present, the 
video surveillance industry utilizes simple CCTV cameras and interfaces as the premise of 
observation systems. These system parts are not effortlessly expandable and have low video 
determination with practically zero flag preparing. Nonetheless, the up and coming age of 
video surveillance systems will supplant these segments with more current computerized 
LAN cameras, complex picture handling, and video-over-IP steering. They will never again 
be essentially surveillance camera systems yet in addition video correspondence systems.

The internet protocol (IP) based structure of the new surveillance systems takes into consider-
ation versatility, adaptability, and digital security. Different encoding and translating gauges 
transport the video stream (MPEG4 CODEC is the standard utilized today). Other than the 
CODEC work, picture pre-and post-handling improves the photo quality progressively with 
low dormancy. Programmable rationale with inserted DSP squares, recollections, interfaces, 
and off-the-rack IP arrangements enables a planner to meet the new system requirements. 
Security surveillance systems can be generally isolated into a few components, for example, 
cameras, interchanges, stockpiling, picture preparing, and administration and back-end. 
Beginning with the camera, the present observation cameras are pushing toward the top-
quality period. Regardless of whether it is an IP camera that has turned out to be generally 
acknowledged or HD-SDI cameras broadcasting in superior quality, they both can give up 
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to full 1080p HD determination surveillance pictures. Giving completely clear pictures is the 
main role of shrewd surveillance, so top quality picture catch is fundamental, so the data gave 
by the camera can be handled precisely. In this way, top notch cameras have turned into a key 
part of observation system merchants. Be that as it may, cameras are only one a player in the 
general surveillance system, and regardless of whether an ever-increasing number of cameras 
and video encoders are incorporated, progressed and complex picture examination is still 
performed on the backend, regularly using cloud-based preparing administrations.
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Abstract

This work presents a novel approach to the problem of real-time human action recogni-
tion in intelligent video surveillance. For more efficient and precise labeling of an action, 
this work proposes a multilevel action descriptor, which delivers complete information 
of human actions. The action descriptor consists of three levels: posture, locomotion, and 
gesture level; each of which corresponds to a different group of subactions describing a 
single human action, for example, smoking while walking. The proposed action recog-
nition method is able to localize and recognize simultaneously the actions of multiple 
individuals using appearance-based temporal features with multiple convolutional 
neural networks (CNN). Although appearance cues have been successfully exploited for 
visual recognition problems, appearance, motion history, and their combined cues with 
multi-CNNs have not yet been explored. Additionally, the first systematic estimation of 
several hyperparameters for shape and motion history cues is investigated. The proposed 
approach achieves a mean average precision (mAP) of 73.2% in the frame-based evalu-
ation over the newly collected large-scale ICVL video dataset. The action recognition 
model can run at around 25 frames per second, which is suitable for real-time surveil-
lance applications.

Keywords: multilevel action descriptor, action recognition, video surveillance, deep 
neural networks

1. Introduction

Visual action recognition—the detection and classification of spatiotemporal patterns of 
human motion from videos—is a challenging task, which finds applications in a variety of 
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domains including intelligent surveillance system [1], pedestrian intention recognition for 
advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) [2], and video-guided human behavior research 
[3]. For delivering complete description about human actions, this work proposes a multi-
level action descriptor (Figure 1) to solve the existing representation problem of an action. 
For instance, traditional methods give the action representation of phoning for one person 
who is phoning while running and the same action descriptor for another person who is phon-
ing while sitting. The action semantics for these two cases should be substantially different. 
The first difference is posture: one person is standing, and the other is sitting. The second 
difference is locomotion: one person is running, and the other is stationary. The proposed 
multilevel action descriptor consists of three levels: posture, locomotion, and gesture, which 
describe different categories of human subactions in a single action to address the above 
problem. Each level of subaction can be recognized by a corresponding convolutional neural 
network (CNN)-based classifier, which captures different appearance-based temporal fea-
tures to represent a human subaction.

Most of the existing works [4, 5] have focused on video-based action recognition (“Is there 
a certain action in the video?”) trying to classify the video clip as a whole via globally pooled 
features. This global feature pooling method works well, however, fails to consider the dif-
ference in the actions of multiple individuals that are present at the same time. For instance, 
one person in the video is texting and, besides him, another person is smoking. In our work, 
the problem of action detection in video surveillance is addressed as: “is there a certain action 
in the video, and where is it spatially and temporally?” The rationale behind the action detection 
strategy is partly inspired by the technique used in a recent paper [6], where the regions of 

Figure 1. Conventional action representation and multilevel action descriptor: (a) texting for three different cases, (b) 
smoking for two different cases, and (c) structure of the multilevel action descriptor.
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action are located and then classified to improve the representational power and classification 
accuracy.

This work aims to develop a real-time action recognition system with localizing and rec-
ognizing actions for multiple persons at the same time. Many works have been studied to 
estimate human pose [7–10] and analyze motion information [11] in real time. However, to 
the best of our knowledge, the real-time multilevel action descriptor was first introduced by 
the authors in [12] and this work is the extended version by adding two new actions, bicycling 
and phoning, and the evaluation of the processing time.

Figure 2 shows the overall scheme of the proposed real-time action recognition model. Through 
background modeling, motion-detection, human-detection, and multiple-object tracking, the 
appearance-based temporal features of the regions of interest (ROIs) are fed into the three 
CNNs, which make predictions using the shape, the motion history, and their combined cues. 
In the training phase, the ROIs and the multilevel action annotations are acquired manually 
in each frame of the training videos, and three appearance-based temporal features, namely—
binary difference image (BDI), motion history image (MHI), and weighted average image 
(WAI)—are computed from the ROIs. Every level of the subaction has its own CNN classifier 
denoted as PostureNet, LocomotionNet, and GestureNet, respectively.

In the testing phase, the prediction of each CNN in the multi-CNN model corresponds to 
the decision in one subaction level. A motion saliency region is generated using a Gaussian 
mixture model (GMM) to eliminate regions that are not likely to contain the motion. This 

Figure 2. Overall process of the proposed real-time multilevel action recognition model.
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appearance-based temporal features of the regions of interest (ROIs) are fed into the three 
CNNs, which make predictions using the shape, the motion history, and their combined cues. 
In the training phase, the ROIs and the multilevel action annotations are acquired manually 
in each frame of the training videos, and three appearance-based temporal features, namely—
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(WAI)—are computed from the ROIs. Every level of the subaction has its own CNN classifier 
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Figure 2. Overall process of the proposed real-time multilevel action recognition model.
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leads to a big reduction in the number of regions to be processed. The conventional sliding 
window-based scheme is used on the motion saliency region as a mask. In the sliding win-
dow, a human-detection histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) descriptor [13] with a latent 
support vector machine (SVM) [14] is used to detect an initial human action in the ROIs. 
Then, the regions undergo Kalman filtering-based refinement of the locations in the image 
plane. Given the refined action in the ROI, the shape, the motion history, and their combined 
cues are used with the aid of the CNNs to predict three subaction categories. Finally, the 
postprocessing stage checks for any conflicts in the structure of the subaction descriptor and 
applies temporal smoothing according to the previous action history of each individual for 
the purpose of noise reduction.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

• The multilevel action descriptor is presented for the real-time action recognition. The mul-
tilevel action descriptor consists of three levels. The combination of subaction from three 
levels can describe many different types of actions precisely. Furthermore, new subactions 
or action-levels can be easily incorporated into the multilevel action descriptor.

• A real-time action recognition model is developed on the basis of appearance-based tem-
poral features with a multi-CNN classifier. Presented in this study is a model for action 
recognition that simultaneously localizes and recognizes multiple actions of individuals 
with both low computational cost and high accuracy.

2. Related works

Motion energy image (MEI) and motion history image (MHI) [15, 16] are the most perva-
sive appearance-based temporal features. The advantage of these methods is that they are 
simple, fast, and efficient in controlled environments, for instance, when the background of 
the surveillance video (from a top-view camera) is always static. The fatal flaw in MHI is that 
it cannot capture interior motions—it can only capture human shapes [12]. In our work, a 
novel method for encoding these temporal features is proposed, and a study of how many 
appearance-based temporal features affect performance is provided. Other appearance-based 
temporal methods are the active shape model, the learned dynamic prior model, and the 
motion prior model. In addition, the motion is consistent and easily characterized by a definite 
space-time trajectory in some feature spaces. Based on visual tracking, some approaches use 
motion trajectories (e.g., generic and parametric optical flow) of predefined human regions or 
body interest points to recognize actions [17, 18].

Over the past few years, local spatiotemporal feature-based algorithms are the most popular 
ones for recognizing human actions. Laptev [19] proposed space-time interest point (STIP) 
by extending the 2D Harris corner to a 3D spatiotemporal domain. Kim et al. [20] introduced 
a multiway feature pooling approach that uses unsupervised clustering of segment-level 
HoG3D [21] features. Li et al. [22] extracted spatiotemporal features that are a subset of 
improved dense trajectory (IDT) features [5, 23], namely, histogram of flow (HoF), motion 
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boundary histogram (MBH), MBHx, and MBHy, by removing camera motion to recognize 
egocentric actions. However, the disadvantage of the local spatiotemporal algorithms is that 
it is computationally expensive.

Some alternative methods for action recognition have been proposed. Vahdat et al. [23] 
developed a temporal model consisting of key poses for recognizing higher level activities. 
Lan et al. [24] introduced a structure for a latent variable framework that encodes contextual 
information. Jiang et al. [6] proposed a unified tree-based framework for action localization 
and recognition based on an HoF descriptor and a defined initial action segmentation mask. 
Lan et al. [25] introduced a multiskip feature-stacking method for enhancing the learnability 
of action representations. In addition, hidden Markov models (HMMs), dynamic Bayesian 
networks (DBNs), and dynamic time warping (DTP) are well-studied methods for speed 
variation in actions. However, actions cannot be reliably estimated in real-world environ-
ments using these methods.

Computing handcrafted features from raw video frames and learning classifiers on the basis 
of the obtained features are a basic two-step approach used in most of the existing methods. 
In real-world applications, the design of the feature and the choice of the feature are the most 
difficult and highly problem-dependent issues. Especially for human action recognition, dif-
ferent action categories may look dramatically different according to their appearances and 
motion patterns. Deep CNNs make some impressive results for the task of action classifica-
tion [26, 27]. Karpathy et al. [28] trained a deep CNN using 1 million videos for action clas-
sification. Gkioxari and Malik [29] built action detection models that select candidate regions 
using CNNs and then classify them using SVM. Using two-stream deep CNNs with optical 
flow, Simonyan and Zisserman [30] achieved a result that is comparable to IDT [5]. Ji et al. [31] 
built a 3D CNN model that extracts appearance and motion features from both spatial and 
temporal dimensions in multiple adjacent frames.

3. Proposed model for human action recognition

3.1. Multilevel action descriptor

Intraclass variation in the action category is ambiguous, as shown in Figure 1(a) and (b). 
Although the actions of the three persons are texting in Figure 1(a), they can be distinguished 
from a deeper aspect: the first is texting while sitting, the second texting while standing and 
is stationary, and the third is texting while walking. Assigning the same action label (texting) 
is insufficient in video surveillance because they are of different states either in posture 
or in locomotion for the same action. This is the same problem for the action of smoking in 
Figure 1(b).

The proposed multilevel action descriptor is depicted in Figure 1(c), where the subactions 
shown in each level are just examples that have been studied in this work and can be easily 
expanded by adding new subactions. Each of the three action levels, posture, locomotion, 
and gesture, has a corresponding CNN, and the total three CNNs work simultaneously. The 
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is insufficient in video surveillance because they are of different states either in posture 
or in locomotion for the same action. This is the same problem for the action of smoking in 
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Figure 3. Mini motion map for reducing the unnecessary computation in the HOG-based human detector: (a) original 
image with a size of 640 × 360 and (b) mini motion map with a size of 77 × 34, which was calculated from the GMM-based 
motion detection.

first network, PostureNet, operates on a static cue and captures the shape of the subject of 
the motion. The second network, LocomotionNet, operates on a motion cue and captures the 
history of the motion of the subject. And, the third network, GestureNet, operates on a com-
bination of static and motion cues and captures the patterns of a subtle action by the subject. 
In this descriptor, three levels can be combined to represent many different types of actions 
with a large degree of freedom.

3.2. Tracking by detection

For real-time applications, a processing time of 20–30 ms for each frame, a stable bounding 
box for the human action region, and a low false detection rate are the important factors 
for human detection and tracking. Therefore, we adapt existing methods to provide a stable 
human action region for subsequent action recognition.

The sliding window is the bottleneck in the processing time of the object detection because 
many windows, in general, contain no object. To this end, motion detection is performed 
before object detection to discard regions that are void of motion. The size of the mini motion 
map is computed with the following equation:

   size  mni‐map   =   
 size  original   −  size  detection    _______________ stride  .  (1)

The default value of sizedetection is (64, 128) and that of stride is (8, 8) in HOG [12]. Figure 3 
shows the mini motion map. For instance, if the size of the original image is 640 × 360, then 
the size of the mini motion map is 77 × 34.

In object tracking, three cases exist in the data association problem: (1) adding a new track, (2) 
updating an existing track, and (3) deleting a track [32]. The procedure for handling multiple 
detections and tracks is shown in Figure 4. When a new track is added, it starts to count the 
number of frames that the track has updated without detection. If the number is larger than 
the threshold nskip, the track is considered being disappeared and is therefore deleted.
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3.3. Appearance-based temporal features

Appearance-based temporal features are very simple, fast, and work effectively in controlled 
environments, such as in surveillance systems where the cameras are installed on rooftops or 
high poles. Therefore, the view angles of the cameras are toward dominant ground planes. A 
video F is just a real function of three variables:

  F = f(x, y, t ) .  (2)

The frame coordinate (x, y) and t is the index of the video frame. In a multilevel action descrip-
tor, each level has one independent CNN that obtains different appearance-based temporal 
features. The BDI encodes the static shape information of the subject, denoted as b(x, y, t), and 
is given by Eq. (3):

  b (x, y, t)  =  { 
255,

  
if f (x, y, t)  − f (x, y,  t  0  )  >  ξ  thr      

0,
  

otherwise
   ,  (3)

It calculates the difference between the current frame f(x, y, t) and the background frame f(x, y, t0) 
and compares with a threshold ξthr. Examples are given in Figure 5 where BDIs are utilized for 
the posture level of the subaction descriptor, for example, sitting and standing.

In a motion history image, pixel intensity is a function of the temporal history of motion at 
that point. MHI captures the motion history patterns of the actor, denoted as h(x, y, t), and is 
defined using a simple replacement and a decay operator in Eqs. (4)–(6) [14].

  d (x, y, t)  =  { 
255,

  
if f (x, y, t)  − f (x, y, t − 1)  >  ξ  thr      

0,
  

otherwise
     (4)

  h (x, y, t)  =  { 
 τ  max  ,  

if d (x, y, t)  = 255
     max  (0, h (x, y, t − 1)  − 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥)   otherwise     (5)

Figure 4. Procedure for multiple detections and tracks.
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Figure 6. Examples of MHI for different subactions.

Figure 5. Examples of BDI for different subactions.
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  𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 =   
 τ  max   −  τ  min   ________ n  .  (6)

MHI is calculated from the difference between the current frame f(x, y, t) and the previous 
frame f(x, y, t-1) in Eq. (4). MHI is a vector image of motion, where more recently moving 
regions are brighter (see Figure 6). MHIs are used for the locomotion level of the multilevel 
action descriptor, which comprises stationary, walking, running, and bicycling. MHI captures 
the motion history cue of the subject, where more recently moving pixel regions are brighter. 
In Eq. (6), hyperparameter n is critical in defining the temporal range of an action. An MHI 
with a large n covers a long range of action history; however, it is insensitive to current actions. 
Similarly, MHI with a small n puts the focus on the recent actions and ignores past actions. 
Hence, choosing a good n can be fairly difficult.

Weighted average images (WAIs) are applied at the gesture level of the multilevel action 
descriptor, which comprises nothing, texting, smoking, phoning, and others. For recognizing 

Figure 7. Examples of WAI for different subactions.
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Figure 8. Architecture of a CNN.

subtle actions, the easiest way would be to use the shape or motion history of the actor. It is 
constructed as a linear combination of BDI and MHI, which is given by Eq. (7):

  s (x, y, t)  =  w  1   ⋅ b (x, y, t)  +  w  2   ⋅ h (x, y, t) , s . t.  w  1   +  w  2   = 1.  (7)

Here, w = {w1, w 2}T is another hyperparameter. Figure 7 shows some examples of WAI for 
different subactions. WAIs were applied at the gesture level of the subaction descriptor, which 
comprises nothing, texting, smoking, phoning, and others. WAI obtained the combined cues of 
the shape and the motion history. Texting (frequently moving fingers) and smoking (repeated 
hand-to-mouth motion) were captured in WAIs.

3.4. Multi-CNN action classifier

In order to reduce the computation time, a lightweight CNN architecture is devised for 
real-time human action recognition, as shown in Figure 8. The architectures of PostureNet, 
LocomotionNet, and GestureNet are identical with two convolutional layers, two subsam-
pling layers, two fully connected layers, and one softmax regression layer. However, they 
need to be trained based on the different training data of multilevel action descriptor. The 
architecture of the network is as follows: Input-Convolution-ReLUs-Max pooling-Con-
volution-ReLUs-Max pooling-Fully connection-Dropout-Fully connection-Dropout-Fully 
connection-Softmax regression. The output layer consists of the same number of units as 
the number of subactions at the corresponding level of the descriptor. If the computa-
tional efficiency is not critical, one could use more complicated architectures [33, 34]. In 
our study, Adam optimizer [35] is used with a learning rate of 1e−3 and β1 = 0.5 with a 
batch size of 256 examples and a weight decay of 5e−4. The networks are trained for 1K 
iterations [36].
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4. Experimental results

In this section, an ablation study of the appearance temporal features with the CNN-based 
approach is presented, and the results of the action recognition are shown with the ICVL data-
set. The average processing time was computed based on the ICVL test videos. The experi-
mental results showed that appearance-based temporal features with a multi-CNN classifier 
effectively recognize actions in surveillance videos.

4.1. Evaluation metrics

To quantify the results, we use the average precision at the frame-based frame-AP. The frame-
AP was used in other approaches at the frame-based evaluation. Frame-AP: recognition is 
correct if the intersection-over-union (IOU) with the ground truth and detection area at that 
frame is greater than σ(σ = 0.5), and the action label is correctly predicted.

4.2. Action recognition on ICVL dataset

LocomotionNet encodes sequential frames as memory capacity to represent actions. However, 
deciding the number of frames n in Eq. (6) is a highly action-dependent issue. In this work, the 
number of frames in the MHI was defined by performing a grid search from 5 to 50 frames 
with an interval of 5. Figure 9 plots the classification accuracy (mAP) at the frame-based 
measurement for the subactions at the locomotion level of the multilevel action descriptor. 
The gray circles are drawn while training LocomotionNet from 100 to 1K iterations with an 
interval of 100. The circles lie over a 1.96 standard error of the mean and standard deviation 
in white. The baseline accuracy at n = 10 is given by encoding the temporal features. With 
n equal to 25 frames, LocomotionNet was able to get a performance boost from 1 to 2% of 
the mAP. This evidence indicates that correctly recognizing one action would need approxi-
mately 2 s (15 fps in the ICVL videos).

Table 1 shows the results of each temporal feature with CNN. An ablation study of the pro-
posed approach at the gesture level is presented by evaluating the performance of the two 
appearance-based temporal features, BDI and MHI, and their combination. Frame-AP is 
reported for PostureNet, LocomotionNet, and GestureNet. The leading scores of each label are 
displayed in bold font. As in Eq. (7), WAI is the weighted average of BDI and MHI. GestureNet 
performed significantly better than PostureNet and LocomotionNet, showing the significance 
of the combined cues for the task of gesture-level subaction recognition. The GestureNet com-
bines the static and motion history cues to capture specific patterns of the action.

Figure 10 shows the mAP across subactions at the gesture level of the multilevel action 
descriptor at the frame-based measurement with regard to varying weights on WAI and train-
ing iterations of the GestureNet. In the experiment, w1 = 0.6 and w2 = 0.4 show a significant 
improvement beyond w1 = 0.5 and w2 = 0.5. This implies that the shape cue is more important 
than the motion history cue in WAI and is quite different from the results in Table 1. One pos-
sible explanation for this finding is that the motion history cue is more informative than the 
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Figure 8. Architecture of a CNN.
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comprises nothing, texting, smoking, phoning, and others. WAI obtained the combined cues of 
the shape and the motion history. Texting (frequently moving fingers) and smoking (repeated 
hand-to-mouth motion) were captured in WAIs.

3.4. Multi-CNN action classifier

In order to reduce the computation time, a lightweight CNN architecture is devised for 
real-time human action recognition, as shown in Figure 8. The architectures of PostureNet, 
LocomotionNet, and GestureNet are identical with two convolutional layers, two subsam-
pling layers, two fully connected layers, and one softmax regression layer. However, they 
need to be trained based on the different training data of multilevel action descriptor. The 
architecture of the network is as follows: Input-Convolution-ReLUs-Max pooling-Con-
volution-ReLUs-Max pooling-Fully connection-Dropout-Fully connection-Dropout-Fully 
connection-Softmax regression. The output layer consists of the same number of units as 
the number of subactions at the corresponding level of the descriptor. If the computa-
tional efficiency is not critical, one could use more complicated architectures [33, 34]. In 
our study, Adam optimizer [35] is used with a learning rate of 1e−3 and β1 = 0.5 with a 
batch size of 256 examples and a weight decay of 5e−4. The networks are trained for 1K 
iterations [36].
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4. Experimental results

In this section, an ablation study of the appearance temporal features with the CNN-based 
approach is presented, and the results of the action recognition are shown with the ICVL data-
set. The average processing time was computed based on the ICVL test videos. The experi-
mental results showed that appearance-based temporal features with a multi-CNN classifier 
effectively recognize actions in surveillance videos.

4.1. Evaluation metrics

To quantify the results, we use the average precision at the frame-based frame-AP. The frame-
AP was used in other approaches at the frame-based evaluation. Frame-AP: recognition is 
correct if the intersection-over-union (IOU) with the ground truth and detection area at that 
frame is greater than σ(σ = 0.5), and the action label is correctly predicted.

4.2. Action recognition on ICVL dataset

LocomotionNet encodes sequential frames as memory capacity to represent actions. However, 
deciding the number of frames n in Eq. (6) is a highly action-dependent issue. In this work, the 
number of frames in the MHI was defined by performing a grid search from 5 to 50 frames 
with an interval of 5. Figure 9 plots the classification accuracy (mAP) at the frame-based 
measurement for the subactions at the locomotion level of the multilevel action descriptor. 
The gray circles are drawn while training LocomotionNet from 100 to 1K iterations with an 
interval of 100. The circles lie over a 1.96 standard error of the mean and standard deviation 
in white. The baseline accuracy at n = 10 is given by encoding the temporal features. With 
n equal to 25 frames, LocomotionNet was able to get a performance boost from 1 to 2% of 
the mAP. This evidence indicates that correctly recognizing one action would need approxi-
mately 2 s (15 fps in the ICVL videos).

Table 1 shows the results of each temporal feature with CNN. An ablation study of the pro-
posed approach at the gesture level is presented by evaluating the performance of the two 
appearance-based temporal features, BDI and MHI, and their combination. Frame-AP is 
reported for PostureNet, LocomotionNet, and GestureNet. The leading scores of each label are 
displayed in bold font. As in Eq. (7), WAI is the weighted average of BDI and MHI. GestureNet 
performed significantly better than PostureNet and LocomotionNet, showing the significance 
of the combined cues for the task of gesture-level subaction recognition. The GestureNet com-
bines the static and motion history cues to capture specific patterns of the action.

Figure 10 shows the mAP across subactions at the gesture level of the multilevel action 
descriptor at the frame-based measurement with regard to varying weights on WAI and train-
ing iterations of the GestureNet. In the experiment, w1 = 0.6 and w2 = 0.4 show a significant 
improvement beyond w1 = 0.5 and w2 = 0.5. This implies that the shape cue is more important 
than the motion history cue in WAI and is quite different from the results in Table 1. One pos-
sible explanation for this finding is that the motion history cue is more informative than the 
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Figure 10. Recognition results with regard to varying weights of WAI and training iterations on GestureNet.

shape cue if they are used individually. For the remainder of the experimental results, w1 = 0.6 
and w2 = 0.4 were used in WAI.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the action-recognition model, we included the full confusion 
matrixes as a source of additional insight. Figure 11 shows that the proposed approach achieved 
an mAP of 73.2% at the frame-based measurement. The horizontal rows are the ground truth, 
and the vertical columns are the predictions. Each row was normalized to a sum of 1. The 
proposed method was able to get most of the subaction categories correct, except for smoking. 
The results of the experiment show that a multilevel action descriptor can eliminate many 
misclassifications by dividing one action into many subactions that are not at the same levels.

Figure 9. Memory capacity in MHI for the locomotion level of the multilevel action descriptor.

Frame-AP (%) Nothing Texting Smoking Phoning mAP

PostureNet 51.3 42.0 11.2 37.9 35.6

LocomotionNet 62.4 53.5 14.7 49.2 45.0

GestureNet 53.4 83.3 26.7 57.9 55.3

Table 1. Results of the ablation study on the gesture level of ICVL dataset.
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Figure 11. Confusion matrixes of the ICVL dataset at the frame-based measurement for the action-recognition task when 
using appearance-based temporal features with a multi-CNN classifier.

Figure 12. Examples of action localization and recognition results from the ICVL dataset.
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Figure 12 shows qualitative localization and recognition results using the proposed approach 
on the test set of the ICVL dataset. Each block corresponds to a video from a different camera. 
Two frames are shown from each video. The test platform has a PC with an Intel Core i7-4770 
CPU at 3.49 GHz with 32 GB memory. The input video was resized to 640 × 480, and the 
processing time was tested on 72 videos shown in Table 2.

5. Conclusions

This work introduced a new approach to real-time action recognition using multilevel action 
descriptor in video surveillance system. Experimental results demonstrated that a multilevel 
action descriptor delivers a complete set of information about human actions and significantly 
eliminates misclassifications by a large number of actions that are built by few independent 
subactions at different levels. An ablation study showed the effect of each temporal feature 
when considered separately. Shape and motion history cues are complementary, and the 
combination of both leads to a significant improvement in action recognition performance. 
In addition, the proposed action recognition model simultaneously localizes and recognizes 
the actions of multiple individuals at low computational cost with acceptable accuracy. The 
model ran at around 25 fps in 640 × 480 frame size, which is suitable for real-time surveillance 
applications. In future work, we will extend the approach to learn deep motion flow from 
original frame sequences and combine detecting and recognizing in one network for becom-
ing an end-to-end human action detection framework.
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Abstract

This work describes the recognition of human activity based on the interaction between
people and objects in domestic settings, specifically in a kitchen. The difference between
this and other proposals is that considers a human activity in a process without vision
tracking. Videos are a sequence of photographs. Taking this into account, if you analyze
an orderly sequence of images it could be based on the objects present in each scene so
that you can understand the possible activity performed. However, it is not enough to
consider the objects present in the scene; it is necessary to determine if those objects are
employed or not by the humans present. If they are used, it is evident that they are
necessary to carry out the activity; if they are not used they would only provide noise to
the recognized activity. Therefore, it is necessary to generate a conceptualization of objects
in the scene with characteristics (definition of an object, motion detector, object recogni-
tion, object position, object action) that allows you to recognize them and to determine the
degree of use (unchanged, added, removed, moved, and indeterminate) and influence the
possible recognized activity.

Keywords: human activity, computer vision, human/computer interaction,
human/robot interaction, feature extraction, behavior representation

1. Introduction

This study is part of a major research project called InHands [1, 2]. The approach specifically
analyzes the recognition of human activity without using the traditional proposal that uses the
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follow-up of movements of hands and arms. A short version of this research is shown in [3]
and this work presents several improvements to the initial proposal presented in [2].

To introduce the field of recognition of human activity is of interest in this research and the
definition mentioned in [4] on human/object interactions is as follows:

“The most typical human-object interaction recognition approaches are the ones ignoring
interplays between object recognition and motion estimation. In those works, objects are
generally recognized first, and activities involving them are recognized by analyzing the
objects’ motion. They have made the object recognition and motion estimation independent
or made it so that the motion estimation is strictly dependent on the object recognition” [2, 4].

In addition to the definition quoted here, this chapter defines the structure and classification of
human activity recognition, from which we extract the following:

• Single-layered approaches are appropriate for gesture and action recognition by sequen-
tial characteristics [2, 4].

• Hierarchical approaches are human activity representations with a high level of abstrac-
tion. Within this topic we find a subclassification that is of interest to us [2, 4]:

• Statistical: construct statistical state-based models concatenated hierarchically [2, 4].

• Syntactic: use a grammar syntax such as stochastic context-free grammar to model
sequential activities [2, 4].

• Description-based: represent human activities by describing subevents of the activi-
ties and their temporal, spatial, and logical structures [2, 4].

This research applies the approach of human/object interactions, and included in these are
more specific subtopics: syntactic and description-based.

In [5] a proposal for the recognition of activity based on description-based is presented. This
methodology consists of motion detection and tracking complemented by event analysis,
which is of interest for the detection of movement. On the basis of this the capture of images
for our proposal is carried out. As in [5] we use a single camera for capture and for segmenta-
tion the background is extracted, but we use image difference.

Among the relevant works to establish an activity recognition procedure [6], each action event
is assigned a symbol and then a sequence of actions corresponds to a string of symbols. In our
proposal we will use words instead of symbols, and a set of words regardless of their order
could form an activity.

A similar way to [6] is the proposal of [7]: a BOW (bag of words). A BOW considers that an image
might be similar to a paragraphwhere repetition of one ormorewords would allow us to recognize
the content or essence of the text. For us it is similar to considering the repetition of objects in the
image, and to interact with them would give us indications of the activity that is developing.

For the InHands project, proactive assistance is very important, and with this premise in [8]
they present a probabilistic prediction of the actions carried out, which is precisely what is
intended to implement our proposal.
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A similar work where the scenario is to employ a Kinect camera is [9]. However, to increase the
reliability of this methodology of recognition radio-frequency identification tags are added,
which will not be implemented in our proposal.

The first information this system considers is hand and object tracking, and later object and
action recognition. Regarding the detail of the recognized actions, seven principals are defined:
place; move; chop; mixing; pouring; spooning; and scooping [9].

An example of the results obtained is the preparation of a cake, for which seven objects, 17
actions, about 6000 frames, and approximately 200 seconds are used. For us the definition of
actions is simpler. Therefore, our actions will be those explained in Section 2.1.5.

2. Methodology

In this research, we consider that the results of activity recognition would be useful to provide
proactive assistance. Therefore, the recognition of the activity should be determined while the
activity is being carried out and with the aim of facilitating the robotic assistance considered in
later stages of the InHands project.

Recognition is approached with computer vision methods. In a specific way, it is based on the
recognition of objects in the scene and the interaction with these objects based on their manip-
ulation. However, it is necessary to detail that the interaction with the objects does not
contemplate the tracking of the objects, arms, or hands of the person who intervenes in the
action. The initial and final positions of the objects, their presence or not, are of importance in
the recognition process.

2.1. Conceptualization of an object

In this proposal the conceptualization of an object is explained in five constitutive parts:

• Definition of an object

• Motion detector

• Object recognition

• Object position

• Object action

2.1.1. Definition of an object

Considering the relevance of the objects and interaction with these, it is necessary to develop a
definition of the object with parameters that allow the differentiation between them. Therefore,
the chosen parameters are:

1. Identification number: this allows us to have a unique number for each object despite having
similar characteristics such as color.
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2. Color: this is the main characteristic that allows us to recognize the type of object present in
the scene.

3. Position: this is confirmed by the coordinates of the centroid for each object, taking as
origin the lower left corner of the kitchen counter.

4. Actions with objects: four basic interactions have been defined with the objects by the user:
add, remove, move, unchanged.

Figure 1(a) graphically shows the conception of an object in this proposal. Figure 1(b) shows
the execution of the algorithm in parallel to generate the attributes of each object.

2.1.2. Motion detector

Motion detection is important so that we know that an activity is taking place in the scene. In
addition, objects in the scene (OBJECT RECOGNITION) and their position (OBJECT POSITION)
are acquired. Since we do not track, is important to recapture the objects in the scene after the
movements made by the person present. By making this subsequent capture we avoid occlu-
sions andwe can determine an action (OBJECTACTION) for each object when checking through
their presence and position if they were moved, removed, added, or not used in the last action.

As demonstrated in the flow chart of Figure 2, one of the most important methods applied in
this part of the system is image difference, specifically “the mixture of the Gaussian method”
according to [10]. Figure 2(a) explains the flow chart for motion detection and Figure 2(b)
shows the three results after executing the motion detection algorithm.

This image difference allows us to extract the objects from the background, which is dynami-
cally updated while the system is working. The motion detection algorithm performs a contin-
uous comparison of frames by setting a minimum threshold level to consider whether that
variation between a frame at t = 0 and the following at t + 1, t + 2, and t + 3 implies an action
performed or is only a visual noise.

Figure 1. (a) Graphical model of our definition of an object. (b) General flow chart of the definition of an object.

Intelligent Video Surveillance80

2.1.3. Object recognition

The object recognition process is developed in Figure 3. The first step is to get the mask by
difference of images and apply it to the original image. The result of the application of the
mask is the region of interest (ROI).

From each ROI we obtain a histogram of 10 BINS RG chromaticity space (two-dimensional
color space in which there is no color intensity information). Working with RG chromaticity
allows us to avoid the problems of brightness, additionally normalized the images in RGB
color space (a pixel is identified by the intensity of red, green and blue values) and was
restricted by thresholds the colors black and white.

A comparison of the new histograms obtained from the ROI was made against our database.
The selected comparison method was the Bhattacharyya distance. As evidenced in Table 1 this
method was selected considering the percentage of errors reduced and low amount of time.

Figure 2. Flow charts: (a) motion detector, (b) outputs from motion detector.
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The database of the objects has five different perspectives for each one. As far as the classifier
was concerned, Knn (nearest neighbors) was chosen with K = 1.

Evaluation of the aforementioned classifier was performed in a similar way to the proposal in
[11]. In detail, a confusion matrix is employed to measure the recognition of each of the objects.
Forty images were used for validation and 30 for each test of a total of 1870 images. Some
examples are shown in Table 2.

Probably a better alternative to reduce time in object recognition is [12]. The YOLO Detection
System is a really fast detector that can process streaming video in real time with less than 25 ms

Figure 3. Flow chart for object recognition.

Method Correlation Chi-square Intersection Bhattacharyya distance

Samples 100 100 100 100

Error 8% 8% 2% 2%

Observations [5] Quick Moderately fast—more
accurate matches

Quick—and—dirty
matching

Moderately fast—more
accurate matches

Range [exact …
mismatch]

[1.0 …–1.0] [0.0…2.0] [1.0…0.0] [0.0…1.0]

Table 1. Comparison of methods.
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of latency. However, the YOLOmethod is not convenient for localization errors, for example Fast
R-CNN has 8.6% of localization errors versus 19% for the YOLO method. This is explained in
Section 2.1.4; localization is an important part of this proposal for object definition.

Other alternatives taking to account reduced time can be [13, 14]. Tensor flow is a flexible
system and can be used to express a wide variety of algorithms. For this proposal, the main
advantage would be the capacity for distributing the process in many computational devices
for object recognition.

2.1.4. Object position

In this proposal the position of the object is one of the essential characteristics; this allows us to
define the actions resulting from the interaction with it. If the position does not change
between images it means that the object was not used (UNCHANGED); if on the other hand
it changes it means that the object is necessary in the developed activity (MOVE).

As for the technical details the centroid is a pixel in the image; this pixel is positioned in the
coordinate system of the image. Taking into account that the InHands project requires
obtaining world coordinates to assist with robots, then these coordinates must be referenced
to the kitchen counter.

Homography matrix H is used according to [15]. It is necessary to apply matrix H; the intrinsic
and extrinsic matrixes of the calibration of the camera are explained in [16]. The result of
homography is expressed in millimeters and the final adjustment is made with rotation and
translation matrixes (Figure 4).

Coffee Predicted label Measure Result

Positive Negative Precision 91.67%

Known label Positive 22 4 Recall/sensitivity 84.62%

Negative 2 2 Specificity 50.00%

Accuracy 84.62%

Glass Predicted label Measure Result

Positive Negative Precision 100.00%

Known label Positive 24 5 Recall/sensitivity 82.76%

Negative 0 1 Specificity 100.00%

Accuracy 82.76%

Spoon Predicted label Measure Result

Positive Negative Precision 100.00%

Known label Positive 23 2 Recall/sensitivity 92.00%

Negative 0 5 Specificity 100.00%

Accuracy 92.00%

Table 2. Confusion matrix and measurements: (a) coffee, (b) glass, (c) spoon.
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2.1.5. Object action

To build the object with the previously obtained characteristics (ID number, color, centroid), in
“Action” we assign the state of “UNDETERMINED,” see Figure 5(a). The human/object inter-
action is defined in the feature of the object called Action. This can take four possible options:

Figure 4. (a) Flow chart of object position. (b) View of a planar object as described by homography [15].

Figure 5. (a) Flow charts of object builder. (b) Flow charts of object action.

Intelligent Video Surveillance84

1. UNCHANGED: The object was present in the previous activity but it has not been moved,
which implies that the object is present in the scene but it was not used in the activity.

2. MOVE: This indicates that the object was present in a previous scene and now changes
position implying that it was used in the developing activity.

3. ADD: The object was not present in previous scene, and because it is now added to the
scene it is assumed to be necessary for the developing activity.

4. REMOVE: An object present in previous scenes is no longer present. This induces the
thought that it is now not necessary for the activity that is developing.

To avoid detecting false movements caused by occlusions or errors in the calculation of the
centroid a tolerance range was established; only movements greater than 5 mm are recorded.

2.2. Human activity recognition

The taxonomy proposed in [4] allows us to illustrate an approximation to the approach that
this research has. In detailed form it is typecast in hierarchical approaches and has many
coincidences with the vision presented in syntactic and description-based. Specifically, the
approach of human/object interactions uses a syntax to define human activity but it is not
necessary to consider order, sequences, and logical structure (Figure 6).

An approach whereby it is important to make a comparison of the methodology used is [7].
BOW collects features by assigning the nearest word and the frequency of occurrence of this in
the images. In our proposal, each object could be a word and the repetition of these words will
be relevant to determine the activity, but unlike [7] it is not necessary to consider the sequence
of occurrence of words.

2.2.1. Definition of an activity

How do you define an activity? This is one of the questions that arose during the project; in this
case a recipe inspires it, so we will use ingredients, kitchen tools, and possible substitutes to
define an activity, see Figure 7(a).

Figure 6. The hierarchical approach-based taxonomy [4].
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1. UNCHANGED: The object was present in the previous activity but it has not been moved,
which implies that the object is present in the scene but it was not used in the activity.

2. MOVE: This indicates that the object was present in a previous scene and now changes
position implying that it was used in the developing activity.

3. ADD: The object was not present in previous scene, and because it is now added to the
scene it is assumed to be necessary for the developing activity.

4. REMOVE: An object present in previous scenes is no longer present. This induces the
thought that it is now not necessary for the activity that is developing.

To avoid detecting false movements caused by occlusions or errors in the calculation of the
centroid a tolerance range was established; only movements greater than 5 mm are recorded.

2.2. Human activity recognition

The taxonomy proposed in [4] allows us to illustrate an approximation to the approach that
this research has. In detailed form it is typecast in hierarchical approaches and has many
coincidences with the vision presented in syntactic and description-based. Specifically, the
approach of human/object interactions uses a syntax to define human activity but it is not
necessary to consider order, sequences, and logical structure (Figure 6).

An approach whereby it is important to make a comparison of the methodology used is [7].
BOW collects features by assigning the nearest word and the frequency of occurrence of this in
the images. In our proposal, each object could be a word and the repetition of these words will
be relevant to determine the activity, but unlike [7] it is not necessary to consider the sequence
of occurrence of words.

2.2.1. Definition of an activity

How do you define an activity? This is one of the questions that arose during the project; in this
case a recipe inspires it, so we will use ingredients, kitchen tools, and possible substitutes to
define an activity, see Figure 7(a).

Figure 6. The hierarchical approach-based taxonomy [4].
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• INGREDIENTS: This refers to objects considered as ingredients for the preparation of a
recipe, e.g. for a cereal-activity (cereal, milk).

• TOOLS: This includes cooking utensils and cutlery necessary for the elaboration of the
recipes-activities, e.g. cereal-activity (bowl, spoon).

• SUBSTITUTES: These are kitchen utensils that could be replaced by others that perform a
similar function, e.g. a cup for a glass.

2.2.2. Evaluation function and activity recognition

To start the recognition of activity we made three groupings of objects according to their
action, in other words a list for moved objects (MOVE), another one for objects added to the
scene (ADD), and a list of objects present in the scene, but they do not have to be moved or
withdrawn (UNCHANGED).

The first evaluation corresponds to calculating that the contribution of each ingredient, utensil,
and substitute has undergone a movement, taking into account that the contribution of ingredi-
ents, utensils, and substitutes is being weighted by the constants a, b, and c, respectively. The
result is the value that these objects provide for each of the probable activities carried out Eq. (1).

Figure 7. (a) Definition of an activity. (b) Flow chart of activity recognition.
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The second evaluation corresponds to calculating the contribution of each ingredient, utensil,
and substitute that has been added to the scene. Similar to the first evaluation, the contribution
of ingredients, utensils, and substitutes is considered to be weighted by the constants a, b, and
c, respectively. The result is the value that these objects provides for each of the probable
activities carried out Eq. (2).

The third evaluation is exactly the same in its procedure as the two previously made, with the
only difference being that the objects that intervene here are the ones that have remained in the
scene without any change, i.e. they have not been moved, added, or removed (Eq. 3).

It is important to emphasize that an object could be a utensil or a substitute depending on the
activity, for example a glass would be a utensil if the activity is to prepare juice (activity 1) but
would be a substitute if the activity is to prepare coffee (activity N). where:
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• VAct = Result for each activity from 1 to N.

• IAct = Recognized objects that are considered ingredients for each activity.

• TAct = Recognized objects that are considered utensils for each activity.

• SAct = Recognized objects that are considered substitutes for each activity.

• M;A;Un½ � = MOVE, ADD, UNCHANGED.

• a, b, c = Constants for tuning contribution, a ¼ 0:5, b ¼ 0:3, c ¼ 0:2 [2].

The fourth evaluation corresponds to the addition of the activity lists resulting from Eqs. (1)–(3).
Explicitly the result of Eq. (4) (SUMWEIGHTED OF THE LISTS IN THE TIME) corresponds to
adding the probable activities that result from moving, adding, or not changing objects in a
scene (Eq. 4). This result would correspond to the probable instantaneous activity, i.e. in the
last frames (1 to 4 frames).
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The fourth evaluation corresponds to the addition of the activity lists resulting from Eqs. (1)–(3).
Explicitly the result of Eq. (4) (SUMWEIGHTED OF THE LISTS IN THE TIME) corresponds to
adding the probable activities that result from moving, adding, or not changing objects in a
scene (Eq. 4). This result would correspond to the probable instantaneous activity, i.e. in the
last frames (1 to 4 frames).
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where:

•
P

VAct = The summation of value by activity (the last 1 to 4 frames).

• α, β,γ = Variables changing on the time, αþ βþ γ ≤ 1.
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where:

• ElapsedTime ¼ The elapsed time from the start of an activity. Initial value is set to
AverageTime, later decreased.

• AverageTime ¼ Average time for the execution of any predefined activity.

Factors α, β,γ serve to ponder the contribution of VAct½ �M, VAct½ �A, VAct½ �Un. Note that activities
resulting from actions such as moving (MOVE) or adding (ADD) objects to the scene are more
relevant over time than the result of just keeping objects in the scene with no position changes
(UNCHANGED).

The results of Eq. (4) represent activities recognized in the last four frames, so in no way would
represent a global or final result of the activity recognized.

To obtain a more reliable result we must add a considerable group of results of Eq. (4), and by
adding these results we obtain a statistically reliable result of the activity recognized activity,
Eq. (8) being the maximum value of the activity recognized.
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Tsamples = Total samples of results of Eq. (4) during average time of activity recognized.

3. Results

The complete system that is obtained to perform our proposal of activity recognition is
outlined in Figure 8; each of its constitutive parts was explained in the previous sections.

For experiments in a real domestic scenario, we count on the automated kitchen developed
under the InHands project in Figure 9(a) [1].
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In this research a color Kinect camera was employed; the depth of view was not used. People
doing the cooking activities in Figure 9(a) did so randomly without any training or prepared
script. The system was tested with four typical breakfast activities consisting of: brewing
coffee, juice preparation, cereal preparation, and chocolate preparation.

The ingredients, cooking utensils, and substitutes are shown in Figure 9(b) as follows: coffee,
sugar, chocolate, juice, cereal, milk, bowl, cup, glass, plate, and spoon.

The first tests of the system of recognition of the proposed activity used five videos for each of
the four activities raised. The results were excellent and after 600 frames it could be clearly
differentiated which was the activity being executed in Figure 10(b). Partial results of Eq. (4)
are illustrated in Figure 10(a). It should be mentioned that the results of 1 to 4 frames illus-
trated in Figure 10(a) suffer from occlusions and changes in lighting that hinder a more

Figure 8. Complete implemented system.

Figure 9. (a) InHands automated kitchen scenario. (b) Selected objects for the experiment.
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accurate recognition of objects; however, thanks to the evaluation of Eq. (8) the erroneous
partial results can be filtered to obtain a correct overall result.

Proactive support is one of the objectives of the InHands project, so our system should be able
to recognize activities without having to be segmented, i.e. in a normal sequence of events
recognize the different activities that are being developed.

As mentioned, the following test phase consisted of placing several activities without
segmenting and checking whether the system was capable of recognizing them. Figure 11
illustrates one of the tests performed with the preparation of unsegmented juice, cereal, and
coffee without a preconfigured specific order. As evidenced in Figure 11(a) the instantaneous
activity recognition system (1 to 4 frames) is unclear in showing the activity developed but
after processing it with Eq. (8) the result is clear (Figure 11(b)). Therefore, the functioning of
the systems in a continuous way without the need to segment activities is demonstrated. The
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final activity is coffee preparation with satisfactory performance from the beginning. Figure 12
shows a sample frame of our video process for the recognition of objects and activities [3].

4. Conclusions

This proposal for recognition of human activity is different from others based on tracking as
shown in [17]. It is based on the preparation of cooking recipes, considering the interaction of
the user with the objects present in the scene. In a detailed way, after the recognition of objects
we classify them in categories (ingredients, utensils, and substitutes) and for the interaction we
define four actions (add, remove, move, and unchanged) weighting the contribution of objects
and interactions to determine possible activity.

Among its notable features are: it does not use intrusive methods with the user and requires an
average time of 0.25 s for an instant recognition of activity [18–22]. It is also noted that in all the
tests the recognitions were met by surpassing problems of brightness and occlusions to allow
completely natural movements of the user.

The system is flexible and scalable by simply adding more activity definitions (recipes). The
system works continuously with no default activity segmentation.

Future work would be to define with statistical methods the weighting constants here desig-
nated as a, b, c,α, β,γ.
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Figure 12. (a) Sample frame of a processed video sequence. (b) Sample frame of a processed video computer interface.
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Abstract

Over the past few decades, human activity monitoring has grabbed considerable research
attentions due to greater demand for human-centric applications in healthcare and assisted
living. For instance, human activity monitoring can be adopted in smart building system to
improve the building management as well as the quality of life, especially for the elderly
people who are facing health deterioration due to aging factor, without neglecting the
important aspects such as safety and energy consumption. The existing human monitoring
technology requires additional sensors, such as GPS, PIR sensors, video camera, etc., which
incur cost and have several drawbacks. There exist various solutions of using other technol-
ogies for human activity monitoring in a smartly controlled environment, either device-
assisted or device-free. A radio frequency (RF)-based device-free indoor localization, known
as device-free localization (DFL), has attracted a lot of research effort in recent years due its
simplicity, low cost, and compatibility with the existing hardware equipped with RF inter-
face. This chapter introduces the potential of RF signals, commonly adopted for wireless
communications, as sensing tools for DFL system in human activity monitoring. DFL is
based on the concept of radio irregularity where human existence in wireless communica-
tion field may interfere and change the wireless characteristics.

Keywords: device-free localization, indoor localization, human detection and tracking,
human activity monitoring

1. Introduction

Human movement and behavior while performing their daily activities have inherent hierar-
chical structure. As enabling technology, real-time human activity monitoring plays an impor-
tant role in many human-centric applications in different areas such as healthcare, security,
surveillance, smart building, etc., particularly to protect elder people and children from some
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bad incidents. Due to the advanced development in medical, science and technology, the
human average lifespan has increased rapidly where people are getting healthier and having
longer lives, thus increased the aging population worldwide. The United States’ medical
research agency, known as National Institute of Health (NIH), reported that in 2012, 8.0% (or
562 million) of the 7 billion global human population are aged 65 and over, and the percentage
has increased by 0.5% (or 55 million) in 2015 [1]. Based on the aging trends, NIH has projected
that by 2050, the older population will grow substantially up to 17% (or 1.6 billion) throughout
the world [1]. However, most of elderly people spend their extra lifespan in unhealthy manner,
with often debilitating illness and disability due to the deterioration of physical or mental
functions caused by age-related diseases. In fact, the increase in the older population has a
slight impact on the increase in disability rates of world’s population [2].

With the increasing of older and disabled population in most countries and regions across the
world, human and activity monitoring has gained substantial attention from the research
community for ambient assisted living or elderly care application. As reported in [3], majority
of the elderly people are more comfortable to live independently at their own home and
community. Nevertheless, in the modern society, the conventional ways of taking care of elders
in the family are no longer effective. As a result, there is higher demand in the society for the
assistive technologies such as an intelligent monitoring system that can record the elders’ daily
activities in which family can respectfully monitor their loved ones who live alone at home.
Due to the lower income earner after retirement and higher standards of living, many of the
elders cannot afford to pay their healthcare cost as well as the expensive healthcare system or
private nursing home care services. Nonetheless, various human monitoring technologies have
been developed that help elderly people to age in place.

Traditionally, the human activity monitoring technology is a vision-based [4], which requires
the use of video camera to monitor the human activity. Although this vision-based is an
effective security measure approach as it can retains the records with high resolution, it also
has several drawbacks that involves cost-inefficiency for large-scale deployments, energy
consumption, and serious user privacy concerns if it is used in inappropriate places such as
lavatory or bathroom, bedroom, and even nursing room. However, in several applications like
elderly care and assisted living, monitoring human activities in these privacy areas is very
crucial and necessary. For instance, lavatory or bathroom is one of the potential places for
falling due to its slippery condition, thus activity monitoring in this place is very important for
elderly fall detection system in detecting the falling event [5]. Meanwhile, the activity monitor-
ing in the bedroom is very important for patient sleep monitoring system in detecting unusual
sleeping behavior. In fact, the video camera requires a good lighting area ineffective in the dark
and has limited view angles.

In recent years, thousands of research study on human activity monitoring has been cond-
ucted involving the replacement of traditional vision-based approach with various technol-
ogies such as acoustic-based [6, 7], motion-based [8, 9], body-worn sensors [10, 11],
gyroscope [12], as well as smartphone [13, 14]. While such approaches address the privacy
concern issue, they are sensor-based or in other words impose the requirement that special
sensors, that is to be attached to, carried or worn by the subject for an effective activity
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monitoring. This is inconvenient and inappropriate for human usage especially the elders or
people with brain-related diseases (Alzheimer, amnesia, dementia, etc.) to remember each
day to wear or to activate those sensors. Furthermore, the whole monitoring process is
ineffective and futile if the subject forgets to carry the sensor. Besides, the acoustic-based
approach is range limited and prone to false detections since it can only be used in a short
range and can easily be influenced by other audio signals [15]. The motion-based sensor such
as a single accelerometer is not able to provide sufficient information to the system if used
alone, hence need to combine with other sensors for more efficient activity monitoring [16].
Nevertheless, both vision- and sensor-based approaches bear with huge costs due to expen-
sive equipment, installation, and maintenance. All the advantages and disadvantages of
above approaches are summarized in Table 1.

Recently, Radio Frequency (RF)-based approaches have received significant research attentions to
be employed in the human presence detection and activitymonitoring based on different wireless
radio technologies such as RFID [17, 18], Wi-Fi [19, 20], ZigBee [21, 22], FM radio [23, 24],
microwave [25], etc. According to studies on the impact of human presence and activity on
the RF signal strength [26–28], it has been proven that the existence and movement of human
body in wireless radio network environment will interfere the wireless signal profiles, either in

Category Sensor technology (+) Advantages
(�) Disadvantages

Vision-based Video camera + Effective security measure
+ Maintain records
– Interfere with privacy
– Ineffective in the dark
– High computational cost

Motion-based Accelerometer
Gyroscopes
PIR

+ No privacy issue
+ Lower cost (PIR)
+ High detection accuracy
– Raise physical discomfort issue (accelerometer and gyroscopes)
– No direct linear or angular position information
– Low range and line-of-sight restriction (PIR)
– Prone to false detection
– Insensitive to very slow motions

Sound-based Ultrasonic
Acoustic
Audio (microphone)

+ Very sensitive to motion
+ Objects and distances are typically determined precisely
+ Inexpensive (audio)
– Work only directionally (ultrasonic)
– Sensitive to temperature and angle of the target (ultrasonic)
– Easily be influenced by other audio signals/noise
– Prone to false detections
– Range limited

Sensor-based Body-worn sensors
(Body sensor networks)

+ High detection accuracy
+ No privacy issue
– Expensive devices (sensors)
– Disturb or limit the activities of the users
– Required sensors installation and calibration

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of existing sensor technologies.
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constructive or destructive manners, in which will change the RF communication pattern
between the wireless transceivers. This phenomenon is called radio irregularity, which often
consider as a drawback in RF communication. In RF-based human detection and activity moni-
toring, researchers have seen the radio irregularity phenomenon as a benefit in which it can be
exploited as sensing tools to locate the human presence in the indoor environment and discrim-
inate human activities or gestures. Since RF-based human activity monitoring approaches only
exploit the wireless communication features, there is no need for expensive physical sensing
equipment and modules, which accordingly reduce the cost, ease the deployment, reduce the
energy consumption, and protect user privacy [29].

The RF-based approaches can be classified into device-bound and device-free. Like the sensor-
based, the device-bound RF-based approach requires the on-body wireless sensors or devices
(such as RFID tags or cards, Bluetooth wristbands, smart watches, etc.) to be attached to the
subject, which has been known as one of the drawbacks. Hence, the subject is required to
actively participate in the activity recognition and monitoring process by always remembering
to activate and carry the wearable wireless devices. This device-bound system is also known as
active monitoring system and the subjects are usually willing to be monitored by the system.
Therefore, we refer the subject in this active monitoring system as an active target. As an
example, daily activities, such as walking, sitting, lying, falling, etc., of an active target wearing
a simple RFID tag can be tracked using RFID readers [30, 31]. Another example is that an
active target carrying mobile phone or other Wi-Fi-embedded devices can be easily tracked by
Wi-Fi detectors or monitor [32, 33].

Although the on-body wireless sensors such as RFID tags and RFID cards are commercially
available and relatively low cost compared to other wireless technologies, their placement on
the target’s body may cause physical discomfort [34], especially the elders under long-term
monitoring. Recent research works introduce the placement of RFID in the environments and
objects instead of target’s body for activity monitoring [35, 36]. However, reading multiple
RFID tags at once may cause malfunction due to signal collision, thus anticollision algorithms
are required in which incur an extra cost [37]. On the contrary, device-free RF-based approach,
known as device-free localization (DFL), is a passive monitoring system that can locate and
monitor human position and activity without the subject’s participation, where the subjects do
not need to carry or wear any radio devices. They are usually unaware with the system’s
existence, and possibly want to avoid being monitored [21]. The subject in this passive moni-
toring case is referred as passive target.

In this chapter, we review the recent progress of DFL for indoor environment prioritizing on
human activity monitoring with a particular focus on the monitoring systems targeting per-
sonal health and assisted living applications. Our aims are to provide a comprehensive review
on the topic and to quickly update the researchers beyond this field the state of art, potential,
opportunities, challenges, opens issues, and future directions of activity recognition using DFL
technology. To the best of our knowledge, although there exist surveys on human activity
monitoring and recognition using vision-based [4, 38], wearable sensors [10, 39, 40], mobile
phones [41, 42], there are only few surveys published in this research field on human activity
monitoring using device-free RF-based [29, 43–45], including a general architecture of existing
work especially in the context of healthcare and assisted living applications. Surveys as in
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Refs. [46, 47] are specifically on the Wi-Fi-based approaches. However, we do not focus on the
classification approaches of human activity, as there exist several in-depth literatures on
human activity classification methods [48–51].

The organization of the chapter is as follows: Section 2 “RF-based DFL Technology” briefly
discusses the concept of DFL in the perspective of human activity monitoring as understood
within this study and provide an extensive review on the existing works. We decompose the
taxonomy of the existing RF-based DFL technologies for human activity monitoring into
measurement-based categories, regardless the type of wireless radio technologies used. Section 3
“Opportunities and Potential” presents the potential applications based on the state-of-art of RF-
based DFL technology. Based hereon, in the last Section 4 “Challenges, Open Issues and Future
Directions,” we outline the challenges and the possible solutions, discuss the open issues, and
comment on the possible future research direction of activity recognition using DFL technology.

2. RF-based DFL technology

Historically, the DFL analogy was firstly introduced by Youssef et al. in 2009 as device-free
passive (DfP) for location determination, in which the subject is not equipped with a radio
device, or not required to actively participate in the localization system [52]. The concept of
DFL relies on the fact that any changes on the radio network environment will fluctuate the
received signal profiles, i.e., due to reflection, diffraction, absorption, or scattering phenomena.
DFL exploits the potential of ubiquitous deployed Internet of Things (IoT) [53] devices for
indoor localization by leveraging the RF fluctuations as an indicator of presence of obstruction,
i.e., object or human body. In [54], we have briefly defined the concept of DFL technology in
the context of human detection and counting, together with the comprehensive review on the
publications related to DFL research.

In correspondence to the tremendous progresses on DFL research, Scholz et al. have expanded
the area of DFL technology in the context of activity recognition by introducing the concept of
device-free RF-based for human activity monitoring as device-free radio-based activity rec-
ognition (DFAR) [55]. Instead of utilizing radio signal analysis for object detection and
tracking, it can also be utilized in the DFL technology to recognize specific human movement,
and even their activities and gesture. For instance, the fluctuations of ambient and local
continuous signals have been exploited in detecting human daily activities such as walking,
lying, crawling, or standing [56]. To ease the reader’s understanding, we defined the DFL and
DFAM systems as:

DFL: device-free localization system: a system which detects the presence of a passive target
and locates the target’s position using radio signal information while the target is not equipped
with a wireless device, nor required to actively participate in the localization system.

DFAM: device-free activity monitoring system: a system which monitors and recognizes
the activity performed by a passive target using radio signal information while the target
is not equipped with a wireless device, nor required to actively participate in the localiza-
tion system.
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are required in which incur an extra cost [37]. On the contrary, device-free RF-based approach,
known as device-free localization (DFL), is a passive monitoring system that can locate and
monitor human position and activity without the subject’s participation, where the subjects do
not need to carry or wear any radio devices. They are usually unaware with the system’s
existence, and possibly want to avoid being monitored [21]. The subject in this passive moni-
toring case is referred as passive target.

In this chapter, we review the recent progress of DFL for indoor environment prioritizing on
human activity monitoring with a particular focus on the monitoring systems targeting per-
sonal health and assisted living applications. Our aims are to provide a comprehensive review
on the topic and to quickly update the researchers beyond this field the state of art, potential,
opportunities, challenges, opens issues, and future directions of activity recognition using DFL
technology. To the best of our knowledge, although there exist surveys on human activity
monitoring and recognition using vision-based [4, 38], wearable sensors [10, 39, 40], mobile
phones [41, 42], there are only few surveys published in this research field on human activity
monitoring using device-free RF-based [29, 43–45], including a general architecture of existing
work especially in the context of healthcare and assisted living applications. Surveys as in
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Refs. [46, 47] are specifically on the Wi-Fi-based approaches. However, we do not focus on the
classification approaches of human activity, as there exist several in-depth literatures on
human activity classification methods [48–51].

The organization of the chapter is as follows: Section 2 “RF-based DFL Technology” briefly
discusses the concept of DFL in the perspective of human activity monitoring as understood
within this study and provide an extensive review on the existing works. We decompose the
taxonomy of the existing RF-based DFL technologies for human activity monitoring into
measurement-based categories, regardless the type of wireless radio technologies used. Section 3
“Opportunities and Potential” presents the potential applications based on the state-of-art of RF-
based DFL technology. Based hereon, in the last Section 4 “Challenges, Open Issues and Future
Directions,” we outline the challenges and the possible solutions, discuss the open issues, and
comment on the possible future research direction of activity recognition using DFL technology.

2. RF-based DFL technology

Historically, the DFL analogy was firstly introduced by Youssef et al. in 2009 as device-free
passive (DfP) for location determination, in which the subject is not equipped with a radio
device, or not required to actively participate in the localization system [52]. The concept of
DFL relies on the fact that any changes on the radio network environment will fluctuate the
received signal profiles, i.e., due to reflection, diffraction, absorption, or scattering phenomena.
DFL exploits the potential of ubiquitous deployed Internet of Things (IoT) [53] devices for
indoor localization by leveraging the RF fluctuations as an indicator of presence of obstruction,
i.e., object or human body. In [54], we have briefly defined the concept of DFL technology in
the context of human detection and counting, together with the comprehensive review on the
publications related to DFL research.

In correspondence to the tremendous progresses on DFL research, Scholz et al. have expanded
the area of DFL technology in the context of activity recognition by introducing the concept of
device-free RF-based for human activity monitoring as device-free radio-based activity rec-
ognition (DFAR) [55]. Instead of utilizing radio signal analysis for object detection and
tracking, it can also be utilized in the DFL technology to recognize specific human movement,
and even their activities and gesture. For instance, the fluctuations of ambient and local
continuous signals have been exploited in detecting human daily activities such as walking,
lying, crawling, or standing [56]. To ease the reader’s understanding, we defined the DFL and
DFAM systems as:

DFL: device-free localization system: a system which detects the presence of a passive target
and locates the target’s position using radio signal information while the target is not equipped
with a wireless device, nor required to actively participate in the localization system.

DFAM: device-free activity monitoring system: a system which monitors and recognizes
the activity performed by a passive target using radio signal information while the target
is not equipped with a wireless device, nor required to actively participate in the localiza-
tion system.
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We illustrate the overall conceptual framework of RF-based DFL technology for human activ-
ity monitoring as in Figure 1, including the three important modules: wireless radio sensor
network (WRSN), human detection (HD), and human monitoring (HM). The WRSN is a self-
configured wireless network consisting of radio devices connected wirelessly, acting as the
sensors, for monitoring and recording of the physical or environmental conditions, and orga-
nizing the collected information to a predefined central location for processing. The WRSN
module works by detecting the availability of radio-embedded devices (sensors) for human
presence detection, localization, and activity monitoring, as well as the deployment of the
radio sensor networks. WRSN can be deployed in the real-world environments using any
radio devices that utilize the similar technology or IEEE standard. For instance, Wi-Fi-based
sensor network can be deployed using any devices that utilized the IEEE802.11 wireless local
area network (WLAN), while ZigBee-based sensor network can be deployed using devices that
utilized the IEEE802.15.4 wireless personal area network (WPAN).

The sensors in WRSN collect the information of current environment and forward the informa-
tion to be processed by the HD module. HD module consists of detection and localization
algorithms which analyze the information and automatically discover the presence of target,
the number of target, the location of the target, the body temperature of the target, the activities
performed by the target, the humidity of the environment, etc. HM module consists of activity

Figure 1. The overall conceptual framework of the RF-based DFL system.
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classification algorithms connected with the designated context aware-based activity reasoning
engines depending on the applications. Once an activity is detected, the HM module will obse-
rve, retrieve, and recognize the activities and alert the designated context aware-based activity
reasoning engine to interpret ongoing events successfully or initiate actions as needed. For exa-
mple, a ZigBee-based sensor network is deployed in a single bedroom apartment for elderly care
application as depicted in Figure 2.

Following on the DFAM research in [55], many research works on human motion detection
and activity monitoring have been presented utilizing different radio technologies such as
RFID [35–37], WiFi [5, 19, 20], ZigBee [21, 22], FM radio [23, 24], microwave [25], etc., adopting
different signal descriptors such as Receive Signal Strength (RSS) [57–61], Channel State Infor-
mation (CSI) [5, 20, 62–64], Doppler effect [25, 65], and Packet Received Rate (PRR) [66],
without neglecting the easy-of-use problem and physical discomfort issue. In the following
subsection, we decompose the taxonomy of the existing RF-based DFL technologies for human
activity monitoring into signal descriptor categories such as RSS-based, CSI-based, amplitude-
based, Doppler-based, and PRR-based, regardless the type of wireless radio technologies used.

2.1. RSS-based

Similar to human presence detection, activity monitoring using RSSI-based DFL technology
exploits the RF-signal fluctuation features, in which the components of the received signal are
blocked, absorbed, and reflected by the human while performing an activity, inducing the RF
signal in the vicinity of receivers into a specific characteristic pattern. Such pattern can be
identified and classified for the corresponding activity by exploiting the changes on the RSS
of the affected wireless links.

Figure 2. ZigBee-based sensor network deployed for elderly care application with the integration of mobile apps
visualization.
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classification algorithms connected with the designated context aware-based activity reasoning
engines depending on the applications. Once an activity is detected, the HM module will obse-
rve, retrieve, and recognize the activities and alert the designated context aware-based activity
reasoning engine to interpret ongoing events successfully or initiate actions as needed. For exa-
mple, a ZigBee-based sensor network is deployed in a single bedroom apartment for elderly care
application as depicted in Figure 2.

Following on the DFAM research in [55], many research works on human motion detection
and activity monitoring have been presented utilizing different radio technologies such as
RFID [35–37], WiFi [5, 19, 20], ZigBee [21, 22], FM radio [23, 24], microwave [25], etc., adopting
different signal descriptors such as Receive Signal Strength (RSS) [57–61], Channel State Infor-
mation (CSI) [5, 20, 62–64], Doppler effect [25, 65], and Packet Received Rate (PRR) [66],
without neglecting the easy-of-use problem and physical discomfort issue. In the following
subsection, we decompose the taxonomy of the existing RF-based DFL technologies for human
activity monitoring into signal descriptor categories such as RSS-based, CSI-based, amplitude-
based, Doppler-based, and PRR-based, regardless the type of wireless radio technologies used.

2.1. RSS-based

Similar to human presence detection, activity monitoring using RSSI-based DFL technology
exploits the RF-signal fluctuation features, in which the components of the received signal are
blocked, absorbed, and reflected by the human while performing an activity, inducing the RF
signal in the vicinity of receivers into a specific characteristic pattern. Such pattern can be
identified and classified for the corresponding activity by exploiting the changes on the RSS
of the affected wireless links.

Figure 2. ZigBee-based sensor network deployed for elderly care application with the integration of mobile apps
visualization.
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In [57], Sigg et al. introduced three types of RF-based DFAR systems: active continuous signal-
based, active RSSI-based, and passive continuous signal-based DFAR; which exploit the fluctu-
ation of RSS due to human movement and activities. Both active and passive continuous signal-
based proposed are USRP Software Defined Radio (SDR)-based system, which are deployed
using specialized SDR devices. Meanwhile the RSSI-based DFAR system utilized the 2.4 GHz
INGA sensor nodes [57]. The performance accuracy of the proposed DFAR systems is then
compared with the performance accuracy of the motion-based recognition system. In the
motion-based recognition system, accelerometers are attached to the subjects while performing
the activities. By implementing three well-known classifier algorithms that are Naive Bayes,
Classification Tree, and k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), their proposed RF-based DFARs are able to
achieve comparable results with the motion-based system. Furthermore, they evaluated the
performance of the proposed RF-based DFAR system in the presence of multiple subjects
performing different activities and the impact of increasing the number of receiving devices.
However, the proposed systems required specialized SDR devices, where the hardware availabil-
ity remains as an open issue [60].

Sigg et al. expanded their work by designing an RSS-based activity recognition system for the
mobile phones [58, 59] based on the advantages of mobile phones as personal devices that
often carried everywhere. The proposed system utilized the Wi-Fi-RSSI values of incoming
packets at a mobile phone for the activities classification. Unlike other body-worn devices, the
function of mobile phone in an RSS-based activity monitoring system remains feasible even
when it is not carried by the user. By default, the firmware and operating system (OS) of a
standard mobile phone do not provide privilege for user to access its hardware as well as
desired RSSI information. Thus, work in [58] utilized a modified firmware, which allows
mobile phone to run Wi-Fi interface in monitor mode and developed tools to process RSSI
sample captured on mobile phone in monitoring simple human activities such as walking and
phone handling. Meanwhile, work in [59] focused on recognizing 10 different single-handed
gestures utilizing the same modified firmware and tools developed in [58] with average
accuracy of 0.51 when distinguishing all gestures and is able to achieve average accuracy of
0.60 and 0.72 when reducing to 7 and 4 gestures, respectively. Unfortunately, the OS root
access incompatibility, complicated firmware modifications, and low accuracy are the major
issues in the real-world applications.

The proposed RF-based DFAR systems in [57–59] utilized the RSS features as per listed in
Table 2 and several combinations of those features for the activities classification. Assume that
a wireless network environment consists of a static transmitter node or access point (AP), and a
static receiver node or monitoring point (MP). Let ri tð Þ denote the RSS of sample i at time t.
Assume that Rtj j samples of ri tð Þ are captured on a received signal for a sample window,
Rt ¼ r1 tð Þ,…, r Rtj j tð Þ, the RSS features of the samples are defined in Table 2.

Since works in [58, 59] focused more on hand gestures, Gu et al. [60] proposed an online Wi-
Fi RSSI fingerprint-based DFAM concentrated on human activity, which has a flexible
architecture and can be integrated in any existing indoor WLANs, regardless the environ-
ment conditions. Based on the preliminary results of the human activities impact on the Wi-
Fi characteristic study [60], the Wi-Fi RSSI fingerprint can be extracted and exploited to
distinguish different activities since each activity has their own RSSI fluctuation patterns.
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To reduce the difficulties in distinguishing activities having similar RSSI footprints, such as
sitting and standing, the proposed system adopted a novel fusion classification tree-based
algorithm. The system has been evaluated through extensive real-world experiments based
on six main activities (that are sleeping, sitting, standing, walking, falling, and running) and
achieved average accuracy of 72.47% for all activities, thus outperforms Naive Bayes,
Bagging, and k-NN classifiers.

Monitoring human activity using RFID technology is often associated with the physical
discomfort issues as user needs to wear or carry the RFID devices. However, there exist
several studies that implemented the RFID technology in the different way for the device-
free activity monitoring [61, 67]. Instead, the RFID devices are attached to the walls,
furniture, and daily objects. This approach is known as passive RFID-based DFL. Thanks
to the rapid advancement and sophistication in cheap sensing and wireless technology
for introducing various RF-embedded devices with an open-source platform such as
TelosB [68], IRIS [69], Waspmote [70], etc., that can operate in real-time environment

Feature Description Definition

Mean Represents the static changes in RSS
Provides means to distinguish a presence of static
person as well as the exact location

Mean Rtð Þ ¼
P

ri ∈Rt
ri

Rtj j

Variance Represents the volatility of RSS
Provides the estimation on changes in nearby
receivers such as movement of person

Var Rtð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

ri ∈Rt
ri�Mean Rtð Þð Þ2

Rtj j
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Standard deviation
(SD)

Can be used instead of the variance
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More robust to noise than the mean
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Med Rtð Þ ¼ r jRt,ord j=2d e

Normalized spectral
energy

Represents a measure in the frequency domain of
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Can be used to capture periodic patterns such as
walking, running, or cycling
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k¼1

Pi kð Þ2

Minimum and
maximum

Both represent extremal signal peaks
Can be used to estimate movement and any changes
in environment
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Max Rtð Þ ¼ ri ∈Rt with ∀rj ∈Rt : ri ≥ rj

Signal peaks within
10% of a maximum

Reflections of the obstructed signal strength at a
receive antenna
Peaks of similar magnitude indicate that movement
is farther away
Can be used to indicate near-far relations and
activity of individuals

h rið Þ ¼ 1 if ri ≥max r1;…; r Rtj j
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0 else

�

max0:9 rið Þ ¼
X
ri ∈Rt

h rið Þ

Mean difference
between subsequent
maxima

Similar magnitude of maximum peaks within a
sample window indicates low activity in an
environment or static activities
The opposite will indicate dynamic activities

Rmax Rtð Þ ¼ rijri ∈Rt, ri�1 < ri
V
ri > riþ1f g

a Rtð Þ ¼
X

∀ri, rj ∈Rmax Rtð Þ;
i < j;

∄rk with i < k < j

ri�rjj j
Rmax Rtð Þ

Table 2. Several features considered for RF-based DFAR [57–59].
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In [57], Sigg et al. introduced three types of RF-based DFAR systems: active continuous signal-
based, active RSSI-based, and passive continuous signal-based DFAR; which exploit the fluctu-
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based proposed are USRP Software Defined Radio (SDR)-based system, which are deployed
using specialized SDR devices. Meanwhile the RSSI-based DFAR system utilized the 2.4 GHz
INGA sensor nodes [57]. The performance accuracy of the proposed DFAR systems is then
compared with the performance accuracy of the motion-based recognition system. In the
motion-based recognition system, accelerometers are attached to the subjects while performing
the activities. By implementing three well-known classifier algorithms that are Naive Bayes,
Classification Tree, and k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), their proposed RF-based DFARs are able to
achieve comparable results with the motion-based system. Furthermore, they evaluated the
performance of the proposed RF-based DFAR system in the presence of multiple subjects
performing different activities and the impact of increasing the number of receiving devices.
However, the proposed systems required specialized SDR devices, where the hardware availabil-
ity remains as an open issue [60].

Sigg et al. expanded their work by designing an RSS-based activity recognition system for the
mobile phones [58, 59] based on the advantages of mobile phones as personal devices that
often carried everywhere. The proposed system utilized the Wi-Fi-RSSI values of incoming
packets at a mobile phone for the activities classification. Unlike other body-worn devices, the
function of mobile phone in an RSS-based activity monitoring system remains feasible even
when it is not carried by the user. By default, the firmware and operating system (OS) of a
standard mobile phone do not provide privilege for user to access its hardware as well as
desired RSSI information. Thus, work in [58] utilized a modified firmware, which allows
mobile phone to run Wi-Fi interface in monitor mode and developed tools to process RSSI
sample captured on mobile phone in monitoring simple human activities such as walking and
phone handling. Meanwhile, work in [59] focused on recognizing 10 different single-handed
gestures utilizing the same modified firmware and tools developed in [58] with average
accuracy of 0.51 when distinguishing all gestures and is able to achieve average accuracy of
0.60 and 0.72 when reducing to 7 and 4 gestures, respectively. Unfortunately, the OS root
access incompatibility, complicated firmware modifications, and low accuracy are the major
issues in the real-world applications.

The proposed RF-based DFAR systems in [57–59] utilized the RSS features as per listed in
Table 2 and several combinations of those features for the activities classification. Assume that
a wireless network environment consists of a static transmitter node or access point (AP), and a
static receiver node or monitoring point (MP). Let ri tð Þ denote the RSS of sample i at time t.
Assume that Rtj j samples of ri tð Þ are captured on a received signal for a sample window,
Rt ¼ r1 tð Þ,…, r Rtj j tð Þ, the RSS features of the samples are defined in Table 2.

Since works in [58, 59] focused more on hand gestures, Gu et al. [60] proposed an online Wi-
Fi RSSI fingerprint-based DFAM concentrated on human activity, which has a flexible
architecture and can be integrated in any existing indoor WLANs, regardless the environ-
ment conditions. Based on the preliminary results of the human activities impact on the Wi-
Fi characteristic study [60], the Wi-Fi RSSI fingerprint can be extracted and exploited to
distinguish different activities since each activity has their own RSSI fluctuation patterns.
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To reduce the difficulties in distinguishing activities having similar RSSI footprints, such as
sitting and standing, the proposed system adopted a novel fusion classification tree-based
algorithm. The system has been evaluated through extensive real-world experiments based
on six main activities (that are sleeping, sitting, standing, walking, falling, and running) and
achieved average accuracy of 72.47% for all activities, thus outperforms Naive Bayes,
Bagging, and k-NN classifiers.

Monitoring human activity using RFID technology is often associated with the physical
discomfort issues as user needs to wear or carry the RFID devices. However, there exist
several studies that implemented the RFID technology in the different way for the device-
free activity monitoring [61, 67]. Instead, the RFID devices are attached to the walls,
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based on the “plug and sense” concept where information like RSS can easily be captured.
However, RSS measurements suffer from high uncertainties since the signal profiles tend
to fluctuate depending on the environment, thus unpredictably experience interference,
complex multipath propagation, and being noise-sensitive. In addition, RSS-based system
experiences accuracy and coverage limitation due to the lack of the frequency diversity.
Thus, RSS-based approach is only suitable for coarse-grained human activity monitoring.

2.2. CSI-based

Most of the research on Wi-Fi-based DFL utilized the CSI, one of the Wi-Fi features extracted
from the physical layer of radio wireless system, for indoor location estimation and human
motion and activities monitoring due to its stability and robustness in complex environment
compared to RSSI. CSI information are available in commercial wireless devices such as network
interface controller (NIC), which is also known as network interface card, network adapter, LAN
adapter, or physical network interface. Unlike RSSI value which is usually measured from one
packet, CSI value is measured per orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) from
each packet and uses the frequency diversity technique to reflect the multipath propagation
signals caused by human motion and activity, thus making it suitable for monitoring the fine-
grained signals of human activities and motions.

Based on [19, 63], consider a Wi-Fi-based DFL system with NICs continuously measure the CSI
variations in every received Wi-Fi frame of multiple wireless channels. Let NTx and NRx
represent the number of transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively. Assume that at
time t, the frequency domain representation of transmitted and received signals with carrier
frequency f is denoted as X f ; tð Þ and Y f ; tð Þ, respectively. The relationship of the transmitted
and received signals can be expressed as:

Y f ; tð Þ ¼ H f ; tð Þ � X f ; tð Þ (1)

where H f ; tð Þ represents the complex-valued channel frequency response (CFR) of the same
carrier frequency f and time t. Based on Eq. (1), the CFR depends on the received signal
Y f ; tð Þ with noise channel, where the noise channel captured in the measured H f ; tð Þ can be
expressed as:

H f ; tð Þ ¼ Y f ; tð Þ
X f ; tð Þ (2)

The CFR values consist of S metrices of CSI measurement with dimension of NTx�NRx,
where S represents the number of OFDM subcarriers. Each CSI matrix represents the CFR
value of one received Wi-Fi frame between a pair of Tx� Rx antennas at a particular OFDM
subcarrier frequency and time. CSI are usually measured at S = 30 subcarriers and starting
from here onward, the time series of CFR values of a particular OFDM subcarrier for a given
antenna pair is denoted as CSI stream. For instant, at S = 30, there are 30 � NTx � NRx CSI
streams in a time series of CSI values.
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Since the radio signals travel from a transmitter to a receiver through multiple paths
depending on the surrounding, the measured H f ; tð Þ of a received signal through K different
paths can be expressed as:

H f ; tð Þ ¼ e�j2πΔft
YK

k¼1
ak f ; tð Þe�j2πf τk tð Þ (3)

where ak f ; tð Þ is the complex-valued representation for both attenuation and initial phase
offsets of the k-th path, e�j2πΔf τk tð Þ is the phase shift on the k-th path with the propagation delay
of τk tð Þ, and e�j2πΔft is phase shift caused by the carrier frequency offset (CFO) with frequency
difference Δf between the sender and the receiver. Any changes in the length of particular path
will affect the phase of the Wi-Fi signal travel on that corresponding path.

Figure 3 shows the scenario where Wi-Fi signals transmitted from an AP (Tx) to an MP (Rx)
are traveled through different paths, which are the line-of-sight (LoS) path and paths reflected
by wall and human body. Let the path of reflected signal due to human body is the k-th path.
When the human body moves by a small distance d between time interval 0 and t, the k-th path
length changes from dk 0ð Þ to dk tð Þ. Based on the fact that the radio signal travels at the speed of
light, the propagation delay τk tð Þ experienced by the k-th path can be written as:

τk tð Þ ¼ dk tð Þ
c

(4)

where c is the speed of light, which is related to the carrier frequency f and wavelength λ

based on the function λ ¼ c=f . Thus, the phase shift e�j2πfτk tð Þ of the k-th path can be written as
e�j2πdk tð Þ=λ, which describes the relationship of the changes in path length by one wavelength
with the changes of phase shift of 2π at the receiver subcarrier signal of the given path.

Figure 3. Multipaths scenario experienced by the Wi-Fi signals caused by human movement.
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based on the “plug and sense” concept where information like RSS can easily be captured.
However, RSS measurements suffer from high uncertainties since the signal profiles tend
to fluctuate depending on the environment, thus unpredictably experience interference,
complex multipath propagation, and being noise-sensitive. In addition, RSS-based system
experiences accuracy and coverage limitation due to the lack of the frequency diversity.
Thus, RSS-based approach is only suitable for coarse-grained human activity monitoring.

2.2. CSI-based

Most of the research on Wi-Fi-based DFL utilized the CSI, one of the Wi-Fi features extracted
from the physical layer of radio wireless system, for indoor location estimation and human
motion and activities monitoring due to its stability and robustness in complex environment
compared to RSSI. CSI information are available in commercial wireless devices such as network
interface controller (NIC), which is also known as network interface card, network adapter, LAN
adapter, or physical network interface. Unlike RSSI value which is usually measured from one
packet, CSI value is measured per orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) from
each packet and uses the frequency diversity technique to reflect the multipath propagation
signals caused by human motion and activity, thus making it suitable for monitoring the fine-
grained signals of human activities and motions.

Based on [19, 63], consider a Wi-Fi-based DFL system with NICs continuously measure the CSI
variations in every received Wi-Fi frame of multiple wireless channels. Let NTx and NRx
represent the number of transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively. Assume that at
time t, the frequency domain representation of transmitted and received signals with carrier
frequency f is denoted as X f ; tð Þ and Y f ; tð Þ, respectively. The relationship of the transmitted
and received signals can be expressed as:

Y f ; tð Þ ¼ H f ; tð Þ � X f ; tð Þ (1)

where H f ; tð Þ represents the complex-valued channel frequency response (CFR) of the same
carrier frequency f and time t. Based on Eq. (1), the CFR depends on the received signal
Y f ; tð Þ with noise channel, where the noise channel captured in the measured H f ; tð Þ can be
expressed as:

H f ; tð Þ ¼ Y f ; tð Þ
X f ; tð Þ (2)

The CFR values consist of S metrices of CSI measurement with dimension of NTx�NRx,
where S represents the number of OFDM subcarriers. Each CSI matrix represents the CFR
value of one received Wi-Fi frame between a pair of Tx� Rx antennas at a particular OFDM
subcarrier frequency and time. CSI are usually measured at S = 30 subcarriers and starting
from here onward, the time series of CFR values of a particular OFDM subcarrier for a given
antenna pair is denoted as CSI stream. For instant, at S = 30, there are 30 � NTx � NRx CSI
streams in a time series of CSI values.
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Since the radio signals travel from a transmitter to a receiver through multiple paths
depending on the surrounding, the measured H f ; tð Þ of a received signal through K different
paths can be expressed as:

H f ; tð Þ ¼ e�j2πΔft
YK

k¼1
ak f ; tð Þe�j2πf τk tð Þ (3)

where ak f ; tð Þ is the complex-valued representation for both attenuation and initial phase
offsets of the k-th path, e�j2πΔf τk tð Þ is the phase shift on the k-th path with the propagation delay
of τk tð Þ, and e�j2πΔft is phase shift caused by the carrier frequency offset (CFO) with frequency
difference Δf between the sender and the receiver. Any changes in the length of particular path
will affect the phase of the Wi-Fi signal travel on that corresponding path.

Figure 3 shows the scenario where Wi-Fi signals transmitted from an AP (Tx) to an MP (Rx)
are traveled through different paths, which are the line-of-sight (LoS) path and paths reflected
by wall and human body. Let the path of reflected signal due to human body is the k-th path.
When the human body moves by a small distance d between time interval 0 and t, the k-th path
length changes from dk 0ð Þ to dk tð Þ. Based on the fact that the radio signal travels at the speed of
light, the propagation delay τk tð Þ experienced by the k-th path can be written as:

τk tð Þ ¼ dk tð Þ
c

(4)

where c is the speed of light, which is related to the carrier frequency f and wavelength λ

based on the function λ ¼ c=f . Thus, the phase shift e�j2πfτk tð Þ of the k-th path can be written as
e�j2πdk tð Þ=λ, which describes the relationship of the changes in path length by one wavelength
with the changes of phase shift of 2π at the receiver subcarrier signal of the given path.

Figure 3. Multipaths scenario experienced by the Wi-Fi signals caused by human movement.
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The phase of each path can be precisely measured only if the transmitter is in synchronization
with the receiver. Unfortunately, due to hardware limitation and environment variations, the
CFO of the commercial Wi-Fi devices, denoted as Δf in Eq. (3), cannot be ignored. The impact
of CFOs of devices running on IEEE 802.11n standard causes random variation in the phase of
CSI, which allows devices to continuously transmit Wi-Fi frames based on frame aggregation
mechanism, thus creating a phase interference scenario. It is difficult to precisely measure even
the small phase shift in e�j2πfτk tð Þ under this interference scenario.

To ignore the phase interference introduced by CFO, Wang et al. [63] introduced a CSI-
speed model into their activity recognition and monitoring system (CARM), which con-
siders the relationship of CFR power variations instead of CFR phase variation to the
human movement speeds. Since the CSI streams of human movements are correlated, it is
hard to extract the real trend of CSI caused by the human movement for feature classifica-
tion purpose. Therefore, works in [5, 19, 63] applied the principal component analysis
(PCA) to discover the principal component of the CSI fluctuation pattern caused by human
activity motion to be used as features for activity classification. In [5], Li et al. analyzed five
features from CSI principal component which are normalized standard deviation (STD),
median absolute deviation (MAD), interquartile range (IR), signal entropy, and duration of
human motion to recognize seven different human daily activities. By applying random
forest-based classification algorithm, work in [5] verified the validity of their proposed
human monitoring system in both the LoS and Non-LOS (NLoS) scenarios as 95.43% and
91.4%, respectively. Meanwhile, activity monitoring system based on hidden Markov model
(HMM) classifier algorithm proposed by Wang et al. [19, 63] achieved an average recogni-
tion accuracy of 96%.

Although undesired noise from the environment may disturb some of the streams, since CSI is
measured using OFDM method, other streams which are not affected by the noise still can
provide the real trend of CSI information. Since CSI contains more information than RSSI, it is
suitable for fine-grained activity monitoring. However, unlike RSSI which is available in
almost all wireless devices, CSI only can be obtained from devices with specific NIC cards
such as Intel 5300 and Atheros 9390 [19].

2.3. Doppler-based

When wave such as ultrasonic and radio wave is transmitted to moving target, the wavelength
of the reflected wave shifts depending on the direction and velocity of the movement. This is
known as Doppler effect or Doppler shift. Recently, the principle of the Doppler effect has been
proposed by researches in device-free radio sensor network for human activity monitoring and
data gathering of real-world environment [25, 65] since the Doppler-based technology has the
ability to accurately detect movement and eliminate the stationary noise of the environment [66].
The same principle of Doppler effect is applied to a Doppler sensor, having a beat signal as an
output, in which frequency is defined as the difference between transmitted and received waves.
Due to its high detection accuracy, work in [25] has deployed a 24-GHz microwave-Doppler
sensor for a device-free activity monitoring system to recognize the daily activity of three passive
targets with an average recognition rate of 90.6% based on eight different activities.
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Based on the Doppler possibility study in [25], assume that a radio wave source at a fixed
position transmits a radio wave with frequency f t and velocity c. An object is moving relatively
to the source with velocity �v. The received wave with frequency f r can be defined as:

f r ¼ f t � f D (5)

where f D is the Doppler frequency, which is defined as the difference between frequency of
transmitted and received waves. The value of f D is higher when the object moves toward the
source, and lower when the object moves away from the source. Thus, the calculation of f D can
be simplified as:

f D ¼ ∣f r � f t∣ ¼ f t
cþ v
c� v

� 1
� �

¼ 2v
c� v

f t ≃
2v
c
f t: (6)

Let the signal of the transmitted wave St with amplitude At at time t is defined as:

St tð Þ ¼ Atsin 2πf t
� �

(7)

and Δt is the time delay between the transmitted and received signal. The received signal Sr
with amplitude Ar at time t is defined as:

Sr tð Þ ¼ Arsin 2π f t � f D
� �

t� 2πf tΔt
� �

(8)

From Eq. (8), the received signal depends on the object size and its distance from the source.
The beat signal SD with amplitude AD at time t is then observed to be the output signal of the
Doppler source as:

SD tð Þ ¼ ADsin 2πf Dt� 2πf tΔt
� �

: (9)

From Eq. (9), the amplitude and frequency of the Doppler shift are highly correlated with the
range of the object and its motion speed. Thus, any human movement and activities with
different speeds will have different Doppler shifts. Those human activities can be estimated
and analyzed by extracting the features of Doppler signature in the frequency and time
domains.

Work in [65] proposed an in-home Wi-Fi signal-based activity recognition framework for
e-healthcare applications utilizing the passive micro-Doppler (m-D) signature classification. A
fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used on the cross-correlation product of the baseline and
monitored signals to find the exact delay Δt and frequency shift f D of the strongest signal. This
was defined as cross ambiguity function (CAF) and the equation was represented as follows:

CAF Δt; f D
� � ¼

ðþ∞
�∞

e�j2πf DtSBH t� Δtð Þ � SM tð Þdt: (10)

where SB tð Þ and SM tð Þ are the baseline and monitoring signals, respectively. The m-D

signature of an activity at a specific time t is defined as the frequency vector cf D induced by
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The phase of each path can be precisely measured only if the transmitter is in synchronization
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of CFOs of devices running on IEEE 802.11n standard causes random variation in the phase of
CSI, which allows devices to continuously transmit Wi-Fi frames based on frame aggregation
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To ignore the phase interference introduced by CFO, Wang et al. [63] introduced a CSI-
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siders the relationship of CFR power variations instead of CFR phase variation to the
human movement speeds. Since the CSI streams of human movements are correlated, it is
hard to extract the real trend of CSI caused by the human movement for feature classifica-
tion purpose. Therefore, works in [5, 19, 63] applied the principal component analysis
(PCA) to discover the principal component of the CSI fluctuation pattern caused by human
activity motion to be used as features for activity classification. In [5], Li et al. analyzed five
features from CSI principal component which are normalized standard deviation (STD),
median absolute deviation (MAD), interquartile range (IR), signal entropy, and duration of
human motion to recognize seven different human daily activities. By applying random
forest-based classification algorithm, work in [5] verified the validity of their proposed
human monitoring system in both the LoS and Non-LOS (NLoS) scenarios as 95.43% and
91.4%, respectively. Meanwhile, activity monitoring system based on hidden Markov model
(HMM) classifier algorithm proposed by Wang et al. [19, 63] achieved an average recogni-
tion accuracy of 96%.

Although undesired noise from the environment may disturb some of the streams, since CSI is
measured using OFDM method, other streams which are not affected by the noise still can
provide the real trend of CSI information. Since CSI contains more information than RSSI, it is
suitable for fine-grained activity monitoring. However, unlike RSSI which is available in
almost all wireless devices, CSI only can be obtained from devices with specific NIC cards
such as Intel 5300 and Atheros 9390 [19].

2.3. Doppler-based

When wave such as ultrasonic and radio wave is transmitted to moving target, the wavelength
of the reflected wave shifts depending on the direction and velocity of the movement. This is
known as Doppler effect or Doppler shift. Recently, the principle of the Doppler effect has been
proposed by researches in device-free radio sensor network for human activity monitoring and
data gathering of real-world environment [25, 65] since the Doppler-based technology has the
ability to accurately detect movement and eliminate the stationary noise of the environment [66].
The same principle of Doppler effect is applied to a Doppler sensor, having a beat signal as an
output, in which frequency is defined as the difference between transmitted and received waves.
Due to its high detection accuracy, work in [25] has deployed a 24-GHz microwave-Doppler
sensor for a device-free activity monitoring system to recognize the daily activity of three passive
targets with an average recognition rate of 90.6% based on eight different activities.
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Based on the Doppler possibility study in [25], assume that a radio wave source at a fixed
position transmits a radio wave with frequency f t and velocity c. An object is moving relatively
to the source with velocity �v. The received wave with frequency f r can be defined as:

f r ¼ f t � f D (5)

where f D is the Doppler frequency, which is defined as the difference between frequency of
transmitted and received waves. The value of f D is higher when the object moves toward the
source, and lower when the object moves away from the source. Thus, the calculation of f D can
be simplified as:
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Let the signal of the transmitted wave St with amplitude At at time t is defined as:
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and Δt is the time delay between the transmitted and received signal. The received signal Sr
with amplitude Ar at time t is defined as:
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From Eq. (8), the received signal depends on the object size and its distance from the source.
The beat signal SD with amplitude AD at time t is then observed to be the output signal of the
Doppler source as:

SD tð Þ ¼ ADsin 2πf Dt� 2πf tΔt
� �

: (9)

From Eq. (9), the amplitude and frequency of the Doppler shift are highly correlated with the
range of the object and its motion speed. Thus, any human movement and activities with
different speeds will have different Doppler shifts. Those human activities can be estimated
and analyzed by extracting the features of Doppler signature in the frequency and time
domains.

Work in [65] proposed an in-home Wi-Fi signal-based activity recognition framework for
e-healthcare applications utilizing the passive micro-Doppler (m-D) signature classification. A
fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used on the cross-correlation product of the baseline and
monitored signals to find the exact delay Δt and frequency shift f D of the strongest signal. This
was defined as cross ambiguity function (CAF) and the equation was represented as follows:

CAF Δt; f D
� � ¼
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the passive target movement at a specific delay Δt. All the recorded Doppler signatures are
then concatenated together in a time line history of Doppler signature for the database
construction.

Although the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection is not suitable for the indoor environ-
ment due to the ambiguity peaks and direct signal interference (DSI) problems [65], DSI is an
important feature in Doppler-based as it can be used to distinguish different signatures.
Instead, a weighted standard deviation is proposed as the indicator to detect the m-D signa-
ture without eliminating the ambiguity peaks and DSI. PCA can be applied to reduce the
dimension of dataset and eliminate the undesired noise. Finally, the Doppler signature is
classified using a sparse representation classifier (SRC) with subspace pursuit (SP) technique,
which outperforms the well-known support vector machine (SVM) in terms of classification
accuracy and coverage. The sparsity level in SRC can easily be controlled and adjusted, thus
making the proposed activity recognition framework a feasible tool, which is very suitable for
the real-time healthcare applications, especially for the new users since it is not required to re-
training the system.

2.4. PRR-based

It has been proved that RF signal features extracted from RSS and CSI information discussed
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 can be used to distinguish the type of movement as well as recognize
the activities performed. However, RSS is sensitive to the shadowing effect and experiences
the complex multipath propagation behavior, which makes it only suitable for monitoring
coarse-grained activity. Meanwhile, CSI, which provides powerful information suitable for
fine-grained activity monitoring, faces hardware issues since the information is only available
from NIC embedded devices.

In [66], Huang and Dai presented a novel PRR-based DFL system for human movement
recognition under the NLoS scenario based on packet state characteristic from link state
information (LSI). The LSI, which contains more physical information such as RSSI, packet
delivery rate, packet state, packet delay, packet loss, time arrival, and time interval of the
received packet, etc., can be accessed from the network layer. Human movement in the radio
network environment will block or reflect the signal and cause significant changes on the
signal propagation path. This results in the fluctuation of channel link quality as well as slow
fading effect.

By exploring the LSI features such as packet state and packet arrival time, different activities
performed by a person in the monitoring area can be identified. Work in [66] exploited the PRR
measurement to identify the link state. Assume the i-th window of size wi at fixed interval L.
The packet state is denoted as s ið Þ, and labeled as “1” if the packet is successfully arrived with
no error and “0” if the packet is lost or contains an error. The PRR P Wið Þ of the link state is
defined as the proportion of successfully arrived packets among all transmitted packets and
can be expressed as:
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P Wið Þ ¼ 1
wi

XL�iþwi

j¼L�i
s jð Þ: (11)

Consider a wireless network environment in a hallway consists of a transmitter Tx and a
receiver Rx as shown in Figure 4. When a person is moving into the hallway area, there will
be four possible trajectories: walking from Tx to Rx, walking from Rx to Tx, walking from Tx to
Tx, and from Rx to Rx. When the person moves into the hallway area, the link state quality
tends to fluctuate in terms of the PRR. Different moving trajectories in the hallway will
generate different fluctuation patterns of PRR with respect to the person position in hallway,
thus the direction of walking can be identified. The distance of moving traces with different
trajectories can be calculated using the Euclidean distance equation as in (12) and the walking
direction of the traces can be identified using the K nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm. The
Euclidean distance between the PRR of the testing trace Pi and training trace Pi can be
calculated as:

Ed ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1 Pi � Pi
� �2

r
: (12)

Since PRR cannot be used to distinguish the speed of the movement, other link state infor-
mation known as the received packet arrival time is used to measure the speed. However,
the time interval of received packets is highly correlated with the moving speed. Therefore,
several parameters, such as autocorrelation function acf , Budget Rate RB, and expected total
latency (ETL), can be applied to the link state-related information in order to classify the
different speed [66]. The proposed PRR-based approach introduced in [66] is able to achieve
a high accuracy of 95% in recognizing four different movement directions and 44% improve-
ment on the average accuracy in classifying four different speeds compared to the RSSI-
based approach.

Figure 4. Node deployment in the hallway area.
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the passive target movement at a specific delay Δt. All the recorded Doppler signatures are
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which outperforms the well-known support vector machine (SVM) in terms of classification
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making the proposed activity recognition framework a feasible tool, which is very suitable for
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in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 can be used to distinguish the type of movement as well as recognize
the activities performed. However, RSS is sensitive to the shadowing effect and experiences
the complex multipath propagation behavior, which makes it only suitable for monitoring
coarse-grained activity. Meanwhile, CSI, which provides powerful information suitable for
fine-grained activity monitoring, faces hardware issues since the information is only available
from NIC embedded devices.

In [66], Huang and Dai presented a novel PRR-based DFL system for human movement
recognition under the NLoS scenario based on packet state characteristic from link state
information (LSI). The LSI, which contains more physical information such as RSSI, packet
delivery rate, packet state, packet delay, packet loss, time arrival, and time interval of the
received packet, etc., can be accessed from the network layer. Human movement in the radio
network environment will block or reflect the signal and cause significant changes on the
signal propagation path. This results in the fluctuation of channel link quality as well as slow
fading effect.

By exploring the LSI features such as packet state and packet arrival time, different activities
performed by a person in the monitoring area can be identified. Work in [66] exploited the PRR
measurement to identify the link state. Assume the i-th window of size wi at fixed interval L.
The packet state is denoted as s ið Þ, and labeled as “1” if the packet is successfully arrived with
no error and “0” if the packet is lost or contains an error. The PRR P Wið Þ of the link state is
defined as the proportion of successfully arrived packets among all transmitted packets and
can be expressed as:
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tends to fluctuate in terms of the PRR. Different moving trajectories in the hallway will
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based approach.
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3. Opportunities and potential applications

DFL for human and activity monitoring is the promising technology for collecting data about
the human presence and activity patterns. The technology is much cheaper than the existing
traditional monitoring system using video camera. It consists of radio nodes comprising the
appropriate sensor array along with computational devices that transmit and receive data
wirelessly, and capable of providing information on an unprecedented temporal and spatial
scale. The DFL system is an easy-to-install motion tracking system developed based on the IoT
to improve the quality of life as well as provide intelligence and comforts to the user especially
the disabled. Users, especially family, can respectfully monitor their loved ones who live alone
at home, without requiring them to wear devices or change their habits. The system can be
integrated with mobile and web apps which allow user to easily monitor their home/office
from anywhere, in real time. The system can be made to replace the existing RFID monitoring
system which always raises physical discomfort and is less reliable since more than one tag can
respond at the same time.

3.1. Remote home healthcare services

In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of patient admission in hospitals
worldwide, whether federal or nonfederal, especially in the developed countries due to the
increase of older and disabled population [71, 72]. In England, for instance, the older popula-
tion (aged 65–69) has grown by 34% in 2016 after a decade from 2.2 million in 2006, together
with the series of increasing hospital admissions by 57% from 0.8 million, over the same period
of time [71]. This causes most hospitals to experience inadequate bed problem to admit
patients, thus slowing down the work of medical staff, especially at the casualty department
or emergency department (ED). Patients started to complain about the slow services, which
lead to bad reputation of the hospital. By implementing DFL system, federal and nonfederal
bodies can introduce remote home healthcare services where patients can be monitored and
advised from anywhere. These services help patients to improve their function and live with
greater independence. Using this system, existing patients are taught to manage their wellness
level, and safely manage their medication regimens; meanwhile, medical staff can remotely
monitor and estimate the health condition of patients by interpreting the patients’ daily
routines. In this situation, patients will remain at home, avoiding hospitalization or admission
to long-term care institutions. If the daily routine of a patient is abnormal as expected such as
too long sleeping or resting in bed, the patient might be sick and should be visited soon for
closer examination.

3.2. Ambient assisted living tool

Recent advances in medicine allow people to live longer and healthier compared to the
previous generations, which lead to an increase in the number of elder people. Aging brings
many challenges to them due to cognitive decline, chronic age-related diseases, as well as
limitations in physical activity, vision, and hearing. With an increase in age-related diseases,
there will also be a rise in individuals unable to live independently. However, due to the
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higher standards of living, children nowadays are too busy working to earn money for living
and have no time to care for their parents. This leads to an increase in the number of elderly
people in the federal- and nonfederal-owned welfare or nursing home; meanwhile, there will
be a shortage of professionals trained or care-giver to work with the aging population. Given
the fact that most of the elderly people prefer to stay in the comfort of their own homes, and
given the costs of private nursing home care, it is imperative to develop technologies that
help elderly people to age in place. By implementing the DFL technology as an ambient
assisted living tool, family can respectfully monitor their loved ones who live alone at home,
without requiring them to wear devices or change their habits. The DFL system can be
integrated with mobile and web apps which allow user to easily monitor their home or office
from anywhere, in real time. This advantage makes DFL technology very suitable for mon-
itoring persons’ activities (especially the elderly, disable people, and patient suffering from
Alzheimer’s disease) without causing them physical discomfort with the wearable devices or
sensors. In addition, it is a challenge for them to remember each day to wear or to activate
those devices.

3.3. Smart buildings for home and office

Automatic and monitoring control in “smart” building, i.e., for home or office, was developed
based on the IoT and WSN technologies to improve the quality of life as well as provide
intelligence and comforts to the user especially the disabled. The DFL technology can be
expanded not only for monitoring purposes, but also as an application server that can control
and initiate actions as needed. For example, in an office building where few people are
working together, the proposed DFL technology can enhance the existing lighting, heating,
and air conditioning system by providing information of current environment such as the
presence of people, the number of people as well as their location, the body temperature of
the occupants, the activity performed by the occupants, the humidity of the environment, etc.
If there are too many electronic devices in use or too many occupants in the office which leads
to an increased temperature of the room, the building heating system can be adjusted or
automatically lowered based on the information provided by the DFL system. If there is no
people presence in several areas inside the office especially during lunch break, the lights and
air-conditioning in those areas can be automatically switched off. Government as well as
private bodies can implement this technology in all their buildings which definitely will reduce
the utility cost.

4. Challenges, open issues, and future direction

In the recent years, the RF-based DFL approach has made tremendous achievements and
becomes a popular research topic in localization and activity monitoring area. In the previous
section, we have provided a review of existing human activity monitoring system based on
different approaches. However, there are still significant challenges and open issues worth
exploring and require further in-depth research. Moreover, the performance of existing systems
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3. Opportunities and potential applications

DFL for human and activity monitoring is the promising technology for collecting data about
the human presence and activity patterns. The technology is much cheaper than the existing
traditional monitoring system using video camera. It consists of radio nodes comprising the
appropriate sensor array along with computational devices that transmit and receive data
wirelessly, and capable of providing information on an unprecedented temporal and spatial
scale. The DFL system is an easy-to-install motion tracking system developed based on the IoT
to improve the quality of life as well as provide intelligence and comforts to the user especially
the disabled. Users, especially family, can respectfully monitor their loved ones who live alone
at home, without requiring them to wear devices or change their habits. The system can be
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higher standards of living, children nowadays are too busy working to earn money for living
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without requiring them to wear devices or change their habits. The DFL system can be
integrated with mobile and web apps which allow user to easily monitor their home or office
from anywhere, in real time. This advantage makes DFL technology very suitable for mon-
itoring persons’ activities (especially the elderly, disable people, and patient suffering from
Alzheimer’s disease) without causing them physical discomfort with the wearable devices or
sensors. In addition, it is a challenge for them to remember each day to wear or to activate
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based on the IoT and WSN technologies to improve the quality of life as well as provide
intelligence and comforts to the user especially the disabled. The DFL technology can be
expanded not only for monitoring purposes, but also as an application server that can control
and initiate actions as needed. For example, in an office building where few people are
working together, the proposed DFL technology can enhance the existing lighting, heating,
and air conditioning system by providing information of current environment such as the
presence of people, the number of people as well as their location, the body temperature of
the occupants, the activity performed by the occupants, the humidity of the environment, etc.
If there are too many electronic devices in use or too many occupants in the office which leads
to an increased temperature of the room, the building heating system can be adjusted or
automatically lowered based on the information provided by the DFL system. If there is no
people presence in several areas inside the office especially during lunch break, the lights and
air-conditioning in those areas can be automatically switched off. Government as well as
private bodies can implement this technology in all their buildings which definitely will reduce
the utility cost.

4. Challenges, open issues, and future direction

In the recent years, the RF-based DFL approach has made tremendous achievements and
becomes a popular research topic in localization and activity monitoring area. In the previous
section, we have provided a review of existing human activity monitoring system based on
different approaches. However, there are still significant challenges and open issues worth
exploring and require further in-depth research. Moreover, the performance of existing systems
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can be further optimized, improved, and extended. In this section, we present a list of challenges
and open issues together with the possible future research directions to be addressed by the
researchers.

Unstructured approaches: Although several theories and models have been presented in the
existing human activity monitoring researches, still, there is no general technique, methodo-
logical approach, and framework to DFAM. Most of the existing research focused on a partic-
ular application and specific technology based on empirical observation result. This topic
requires more complete theoretical model as well as its general technique or framework for
RF-based activity recognition. Additional in-depth research on the characteristic of human
body which relates to the radio signal based on human body model is required. One of our
research directions is to deploy the representation learning method such as deep learning
method with high recognition rate. Unlike the traditional machine learning algorithm, which
required manual feature selection as well as rules definition, deep learning approach is able to
learn the correct auto-generated features and accurately predict the correct feature. In addition,
although it is a challenging task to implement unsupervised learning technique into the DFL
human activity monitoring system, it is worth to be explored.

Inconsistency and unreliability of the sensors: Most of the presented studies used common
sensor such as RFID, MEMSIC motes, and other RF-devices used the continuous sensing
technique, where the sensor will continuously collect sample for activity recognition. How-
ever, this continuous sensing technique is challenging since it depends on the battery lifetime
in order to be consistently operated. In addition, various continuous sequences of human
performing activity with several periodic variations may result in wrong activity prediction.
In order to continuously monitor the human activity without disrupting the system, energy-
efficient mechanisms can be implemented to the sensor, where under certain conditions, the
sensors can be turned off or put under sleep mode. This technique is known as duty-cycling
technique. Only selected sensors are active for sampling at specific state, whereas other
inactive sensors are under sleep mode, waiting for any possible state transitions. It has been
proven that by using this duty-cycling technique, the battery lifetime can be improved by
75%; however, the recognition latency will increase. Additional research work is needed to
compare the performance of activity recognition system in terms of hardware or devices
diversity. Some of sensors or devices can be used together for a complete human activity
recognition.

Hardware, maintenance, and labor costs: For larger-scale environment, especially for system with
finger-printing approaches, the deployment of hundreds of sensors in a building of multiple
rooms will obtain good detection accuracy. However, deploying such high density of sensors
will affect the overall energy consumption of the building and demand for additional installa-
tion, maintenance, and labor costs. If these sensors are powered up using battery, the mainte-
nance and energy requirements should be taken into consideration for the long-term
deployment. Thus, it is required to select the best hardware, feature extraction approach, and
classification technique to be deployed in the systemwithout the requirement of additional cost.

Noise and interference from other appliances: Recognizing activities in noisy environment, that is,
communication channel consisting noisy channel and interferences from other devices running
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on the same channel, is quite challenging. With the presence of noise and interference due to
the inherent volatility of wireless signal, the activity recognition becomes less accurate. Most of
the studies are evaluated under controlled condition or laboratory environment, which
allowed selected devices to be present in the monitoring environment. Some of the research
implementation of frequency diversity technique may help to increase the system accuracy.
However, frequency diversity technique is not suitable for indoor environment due to interfer-
ence from nearby wireless devices. In order to develop the DFL system in the practical or real-
world environment, the activity recognition algorithm should be performed in the large-scale
area which consists not only the required devices, but other devices running on the same
communication channel. Thus, further in-depth research on the noise elimination technique is
required to effectively remove the noise of different sources in the radio channel.

Offline classification and training: Most of the presented studies proposed the offline activity
classification methods where the data collected by the receiver are being trained and classi-
fied offline by the application server. The system performances presented in those studies are
based on the offline recognition. In order to build reliable real-world activity monitoring
applications, the activity classification and system performance should be performed and
evaluated online on the application server. Offline classification process is suitable for appli-
cation which does not require online recognition such as monitoring daily routine of a
person. In this scenario, the data of the daily routine can be collected and stored into the
application server and can be processed offline. However, online classification and recogni-
tion are required for those applications that interested in specific human activity, duration
and sequence of activity, such as fitness coaching, fall detection and remote healthcare. In an
ideal and reliable system, the system performance and classifier accuracy can always be
improved and optimized as long as the system continuously collects enough data. This will
make the system benefit to human centric applications.

Recognizing complex activity: Most of the presented studies focus on the coarse-grained or
human basic activities such as walking, running, standing, falling, etc. However, the patterns
of these activities are not strong enough to be directly linked to the more complex or fine-
grained activities. Human behavior is spontaneous, and they tend to perform multiple tasks at
the same time which introduce confusion in the activity recognition process, and sometimes
may result in incorrect classification. For instance, it is rather straightforward to detect if the
user is lying down on couch but inferring if the user is sleeping or watching television, or
fainted is different. Although there exist several attempts in addressing this issue, further
research is needed in exploring the information collection of the complex activities recognition
and mapping for human-centric application domains, especially in persuasive applications for
a behavior or lifestyle change.

Recognizing multiuser activities: It is noticeable that most of the presented studies focus
on recognizing activity of a person. In fact, the real-world applications usually involve
multiple user presence in environment such as people walking together, queuing in a line,
watching television together, family dinner, etc.; however, none of the presented methods
are applicable for the situation. This open issue should be further investigated for different
application domains.
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5. Conclusion

In this chapter, we provided an extensive review on human activity recognition using RF-
based DFL technology, targeting human-centric applications such as healthcare, well-being,
and assisted living applications. We provided the details information on concept of DFL and
DFAM, together with the feature selection approaches based on different signal descriptors
and the potential applications. We presented an extensive review on the existing and on-
going works qualitatively and discussed on the challenges, limitations, and future research
directions relevant to this field. We believe that this DFL technology has great potential in
the future, which can benefit humans and will be one of the key areas of research that worth
to be explored.
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Abstract

In the past few years, face recognition has received great attention from both research and 
commercial communities. Areas such as access control using face verification are domi-
nated by solutions developed by both the government and the industry. In this chapter, a 
face verification solution is presented using open-source algorithms for access control of 
large-scale events under unconstrained environments. From the type of camera calibra-
tion to the algorithms used for face detection and recognition, every stage has a proposed 
solution. Tests using the proposed solutions in the entrance of a building were made in 
order to test and compare each solution proposed.

Keywords: face recognition, face detection, access control, unconstrained environment, 
camera calibration

1. Introduction

Over the past few years, face recognition has become one of the most successful applications 
in computer vision and pattern recognition. It has received significant attention in several 
areas, such as law enforcement and surveillance (video surveillance and access control), smart 
cards (national ID and passports), information security (data management and file encryp-
tion), and entertainment (video game and virtual reality), among others [1].

Biometric-based technologies have been developed and implemented over the last century. 
These systems are the most promising for personal identification. Examples of modes of bio-
metric systems include face recognition, fingerprints, iris scanning, and others [1].

Face recognition as a biometric technique appears to offer several advantages. The lack of 
interaction of the user is an important advantage regarding these types of systems appointed 
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by [1]. In a fingerprint system, for example, the user needs to place his finger in a designated 
area, while in a face recognition system, the face images can be acquired passively.

Face recognition systems have, however, some level of complexity as there are some stages 
that are needed to execute in order to achieve a system with a good performance. Figure 1 
presents these stages.

Within each stage, there are specific operations that can be added in order to achieve better 
performance results. Right on the start, the image acquisition is a crucial step where there is 
room for improvement. Later, the face detection and recognition can be performed by specific 
algorithms which are presented and studied. Finally, two algorithms for face normalization 
(also known as preprocessing) algorithms, which are mentioned on state of the art articles, are 
also analyzed for this specific chapter.

State of the art face recognition is dominated by industry- and government-scale datasets. 
There is a large accuracy gap between today’s publicly available face recognition systems 
and the state of the art private face recognition systems [2]. However, this gap is closing up 
as better open-source algorithms and datasets with more and better images starts to appear.

Despite the success and high verification or recognition rates, there are still some challenges 
such as age, illumination, and pose variations. Most of these systems work well under con-
strained conditions (i.e., scenarios in which at least a few of the factors contributing to the 
variability between face images are controlled); however, the performance degrades rapidly 
when they are exposed to conditions where none of these factors are regulated [3].

Figure 1. Configuration of a generic face recognition system.
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Toward exploring this field and the increasing demand of these systems, an access control 
solution for unconstrained environments using face verification with open-source algorithms 
is presented in this chapter.

An introductory section is presented that provides a brief introduction to the face recogni-
tion system. In Section 2, the proposed solution is described. Later in this section, the major 
problems for a face recognition system for unconstrained environments are explained. These 
problems are some of the challenges that are tried to solve in this chapter. The several imple-
mented algorithms are described in Section 3. In Section 4, experimental results showing the 
effectiveness of the proposed algorithms and the comparison between them are provided. 
Finally, a summary of the work done, comparison of the different experiments, concluding 
remarks, and the future work are featured in Section 5.

2. Proposed solution

The proposed solution consists of the creation of a face verification (1:1 match comparison) 
system using open-source face recognition and detection algorithms in order to implement it 
in large-scale events with access control, such as sport infrastructures. To access this type of 
events, it is usually through the acquisition of a ticket/ID card. In order to improve the access 
control, the ticket access/acquisition is complemented with a face verification system.

The environment of these places is usually outdoors; therefore, the lighting conditions cannot 
be fully controlled [4]. Thus, the solution involves the use of cameras with adjustable param-
eters which do not have a proper calibration for these types of environments. An artificial 
light is also added which helps to compensate the lack or the excess of light in the scene.

As for software, two different programming languages, C++ and Python, are used. The C++ 
language is used for image acquisition and control of the camera parameters, including the 
calibration method since the cameras manufacturer only provides a library for the C pro-
gramming language. Once the image is acquired, it is sent through a socket to a Python script 
that uses all the computer vision algorithms.

The solution is divided into two stages, registration and verification, that work independently 
of each other. Each process is divided into five scripts, where camera, facetracker, and NFC 
scripts are common to both stages. The database and interface scripts have some differences 
in both stages.

The different scripts are described as follows:

1. Camera Script: This script developed in C++ starts the system with the acquisition of images 
from the outside world. When a person approaches and his/her face is detected, a calibra-
tion of the camera parameters is done. Once the camera calibration is finished, the images 
acquired are sent in real time to the facetracker script.

2. Facetracker Script: Once activated, this Python script tracks the face of the person who is in 
front of the camera. The face is analyzed in order to crop and process only persons looking 
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toward the camera. When the face cropping and the preprocessing is done, the face image 
goes through a Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) which gives a 128D vector as output. This 
vector is compared to the vector acquired on the previous face image and, if the threshold 
is above the limit set, it will mean that a different person who is appearing in front of the 
camera, thus sending a warning to the next script. When the comparisons are below the 
threshold, the output vectors of the DNN are sent to the script.

3. Database Script: If no warning is received from the previous script, this script will store the 
output vectors of the face images. For the verification stage, when it receives an ID from 
the NFC script, these vectors are compared to the ones that are in the database associated 
with the ID number. The comparison gives, like in the case of the facetracker, an output 
value that decides if the person has that card associated with him/her. According to the 
comparison value, a token is sent to the Interface script. For the registration, instead of 
comparing the vectors, they are stored in the database associated to the ID number.

4. NFC Script: Python script that reads the NFC card reader values. If someone swipes an 
NFC tag over the card reader, the ID value of that tag is sent to the Database Script.

5. Interface Script: This script is used for the communication between the user and the system. 
It is designed to show images on the screen that gives feedback to the user of what is hap-
pening in the system. It tells the user to look at the camera, if he/she had done the registra-
tion, and finally a welcome message is displayed if the comparison value presented on the 
database script is below the threshold or a denying message if the value is above. When the 
person is in the registration, a wait message is displayed while the vectors are stored and 
finally it shows a successful registration message.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of scripts communication.

2.1. Challenges

In order to build a face verification system with these characteristics, an important factor is 
taken into account: the unconstrained environment where the system is going to be imple-
mented. In a computer vision point of view, some problems related with these kinds of envi-
ronments appear which are mentioned as follows:

1. Head pose: At the time of the image acquisition, the viewing direction of the subject may 
not be toward the camera. These face images may not be the best suitable for the face 
recognition system.

2. Face image resolution: As the subject approaches the camera, his/her face starts to be 
detected. However, if the person is still at some distance from the camera, the face images 
collected may not have enough resolution for the system.

3. Subject motion: It is taken into consideration that the subject is in movement and that may 
cause some blur in the images acquired.

4. Face tracking: It is crucial that there will be distinction between different subjects espe-
cially at the time of the ticket acquisition as if not done correctly, the face images of differ-
ent subjects may end up in the same person database.
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5. Non-controlled illumination: This may be the most difficult challenge to overcome as the 
cameras may be installed in an outdoor environment and, therefore, different lightning 
conditions according to the time of the day and the meteorological circumstances.

3. Proposed algorithms

The software developed obeys to some specific steps which are exposed in Figure 3.

3.1. Calibration through intensity pixels

In this section, a different type of calibration is proposed to acquire the best digital image for 
the face verification system.

When using the automatic calibration of the parameters provided by the camera, the whole 
image is considered when calibrating. Therefore, the region of interest (ROI) that will be 
acquired by the system can be affected by the light intensity that there is in the background 
and the image may not have the best quality.

In order to get the most suitable ROI (in this case, the face) for the system, it is attempted to 
create a calibration focused on this region.

The algorithm proposed is a mixture between the calibration of exposure time and gain.

Since the main goal is to implement the face verification system in an uncontrolled environ-
ment, an initial calibration is done using the auto-parameters calibration provided by the cam-
era in order to adapt to the light and environment conditions and to detect the first face for the 

Figure 3. Workflow diagram of the software developed.

Figure 2. Block diagram of communication between scripts.
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use of the calibration. At this point, a timer is set to wait a few seconds, so that the parameters 
of the camera have the time to be internally changed and established. Exposure time, gain, 
and white balance are the parameters changed automatically by the camera software.

When a face is found, the auto-parameter calibration is disabled and it continues to the next 
step of the calibration.

3.1.1. Mean sample value

This calibration step is based in the mean sample value (MSV) from the image gray-level 
histogram of the region where the face is represented. Introduced by [5], the MSV is used to 
calibrate the exposure time and the gain of the camera.

In this stage, the MSV is calculated through the gray-level histogram of the face region with 
the equation described next:

  MSV =   
 ∑ j=0  4    (j + 1)   x  j   _________  ∑ j=0  4     x  j  

    (1)

where   x  
j
    is the sum of the gray values in region  j  of the histogram (in the proposed approach, 

the histogram is divided into five regions).

It is worth noting that the pixels used for the MSV calculation are only the ones that are inside 
of the face-bounding box of the largest face found on the image.

A range of values is set for the MSV. If the calculated MSV is in range, between the values 
2.1 and 2.5, the camera parameters (gain and exposure) have acquired values. Otherwise, the 
camera parameters are increased or decreased depending on whether the MSV is below the 
minimum value or above the maximum value, respectively.

This method has the main advantage that, if the same person appears on different parts of the 
day, the face images acquired will have very similar intensity values as the gain is calculated 
to have the same intensity values between a certain range.

3.1.2. White pixels

This method addresses the situations when the face of a subject is partially exposed to 
sunlight which causes that part of the face too bright. To solve this, if a region where 
the intensity pixels have the maximum intensity found, the camera parameter values are 
decreased in order to reduce the brightness of that region of the face. In this case, when 
reducing the camera parameters, the side of the face that is not exposed to sunlight may 
become too dark. Therefore, the MSV value cannot be reduced far below the minimum 
value previously.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between parameter calibration provided by the camera and 
the proposed calibration, respectively.
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3.2. Detection and recognition algorithms

Several algorithms were studied and implemented into the system. Despite these algorithms 
being state of the art, where the use of neural networks is prevalent in an attempt of closing 
the gap between the performance of commercial and open-source of face recognition solu-
tions, several other exist in the study [6].

In previous work [7], the Haar Cascades, Local Binary Patterns Cascade (LBP), and Histogram 
of Oriented Gradients (HoG) algorithms were studied for face detection. The FisherFaces and 
Local Binary Patterns Histograms (LBPH) algorithms were also studied for face recognition.

3.2.1. Face detection

1. Histogram of oriented gradients (HoG): Dlib’s1 implementation is based on the algorithm 
presented in [8] that it is used for the face detection stage. It is especially useful as it pro-
vides 68 face landmarks that are further used at the recognition step for pose estimation.

2. Multi-task cascaded convolutional networks [9]: Deep cascaded multi-task framework 
exploits the inherent correlation between detection and alignment to boost up their perfor-
mance. It provides five major face landmarks instead of the 64 of Dlib. It is, however, more 
immune to light variations and occlusion.

3.2.2. Face recognition

1. Deep metric learning (DML): Implementation also provided by Dlib library where the net-
work implemented was inspired in [10] that does the face verification. The model trained 
achieves 99.38% in the benchmark Label Faces in the Wild (LFW) [11]. The input data of 
the network model for training were two datasets: the FaceScrub dataset [12] and the VGG 
dataset [13] with about 3 million faces in total.

2. OpenFace [2]: Face recognition with deep neural networks which achieves an accuracy of 
about 92% on the LFW [11] benchmark. The training of the neural network was done with 
the CASIA-WebFace [14] and FaceScrub [12] containing about 500,000 images.

1 http://dlib.net/

Figure 4. Comparison between the automatic calibration (left image) and the proposed calibration (right image).
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3. DeepFace [13]: Algorithm inspired in [15, 16]. The CASIA-WebFace is used on training. In 
LFW benchmark, it achieves 99.2% of accuracy. The implementation used of this algorithm 
can be found in the github repository.2

It is worth mentioning that the OpenCV3 library was used in the image processing and 
transformation.

3.3. Preprocessing methods

Once the image is acquired, there is still some image processing that may improve the system 
accuracy toward detection and recognition.

3.3.1. Gamma correction (GC)

Gamma is a very important characteristic in any digital system. In the world of cameras, it 
defines the relationship between a numerical value of a pixel and its actual luminance. The 
GC enhances the local dynamic range of the image in dark or shadowed regions while com-
pressing it in bright regions and at highlights [17]. However, this operation is still affected by 
some level of directional lightning as pointed by [18].

Given a certain gamma (γ), the relation between the gray-level image with gamma correction 
(  I  

g
   ) and the original one ( I ) is given by   I  

g
   =  I   γ  .

As it is possible to analyze in Figure 5, the human eye does not relate the detected light with 
the actual luminance as a “linear” relationship.

Figure 6 presents images with different gamma values, from the highest value to the lowest 
value (from the left to the right). As it is possible to analyze, the image with a higher gamma 
is more uniform regarding light.

The ambition then is that using an appropriate gamma value, the images acquired will not be 
as susceptible to lighting variations.

3.3.2. Contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE)

CLAHE is an adaption of Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) [19] that was first intro-
duced for contrast enhancement for both natural and non-visual images [20]. This variation 
that introduced the limitation of contrast started began to be used in the face recognition field 
[21], which improved the contrast in face images.

Later, it began to see its utility in the facial recognition field, and a variation entitled contrast-
limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [19] was started to be used.

CLAHE is a preprocessing stage that focuses on improving the contrast in an image. This 
technique was applied as a preprocessing technique in [21] and it was applied on the face 

2 https://github.com/bearsprogrammer/real-time-deep-face-recognition
3 https://opencv.org/
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images in order to highlight the features that describe the face. The results exposed regarding 
recognition were improved with the addition of this stage.

In this approach, the face image is divided into small blocks, also called tiles, and in each of 
these blocks, the histogram equalization is applied. However, if any of the histograms calcu-
lated is above the predefined contrast limit, the pixels are clipped and distributed uniformly 
to other bins before applying histogram equalization. Figure 7 shows a face image before and 
after the application of the CLAHE, respectively.

3.4. Head pose estimation

In previous work, three degrees of freedom were used for face alignment [7]: yaw, pitch, and 
roll which are presented in Figure 8.

In order to filter some of the input faces in face recognition algorithms, we use these three 
values to estimate the face position. For each value, a range is defined so that only the faces 
that are almost frontal to the camera are accepted as input of the face recognition algorithms.

Figure 6. Face images with different gamma values. From the highest value to the lowest value (from the left to the right) 
(http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/gamma-correction.html).

Figure 5. Relation between the detected light and the actual luminance for both eyes (in blue) and camera (in purple) 
(http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/gamma-correction.html).
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4. Experimental results

In order to test the algorithms for the proposed solution, an access control system was simu-
lated with face verification at the entrance of the research institute where dozens of people 
come and go during the day.

4.1. Setup

A prototype was developed with the available material. The prototype incorporates two cam-
eras, an industrial camera and a webcam, on a tripod placed at a height of 1.5 m. Above the 
camera, an artificial illumination was placed. Since there were no available processing boards 
during the development of the system, a personal computer (ASUS VivoBook S14), Intel Core 
i7 8550U, was used instead. Finally, an NFC card reader (RFID-RC522) was connected to read 
the tag ID of each user both on the registration and verification stages. Also, it is worth men-
tioning that the PC display was used to show interactive messages explaining what the user 
should do. Figure 9 presents the setup of the system.

Figure 7. Face image without (left image) and with (right image) the application of CLAHE.

Figure 8. The three degrees of freedom of a human head that can be described by the egocentric rotation angles pitch, 
roll, and yaw [22].
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4.1.1. Cameras

The cameras used for tests are the IDS UI-1220LE-C (Industrial Camera) and the Logitech 
C310 (webcam). The purpose of the use of these cameras is to compare the performance 
between them in this specific system as the webcam does not allow to change its camera 
parameters such as exposure or gain.

On the other hand, the industrial camera, despite not being the most suitable for this scenario, 
provides a software development kit (SDK) that enables the complete control of its different 
parameters. In addition, as the industrial camera does not have a lens integrated, a 4.5-mm 
lens with manually adjustable aperture is used. Since the system is intended to be imple-
mented at a fixed location, the most suitable lens aperture is defined.

In order to access the image data directly and to process the image captured by the webcam, 
the Video4Linux API using the OpenCV Video I/O module is used.

As for the industrial camera, an initial procedure is required to prepare the image capture.

In the first phase, the industrial camera is initialized to establish the connection. In order to obtain 
the image for the system, access to the image data stored in memory is required. To do that, it 
is necessary to obtain the sensor size as it determines the memory needed to allocate the image.

4.1.2. Illumination

A 168 LED illumination with adjustable intensity is used in order to compensate the excess 
or lack of illumination. It also eliminates any occlusion that may be caused by external 
lightning. Another major advantage is its use on darker scenarios where the camera has a 
substantial exposure time. If the illumination is turned on, the scenario is clearer and the 
exposure time needed is lower, thus the blur caused by the person’s motion in the image is 
less than without illumination.

Figure 9. User interacting with the system setup for the experimental results.
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4.2. Description of the experiment

The tests were done in three distinct days where the first and the third day were sunny and 
the second one was cloudy. People who were entering the building were asked if they want 
to participate in this study. If the person agreed, he/she posed himself/herself in front of the 
camera and the registration was done (if it was the first time that the person presented in front 
of the camera). As for the next times the person appeared, the comparison between the face 
images made on registration and the ones acquired at the time was made. Figure 10 shows 
some of the face images acquired in different days.

About 50 people (a big majority of Caucasians from both sexes) participated, and all the par-
ticipants entered the building at different times of the day which caused different types of 
directions of lighting in the face images acquired.

The comparisons between the face images registered in the database and the ones acquired 
next gave output values which were used to construct the receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curves. In total, about 2500 comparison values with both false and true positives were 
used to construct each curve presented next.

4.2.1. Camera calibration performance

The first test analyzes the performance between the webcam with its automatic calibration 
and the industrial camera with the calibration proposed. Figure 11 presents the ROC curve 
as well as the area under curve (AUC) for this comparison. The HoG and the Openface algo-
rithms were used with both cameras for detection and recognition, respectively.

Figure 10. Example of face images acquired in different days with different meteorological conditions.
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Comparing the AUC resulting from the graphic presented in Figure 11, it can be concluded 
that the proposed method using the industrial camera is better than webcam.

4.2.2. Face detection performance

In this section, the performance of the HoG and MTCNN face detection algorithms is pre-
sented. The time that it takes to detect faces in images with dimensions of 752 × 480 pixels was 
first measured. Posteriorly, the accuracy of each algorithm using a video recorded at the time 
of the tests was tested. Table 1 provides the results for both algorithms.

Analyzing this table, although the HoG algorithm has a lower processing time and less false 
positives, the MTCNN algorithm has the advantage of detecting faces in profile view and 
consequently detect more faces for the input of the face verification stage.

4.2.3. Face recognition and preprocessing algorithms performance

Results of the performance of the recognition algorithms tested with and without the pre-
processing methods of gamma correction and CLAHE are presented here. As all algorithms 
are based on neural networks, it is important to point out that, despite using a specific 

Figure 11. ROC curve comparing the webcam and the industrial camera performance using the same algorithms.

HoG MTCNN

Processing time (ms) 60 121

Total detections 592 740

False positives 1 8

Table 1. Processing times, total detections, and false positives for each face detection algorithm.
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preprocessing method, the network was not retrained. The results might improve if the pre-
processing methods are applied to the images that are used to train the neural network.

Figures 12–14 present the algorithms performance using no preprocessing algorithms and 
comparing its results with the use of CLAHE and gamma correction.

Figure 12. ROC curve presenting the performance of OpenFace using CLAHE, gamma, and no preprocessing methods.

Figure 13. ROC curve presenting the performance of DML using CLAHE, gamma, and no preprocessing methods.
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Table 2 shows the processing time that takes each face image to forward pass the neural 
network of each algorithm.

The results obtained using the proposed algorithms for face recognition show that the gamma 
correction revealed to have a negative impact in OpenFace and DML algorithms. As for 
DeepFace algorithm, the gamma correction does not have a significant impact on the output.

The preprocessing algorithm CLAHE has a positive impact in all face recognition algorithms 
used in this work.

Through the analysis in Figures 12–14 and Table 2, the DeepFace is the better algorithm for 
using in the face verification stage. The DeepFace is two times faster than the other proposed 
algorithms and the AUC is higher.

5. Conclusion

This chapter presented a face verification solution and studies where algorithms and cam-
eras are appropriately used under uncontrolled environments. Regarding the camera and its 

Figure 14. ROC curve presenting the performance of DeepFace using CLAHE, gamma, and no preprocessing methods.

OpenFace DML DeepFace

Forward network runtime (ms) 236 293 110

Table 2. Processing times for forward pass in each network.
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calibration, the industrial camera had a better performance compared to the webcam as the cal-
ibration method presented focus on the best face image that can be acquired. As for software, 
both detection algorithms presented a good performance. Despite that, MTCNN seems to have 
the best performance as it detects faces where subject is in the profile view. In relation to the 
recognition and the preprocessing algorithms, CLAHE algorithm had a positive impact in all 
the recognition algorithms as for the gamma correction had a negative impact. It is believed 
that the results would improve if the preprocessing technique was applied in all the face images 
used for the training of the neural network. Unfortunately, the training of these types of neural 
networks takes over a day using powerful GPUs which are difficult to access. Despite that, 
the overall performance of the system was satisfactory and, from now on and according to the 
experiments, the best solution for this system is the use of an industrial camera, MTCNN for 
face detection, CLAHE for preprocessing, and DeepFace for the face verification stage.

The future work goes through the implementation of the solution in larger scales where more 
people would use it. Until then, the training of new neural networks using the preprocessing 
techniques is presented, and the study of new alternatives for cameras is on the agenda.
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Abstract

Micro-expressions (ME) are brief, fast facial movements that occur in high-stake situations
when people try to conceal their feelings, as a form of either suppression or repression.
They are reliable sources of deceit detection and human behavior understanding. Auto-
matic analysis of micro-expression is challenging because of their short duration (they
occur as fast as 1/15–1/25 of a second) and their low movement amplitude. In this study,
we report a fast and robust micro-expression detection framework, which analyzes the
subtle movement variations that occur around the most prominent facial regions using
two absolute frame differences and simple classifier to predict the micro-expression
frames. The robustness of the system is increased by further processing the preliminary
predictions of the classifier: the appropriate predicted micro-expression intervals are
merged together and the intervals that are too short are filtered out.

Keywords: micro-expression spotting, image differences, affective computing, random
forest classifier, detection

1. Introduction

Automatic facial expression analysis has been extensively studied in the last decades, as it has
applications in various multidisciplinary domains, ranging from behavioral psychology, human-
computer interaction, deceit detection, just to name a few. In the last years, a new research field
has drawn the attention of computer vision researchers: micro-expression analysis.

Micro-expressions (ME) were discovered by Paul Eckman [1] and his colleagues in the early 1970s
while analyzing facial expressions in order to recognize concealed emotions. Eckman defined
various facial cues that can be used for deceit detection:micro-expressions, squelched expressions,
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and facial asymmetries and various parameters related to the dynamics of the expression. Now-
adays, automatic expression and micro-expression analysis have a strong impact on a variety of
applications. As an example, in the United States, within the SPOT program [2], airport
employees are trained in ME recognition in order to detect the passengers with suspicious
behavior. MEs are short facial expressions (with a duration between 1/5 and 1/25 of a second) that
usually occur when people try to hide their feelings (either consciously or unconsciously). A
micro-expression can be defined by its time evolution, its amplitude, and its symmetry. There are
three key moments in the elicitation of a ME: onset (the moment when the ME starts), apex (the
moment of maximum amplitude) and offset (the moment when it fades out).

Recently, the automatic analysis of ME has received the attention of researchers in the computer
vision field. Besides the difficulties posed by facial expression detection and recognition in
general, micro-expressions bring several other challenges. First of all, as MEs are involuntary,
data are very hard to gather. However, several ME databases are available [3–5], but they only
contain video sequences captured in controlled scenarios. Another difficulty is related to data
labeling, as this is a time-consuming and subjective process. As a result, some ME databases [5]
classify the expressions only into three categories: positive, negative, and surprise. Finally, MEs
are very fast movements and are visible only for a limited number of frames. Therefore, high-
speed cameras and accurate motion and tracking algorithms are required in the analysis of ME.

In this chapter, we propose a fast and robust micro-expression detection framework based
solely on the movement magnitudes that appear on certain regions of the face. Although
numerous works tackled the problem of micro-expression recognition, micro-expression detec-
tion has only been addressed recently. However, in real world applications, we argue that ME
detection is more valuable than the recognition process.

First of all, the emotion recognition is a complex and fluid problem and psychologists still have
not reached a consensus on a taxonomy of emotions and the way they are represented on the
face. Eckman proposed a taxonomy with six universal emotions: anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise. However, recently, the idea of emotion universality has received much
criticism [6]. In practice, more complex emotion classification schemes are used, such as
Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions [7] or Parrot’s classification scheme [8]. Parrot emotion taxon-
omy [8] identified more than 100 emotions and classified them into a tree-based structure
(primary, secondary, and tertiary emotion levels).

Another problem related to micro-expression recognition is the elicitation of emotion. All the
micro-expression data available to this day are captured in (highly) controlled environments:
the subjects are asked to watch video sequences with high emotional valence, without moving
their head and try to suppress the expression of any emotion. However, using this methodol-
ogy, the subjects are often impacted by the research technology and pure emotions are not
produced, only blended emotions. To solve this problem, Eckman suggests using trained
actors in Stanislavski acting technique [1]: in which emotion expression is generated based on
actor’s conscious thought and past experiences.

Finally, due to micro-expression’s short duration and low amplitude, human often fail to
perceive them. In fact, in their first study, Haggard and Issacs [9] stated that micro-expressions
cannot be perceived with the naked eye.
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The proposed algorithm is envisioned to be integrated into a computer-aided emotion analysis
system: the detection module determines the frames in the video sequence where the emotion
appeared and the psychologist analyzes these frames in order to recognize (a more nuanced)
emotion.

The proposed algorithm determines if a ME has occurred at a certain time moment, while the
recognition process establishes the type of the micro-expression. For the detection part, we use a
sliding window to iterate over the movement variations of the video sequence and we compute
the minimum and maximum response for each window position. The resulting feature vector is
fed to a classifier in order to determine if a ME occurred at the center of the window. The raw
result from the classifier is further processed in order to filter out false positives and to merge
responses corresponding to the same ME.

This work has the following structure: in Section 2, the recent advances in the field of ME
detection and recognition are presented. The outline of the proposed solution is illustrated in
Section 3 and detailed in Section 4. The experimental results are presented and discussed in
Section 4. Finally, this work is concluded in Section 5.

2. State of the art

Although automatic ME detection and recognition is not as widely studied as macro-expression
analysis, with the recent advances in computer vision, several works addressed this problem. A
ME analysis framework usually consists of three main tasks: (1) the selection of the relevant face
regions, (2) the extraction of spatiotemporal features, and (3) the detection and recognition of ME
using machine learning algorithms.

The first module is related to the selection of the facial areas where the MEs are more likely to
occur. The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [10] is a methodology used to classify facial
expressions based on the muscles that produce them and it is used by trained human practi-
tioners. For the automatic ME analysis, the face is usually segmented according to the most
prominent facial elements (eyes, mouth corners, and nose) [11–13], or a complex deformable
model is used to divide the face into more precise regions [6, 14]. Another approach is to split
the face into n equal cells [15, 16].

As MEs are brief facial movements, their analysis requires robust spatiotemporal image descrip-
tors. Various descriptors have been used in the literature: Local Binary Patterns in Three Orthog-
onal Planes (LBP-TOP) [6], 3D histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [11, 12], dense optical flow
[14], and optical strain [15]. Finally, using the appropriate features, ME can be classified using
supervised [6] or non-supervised [11, 12] machine learning algorithms.

Several works perform both ME detection and recognition. In [17], the authors propose a
general micro-expression analysis framework that performs both micro-expression detection
and recognition. The detection phase does not require any training and exploits frame differ-
ence contrast to determine the frames where movement occurred. First, the authors define 36
facial cells based on the position of three facial features (the right eye inner corner, the left eye
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their head and try to suppress the expression of any emotion. However, using this methodol-
ogy, the subjects are often impacted by the research technology and pure emotions are not
produced, only blended emotions. To solve this problem, Eckman suggests using trained
actors in Stanislavski acting technique [1]: in which emotion expression is generated based on
actor’s conscious thought and past experiences.
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inner corner, and the tip of the nose). Two types of features are extracted for the detection
process: Histogram of Oriented Optical Flow and LBP histograms; these features are extracted
from each facial cell and concatenated into the final feature vector. Finally, the detection
module uses histogram differences and thresholding to spot micro-expressions in the high-
speed video sequence. The recognition algorithm implies a face alignment preprocessing step.
Also, Eulerian motion magnification is used to emphasize the motion magnitude. Next, the
classification features are extracted and concatenated from each one of the 36 facial cells: (LBP-
TOP, Histogram of Oriented Gradients on Three Orthogonal Planes and Histogram of Image
Gradient Orientation on Three Orthogonal Planes). A linear support vector machine classifier
is used to recognize the micro-expression type.

In [16], micro-expressions are detected and recognized using optical strain and LBP-TOP
motion descriptors. The face region is divided geometrically into 25 rectangular cells, and the
feature vector is defined by concatenating the optical strain information and LBP-TOP infor-
mation from each cell. Finally, a support vector machine classifier is used to both detect and
recognize the micro-expressions.

Deep learning and convolutional neural networks in particular have recently received an
increasing attention from the scientific literature. Several recent works also tackled the
problem of micro-expression detection and recognition from a deep learning perspective.
In [18], a convolutional neural network is used to locate 68 features on the subject’s face.
Based on the position of these landmarks, several regions are defined on the face and the
histogram of oriented optical flow (HOOF) is extracted from each facial cell. Finally, the
features from all the cells are concatenated and the support vector machines are used to
determine the frames in which micro-expressions occurred. In [19], convolutional neural
networks and long short-term memory recurrent neural networks (LSTM networks) are used
to recognize the micro-expressions. First, a convolutional neural network is trained using the
video frames from the beginning of the micro-expression sequence and the onset, apex, and
offset frames. The learned features are finally fed to LSTM network to recognize the type of
the micro-expression.

As stated earlier, the main problem in micro-expression detection and recognition is the gather-
ing of a representative dataset. Table 1 describes the micro-expression databases available.

The Polikovsky dataset [13] was captured at a frame rate of 200 fps and involves 10 University
students (5 Asian, 4 Caucasian, and 1 Indian). Its main drawback is that the emotions are
posed: the students were asked to perform seven basic emotions with low amplitude and go

Dataset Posed/genuine Image resolution FPS Annotation

Polikovsky [13] Posed 640 � 480 200 Action units

CASME [3] Genuine 1280 � 720, 640 � 480 60 Action units 8 emotions

CASME II [4] Genuine 640 � 480 200 Action units 8 emotions

SMIC [5] Genuine 640 � 480 100 3 emotions

Table 1. Distribution of the ME types in the CASME-II and SMIC-E databases.
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back to the neutral state as fast as possible. Therefore, some difference between these expres-
sions and genuine micro-expressions might occur.

However, some datasets that contain genuine micro-expressions were developed. The following
methodologywas used to elicit emotions: the users were asked to watch several videos with high
emotional valence and try to hide or suppress all their facial expressions that might occur during
the experiment. In order to create a high stake situation (as micro-expressions only occur when
people have something to lose), some kind of penalty was imposed: if the subjects failed to hide
their expression, they would have to fill in a very long and boring questionnaire.

The SMIC [5] database contains 168 micro-expression video sequences labeled with only three
emotion classes: positive, negative, and surprise. The dataset was collected using 16 subjects.
In addition, 10 subjects were used to capture video sequence at a regular temporal resolution
(25 fps) with both visual and near-infrared cameras. For the task of micro-expression detection,
a new version of the SMIC dataset was published, which contains longer micro-expression
sequences (their average duration is 5.9 s).

The CASME II [4] dataset contains video sequences captured at 200 fps of 35 subjects. In total,
247 micro-expressions were elicited. The database was captured in highly controlled laboratory
environments and is labeled with eight emotion classes. The CASME-II dataset also contains
some samples (annotated with the “repression” label) that correspond to squelched expressions.
Squelched expressions also appear when humans try to conceal their feelings, but there are some
major differences between squelched expressions and micro-expressions. First of all, squelched
expressions are not complete in terms of temporal parameters: the subject usually becomes
aware that expresses an emotion and tries to hide it, by rapidly going to the neutral state or with
another emotion (often a smile). Micro-expressions occur involuntary and unconscious, are
complete emotions (they have a clear onset, apex, and offset) and their duration is shorter.

The main drawback of all the data available to this day is that all the data are captured in
unnatural conditions: the subjects are asked to keep their head fixed and not to make any
(macro) facial movements.

3. Solution outline

Figure 1 shows the outline of the proposed solution.

The method analyzes the motion variation that occurs across the high-speed video sequence.
Two absolute image differences are computed: the difference between the current frame t and
the frame t-ε (that describes the noise variation) and the difference between the current frame
and the previous frame at distance Δt/2 (that describes the motion information).

The main issues that need to be addressed in detecting the micro-expressions are related to their
short duration and low amplitude; therefore, this task requires sensible and robust motion
descriptors. In Figure 2, we depict several frames within some micro-expression sequences.

Ideally, the features used to detect micro-expressions should be based on dense optical flow.
However, this descriptor is very hard to compute and extract on the face area: the zone is
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Table 1. Distribution of the ME types in the CASME-II and SMIC-E databases.
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back to the neutral state as fast as possible. Therefore, some difference between these expres-
sions and genuine micro-expressions might occur.

However, some datasets that contain genuine micro-expressions were developed. The following
methodologywas used to elicit emotions: the users were asked to watch several videos with high
emotional valence and try to hide or suppress all their facial expressions that might occur during
the experiment. In order to create a high stake situation (as micro-expressions only occur when
people have something to lose), some kind of penalty was imposed: if the subjects failed to hide
their expression, they would have to fill in a very long and boring questionnaire.

The SMIC [5] database contains 168 micro-expression video sequences labeled with only three
emotion classes: positive, negative, and surprise. The dataset was collected using 16 subjects.
In addition, 10 subjects were used to capture video sequence at a regular temporal resolution
(25 fps) with both visual and near-infrared cameras. For the task of micro-expression detection,
a new version of the SMIC dataset was published, which contains longer micro-expression
sequences (their average duration is 5.9 s).

The CASME II [4] dataset contains video sequences captured at 200 fps of 35 subjects. In total,
247 micro-expressions were elicited. The database was captured in highly controlled laboratory
environments and is labeled with eight emotion classes. The CASME-II dataset also contains
some samples (annotated with the “repression” label) that correspond to squelched expressions.
Squelched expressions also appear when humans try to conceal their feelings, but there are some
major differences between squelched expressions and micro-expressions. First of all, squelched
expressions are not complete in terms of temporal parameters: the subject usually becomes
aware that expresses an emotion and tries to hide it, by rapidly going to the neutral state or with
another emotion (often a smile). Micro-expressions occur involuntary and unconscious, are
complete emotions (they have a clear onset, apex, and offset) and their duration is shorter.

The main drawback of all the data available to this day is that all the data are captured in
unnatural conditions: the subjects are asked to keep their head fixed and not to make any
(macro) facial movements.

3. Solution outline

Figure 1 shows the outline of the proposed solution.

The method analyzes the motion variation that occurs across the high-speed video sequence.
Two absolute image differences are computed: the difference between the current frame t and
the frame t-ε (that describes the noise variation) and the difference between the current frame
and the previous frame at distance Δt/2 (that describes the motion information).

The main issues that need to be addressed in detecting the micro-expressions are related to their
short duration and low amplitude; therefore, this task requires sensible and robust motion
descriptors. In Figure 2, we depict several frames within some micro-expression sequences.

Ideally, the features used to detect micro-expressions should be based on dense optical flow.
However, this descriptor is very hard to compute and extract on the face area: the zone is
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mostly homogenous and the micro-expression movement amplitude is too low. We argue that,
under these conditions, the dense optical flow is impossible to detect at the pixel level. In
addition, dense optical flow computation is slow and requires high computational resources.

The movement magnitude is computed by pixel-wise division of the second difference image
by the first difference image. Next, the mean magnitude variation around the most prominent
parts of the face (eyebrows, eye corners, mouth corners, and chin) is computed and a classifier
is used to determine if a ME occurred at the current frame t. Finally, the response of the
classifier is further processed in order to increase the robustness of the solution.

4. Solution description

In this section, a detailed description of each module is presented. First, we describe the
regions of interest used to detect the micro-expressions and the computation of the motion
detection features. Next, we detail the classification process and the post-processing model
used to improve the algorithm’s performance.

Figure 1. Solution outline.

Figure 2. Some samples belonging to micro-expression sequences. First row: an example of a negative ME sequence,
second row: an example of a positive ME sequence, third row: an example of a surprise ME sequence. (Raw frames from
CASME II database [4] (©Xiaolan Fu)).
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4.1. Selection of relevant face regions

Our proposed solution analyzes the movement magnitude variation in regions of interest. We
defined 10 equally sized regions of the face that correspond to the positions of the muscles that
are most used in facial expressions. The selection of the muscles used during a ME was based on
the facial action coding system methodology. A first step is to use a general off the shelf facial
detector, based on constrained local models [20] to detect 68 facial landmarks. The 10 cells
(regions of interest) used in our solution are selected based on the detector results. Therefore,
three cells in the upper area correspond to the left frontalis, procerus, and right frontalis muscles
(the eyebrows area). Two cells are positioned around the eye corners, corresponding to orbicularis
oculi muscles, two cells around the mouth corners and nostrils that overlap the orbicularis oris
and zygomatics muscles. The last cell around the chin area overlays the mentalis muscle. The cell
dimensions, height and width were chosen heuristically to be half the mouth width. The 10 cells
that are analyzed by the ME detection and recognition algorithm are illustrated in Figure 3.

4.2. Feature extraction

Our solution relies on a simple method for the estimation of motion variation during a ME. We
use Δt to denote the average ME duration (expressed in number of frames) for a given dataset.
The facial movements that occur during consecutive frames are very low, as the ME video
sequences are captured with high-speed cameras at a high frame rate.

We consider noise as a normalization factor, due to the fact that the movement magnitude for
an ME has a very low intensity. Two absolute difference images are computed for each frame t:

1. ΔME (the difference between the frame t and the frame t—Δt/2).

2. Δε (the difference between the frame t and the frame t –ε); the resulting images are
presented in Figure 4 (a) and (b). The Δε image describes the noise that occurs at frame t.

Figure 3. Facial regions of interest. Ten regions of interest are selected around the most prominent facial areas, where the
MEs are likely to cause muscle movements.
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The first difference image ΔME describes the movement variation that occurred within the Δt/2
interval. Due to the fact that there is little to none facial movement within the interval of ε frames
in a high-speed capture system, the Δε image is considered a neutral reference image and it is
used as a normalization factor. In the reported results, ε was set to 3; this value was determined
through trial-and-error experiments. Therefore, the movement magnitudeM (Figure 4(c)) at each
frame t is computed as:

M ¼
It � It�Δt

2

���
���þ 1

It � It�εd e þ 1
, (1)

where It represents the frame at index t.

The average value of the M image within the region of interest is computed for each of the 10
face cells (regions of interest). For example, Figure 5 illustrates the average value of the M
image for the middle eyebrow region.

We iterate through the responses for all the cells by using a sliding timewindow. A feature vector
is created using the minimum and maximum values within the time frame and will be further
analyzed by a classifier in order to detect if a ME has occurred. For each cell, we compute the

Figure 4. Frame movement computation. (a) Difference between the current frame and the previous frame at three frames
distance. (b) Difference between the current frame and the t the frame t - Δt/2. (c) Movement magnitude.

Figure 5. Difference variation of the middle eyebrow face cell. The ground truth labeling of the ME sequence is marked
with a blue step, and the difference variation is depicted in gray.
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average minimum and maximum value within the sliding window and we concatenate them to
the feature vector. The dimensionality of the feature vector is 20 (10 cells � 2 values per cell).

featuret ¼ kci ∈ cell maxt∈ sz MMt ci½ �h i; mint∈ sz MMt ci½ �h ið Þ, (2)

where 〈MMt ci½ �〉 represents the average value of the M image within the region of interest ci, at
frame t and || represents the concatenation operator.

We convolved the input frame image with the Laplacian kernel in order to make the algorithm
more robust to illumination changes and to eliminate the lighting bias:

L ¼
�1 �1 �1
�1 8 �1
�1 �1 �1

2
64

3
75 (3)

The image filtered with the Laplacian kernel is presented in Figure 6. The results obtained using
the raw difference images and the Laplacian filtered difference images are discussed in Section 5.

4.3. Classification

The extracted feature vectors are used as input for a classification algorithm that will deter-
mine the state (ME or non-ME) at each frame t. We performed the classification using two
classifiers: decision tree and random forest classifier.

Decision trees [21] use structures similar to graphs to determine classification rules, meaning
that they are non-parametric supervised learning algorithms. A decision tree’s structure contains
internal nodes that represent “tests” on an attribute, whereas each edgewill represent the outcome
of the tests. The leaves in the tree represent the encodings of the class labels, while the classification
rules are represented by paths from the root of the tree to each leaf. Decision trees are computa-
tionally efficient (the prediction step is logarithmic in the number of data instances used to train
the tree), easy to interpret and visualize and require little or no data preprocessing. Their main
disadvantage is that the learning algorithm can generate an over-complex tree, meaning that it
does not generalize the data well and can usually lead to overfitting.

Figure 6. Laplace filtering.
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average minimum and maximum value within the sliding window and we concatenate them to
the feature vector. The dimensionality of the feature vector is 20 (10 cells � 2 values per cell).
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Random forest classifiers, also known as random decision forest classifiers, [22] are ensemble
learning methods for classification, regression, that were designed to cope with the problem of
overfitting that occurs in decision trees. These classifiers generatemultiple decision trees at training
time and the final class label is the mode (the label that appears more often) of the classes of the
individual trees. The prediction accuracy is improved by fitting a different number of decision trees
on subsets of the dataset and uses averaging to improve the prediction accuracy and to better
control overfitting.

4.4. Postprocessing

The preliminary result (Rt) obtained from the classifier is further analyzed in order to filter out
false positive and to determine the time frame of the ME (onset, apex, and offset moments). Rt

contains the predicted classes (0—non-ME class and 1—ME class) for each frame from the input
video sequence. We make the assumption that the preliminary result vector should contain
agglomerations of ME class predictions around the apex frame of a ME, and the singular pre-
dictions of ME class correspond to false positives. Therefore, we first determine all the contigu-
ous intervals that contain only ME class predictions. The intervals that are too close to each other
(their distance is less than Δt/4) are merged together, and next, all the intervals that are too short
(their width is lower than Δt/10) are considered false positives as filtered out. The remaining
intervals are considered ME intervals and their centroid is selected as the apex frame of the ME.

The raw response of the classifiers on an input video sequence and the filtered response of
using the proposed algorithm are depicted in Figures 7 and 8. The plot is also marked with the
ground truth onset, apex, and offset frames.

Figure 7. Raw classifier prediction. The predictions are depicted in blue vertical lines; the ground truth onset and the
apex and, offset frames are depicted in violet, red, and yellow respectively.
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The classifier response if further post-processed in order to filter out false positives and to merge
the positive responses which belong to the sameME. The first step is detecting all the disjunctive
ME intervals and then merging together the intervals that are too close to each other. In the last
step, the size of each interval is analyzed, and the intervals that are too short are ruled out
(Algorithm 1). The middle of each predicted ME interval represent the apex frames.

Figure 8. Postprocessing of the classifier result. The retained classifier predictions are depicted in blue vertical lines and
the ground truth onset, apex, and offset frames are depicted in violet, red, and yellow respectively.

Algorithm 1: ME detection and postprocessing

Parameters:

minMicroSz: the minimum size in frames of a ME (Δt/4 in our experiments).

maxDist: the maximum distance between two clusters to be merged (2Δt in our experiments).

1: Find the predicted and disjunctive ME intervals: I = {(s0, e0), (s1, e1), …, (sn, en)}

2: doMerge True.

3: while doMerge do.

4: doMerge False

5: for i = 1 to length(I) do

6: m1 < � (ei-1 – si-1)

7: m2 < � (ei – si)

8: if (m2 – m1) < maxDist then

9: merge(Ii, Ii-1)

10: doMerge True

11: break
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In the above mentioned algorithm, the predicted ME intervals are described as a list of frame
pairs (si, ei) denoting the start and end frames of each interval.

5. Experimental results

The proposed solution was trained and evaluated on the CASME II [5] database. This dataset
contains 247 video sequences of spontaneous micro-expressions, captured from 26 participants.
The mean age of the participants is 22.03 years, with 1.6 standard deviation. The video sequences
were captured by a high-speed camera (200 fps), with a resolution of 640 � 480 pixels. The video
sequences are labeled with the onset, apex and offset moments, and with one of following ME
types: happiness, disgust, surprise, repression, and tense.

Two types of evaluation strategies are used in the specialized literature: leave one sample out
cross validation and leave one subject out cross validation. The first evaluation technique randomly
selects some video sequences for the evaluation, while the latter randomly selects some sub-
jects which were not used in the training process and uses all the samples belonging to the
selected subjects for evaluation. Leave one subject out cross validation is more generic, as the
classification algorithm hasn’t “seen” the subject. For the evaluation part, we used “leave one
subject out cross validation” (LOSOCV).

To label the data for detection module, a sliding time window is iterated through the video
sequence. If Δt is the average micro-expression duration (67 frames), and tapex is the ME
ground truth apex frame, the current frame t is labeled using the following rule:

• If t ∈ [0, tapex - δ ∙Δt] or t ∈ [tapex + δ ∙Δt], then the frame t is labeled as non-micro-
expression frame (neutral frame or macro-expression);

• If t ∈ (tapex - δ ∙Δt, tapex + δ ∙Δt), then frame t is considered a ME frame.

The scale factor δ was heuristically set to 0.25 through trial and error experiments. The main
idea regarding this value is that we do not want to label all the frames from the micro-
expression interval as micro-expression frames, so we decided that only half the frames from

Algorithm 1: ME detection and postprocessing

12: end if

13: end for

14: end while.

15: for i = 1 to length(I) do.

16: if (ei – si) < minMicroSz then

17: remove(Ii)

18: end if

19: end for.
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the ground truth micro-expression interval, centered on the apex frame, to be labeled as micro-
expression frames—as there should be a higher movement variation within this region.

Table 2 shows the performance of the algorithm on the CASME II dataset. TPR stands for True
Positive Rate, FPR for False Positive Rate, FNR stands for False Negative Rate, and TNR
represents the True Negative Rate. The metrics are defined as follows:

TPR ¼ TP
TPþ FN

(4)

FNR ¼ FN
TPþ FN

¼ 1� TPR (5)

TNR ¼ TN
TNþ FP

(6)

In the abovementioned equations, the following abbreviations are used: TP—true positive
samples, FP—false positive sample, FN—false negative sample and TN—true negative sample.

The best results are obtained using the Laplace filtering of the input image and a random forest
classifier.

Our method is better than recent state-of-the-art methods. In Table 3, we present the compar-
ison of the proposed solution with other state of the art works. ACC stands for accuracy, FPR
stands for false positive rate and TPR stands for true positive rate.

Feature Classifier TPR (%) FPR (%) FNR (%) TNR (%)

Raw pixels Decision tree 68.18 0.25 31.81 99.74

Raw pixels Random forest 72.72 0.15 27.27 99.84

Laplacian Decision tree 76.19 0.06 23.80 99.93

Laplacian Random forest 86.95 0.012 13.04 99.87

Table 2. Performance on the CASME 2 dataset.

Method Features Performance

[3] LBP-TOP ACC: 65.49%*

[5] LBP-TOP N/A

[16] Optical strain, LBP-TOP ACC: 74.16%*

[17] Frame differences TPR*: 70%

Our solution Frame differences TPR: 86.95%

Methods marked with an asterisk * were evaluated on SMIC [3] database. To detect the micro-expressions, most of the
works were only evaluated on SMIC database. Therefore, the numerical comparison with these methods might not be
relevant.

Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the art works.
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In the above mentioned algorithm, the predicted ME intervals are described as a list of frame
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the ground truth micro-expression interval, centered on the apex frame, to be labeled as micro-
expression frames—as there should be a higher movement variation within this region.

Table 2 shows the performance of the algorithm on the CASME II dataset. TPR stands for True
Positive Rate, FPR for False Positive Rate, FNR stands for False Negative Rate, and TNR
represents the True Negative Rate. The metrics are defined as follows:
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The best results are obtained using the Laplace filtering of the input image and a random forest
classifier.

Our method is better than recent state-of-the-art methods. In Table 3, we present the compar-
ison of the proposed solution with other state of the art works. ACC stands for accuracy, FPR
stands for false positive rate and TPR stands for true positive rate.

Feature Classifier TPR (%) FPR (%) FNR (%) TNR (%)

Raw pixels Decision tree 68.18 0.25 31.81 99.74

Raw pixels Random forest 72.72 0.15 27.27 99.84

Laplacian Decision tree 76.19 0.06 23.80 99.93

Laplacian Random forest 86.95 0.012 13.04 99.87

Table 2. Performance on the CASME 2 dataset.

Method Features Performance

[3] LBP-TOP ACC: 65.49%*

[5] LBP-TOP N/A

[16] Optical strain, LBP-TOP ACC: 74.16%*

[17] Frame differences TPR*: 70%

Our solution Frame differences TPR: 86.95%

Methods marked with an asterisk * were evaluated on SMIC [3] database. To detect the micro-expressions, most of the
works were only evaluated on SMIC database. Therefore, the numerical comparison with these methods might not be
relevant.

Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the art works.
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The execution time of the proposed solution is approximately 9 ms on a fourth generation Intel
i7 processor.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this chapter, we presented a fast and robust method for the detection of subtle expres-
sions from high-speed cameras. The method analyzes the movement variations that occur
in a given time frame using image differences. Two classifiers were used and evaluated to
determine if a ME occurred at a given frame t. In order to ensure the robustness of the
algorithm, the raw response of the classifier is further post-processed in order to filter out
false positives and to merge the predictions that belong to the same ME zone. The proposed
method is fast, robust, and it achieves a high positive rate, while maintaining the false-
positive rate low.

As a future work, we plan to gather more data for the training process so that more data
variation is present. Till this day, all the micro-expression data are captured in highly con-
trolled environments: artificial lighting conditions, the subjects are not allowed to move their
heads freely and must keep a near-frontal pose etc. We plan to gather a different dataset, in
which the emotion elicitation technique is quite different (for example, interrogation scenarios)
and the users are allowed to act naturally. Of course, under this modified settings, the 3D head
pose must be taken into account.

Also, we intend to use motion magnification in order to accentuate the magnitude of the facial
movement during a micro-expression and so to increase the algorithm’s performance.

Finally, the proposed detection algorithm will be integrated into a full micro-expression anal-
ysis framework, which is capable of also recognizing the type of the micro-expression that
occurred.
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determine if a ME occurred at a given frame t. In order to ensure the robustness of the
algorithm, the raw response of the classifier is further post-processed in order to filter out
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method is fast, robust, and it achieves a high positive rate, while maintaining the false-
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As a future work, we plan to gather more data for the training process so that more data
variation is present. Till this day, all the micro-expression data are captured in highly con-
trolled environments: artificial lighting conditions, the subjects are not allowed to move their
heads freely and must keep a near-frontal pose etc. We plan to gather a different dataset, in
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and the users are allowed to act naturally. Of course, under this modified settings, the 3D head
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